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Detachable Sako type split
ring scope mounts, adjusl
able for windage, return
readily to zero. Polished
blue steel.

F.I. LUMINAR rifle scopes
are light weight, optically
perfect scopes with cali
brated click adjustments
for elevation and windage
and nitrogen filled tubes.

PRESENTS THE MUSKETEER BOLT ACTION RIFLES

BUILT ON THE WORLD FAMOUS ~ ACTION
Firearms

International

Corporation

Calibers: .243, .270, 30-06,
.308, 7M/M Magnum, .264
Magnum and .308 Norma
Magnum.
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The Medali5t $11295

With extra weights
and lifelime fitted case

46 ounces - 11 Va inches long

A LOT OF PISTOL

The Challenger $6495

40 or 6~ inch barrel
35 ounces - 8Ya inches long

With Fitted Case

The Nomad $4995

40 or 6~ inch barrel
29 ounces - 8Ya inches long

With Fitted Case

Write for catalog for complete details
on these pistols and all Browning guns.BROWNING

®

You'll hear a lot about the MEDALIST, because it's the
type of pistol that makes a marksman a champion. And
you'll see a lot of them too, because it's the kind of pistol that makes
a marksman out of an average shot.

Special features include a contoured walnut stock (right or left
hand); a fully adjustable micrometer sight; variable weights, inter
changeable with its walnut forearm; a fully adjustable trigger; a
dry-fire mechanism which permits easy practice firing for hours,
merely by depressing a button between each trigger pull; precisely
calculated balance and weight - and it's as much a masterpiece in
fit and finish as it is in mechanical perfection. Included is a luxurious
fitted case with lock, shell block, and all attachments.

The NOMAD and CHALLENGER are for the sportsmen who like fine
accuracy but in a less specialized model. All three models have a
wrap-around stock; a wide, crisp trigger; a fully adjustable rear sight,
non-moving; the facility to easily interchange barrels without fitting;
10 round magazine capacity in .22 Long Rifle. Each is a lot ofpistol.

Browning Arms Co., Depr..518, St. Louis 3. Missouri
palCES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE -In CANADA: Browning Arms Co. of Canada, Dept. 518, P. O. Box 991, Montreal P.Q.
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over of the hulls. The loading block mea
sures 1l4"x6%"xI2%6", and is made of a
translucent plastic that allows visual inspec
tion of flash holes. Retailing for $1.98, it
should be available from your gunshop. If
you cannot get it there, write to J. A. Somers
Co., Dept. G, 1771 Old Ranch Road, Los
Angeles 49, Cal.

Jasco's very handy Shell Caddy.

Shell Caddy
Load your own shotshells? Here is an item

that will become one of the most indis
pensible pieces of equipment, on your bench.
The Shell Caddy is a light-weight plastic
shell holder that will keep all gauges in
order, and will prevent accidental knocking

a straight eye piece ($149.50) and with an
inclined eyepiece ($159.50), and either model
is well worth the money. Focusing is done
by means of a top-mounted plastic ring and
an identical ring gives you an instant choice
of magnification. Especially noteworthy is
the fact that the scope can be mounted on
any camera tripod, thus saving the cost of
a special scope stand or tripod.

Our test Balscope Zoom was our steady
companion on the range for four weeks, and
we also used it to watch wildlife, stars, and
even attempted some telephotography (lack
of experience with it made this a little diffi
cult). It should be mentioned that the tripod
used with the Balscope Zoom 60, should be
very sturdy since the slightest movement will
be .tra.nsferred to the .scope, thus making it
difficult to spot shots. Magnification is from
15X to {lOX, and the only complaint, if it
can be called a complaint, is the lack of a
sun shade. For full information, write Bausch
& Lomb, Inc., Consumer Goods, Department
G, Rochester 2, N.Y.

Fitz Grips
You can now get Fitz grips for your S&W

Model 52, the .38 Master. SeIling for $9.95
in your favorite gunshop, these grips will do

(Continued on page 6)

Balscope Zoom 60
Looking for a high quality spotting scope?

Well, here it is, the B&L Balscope Zoom 60.
As soon as the test Balscope arrived, we took
it out to the range to see if it stacked up
with the promises made by B&L. It does that
and then some! The scope is available with

Target Carrier
Here is a target carrier that you can take

apart, carry in the trunk of your car, and
set up within a minute or two if you have
a place to shoot rifles or handguns. Called
the T-lOO Targetholder and made by Prod
uct Masters Manufacturing Co., Dept. G,
5013 Aldrich Ave. North, Minneapolis 30,
Minn., the carrier retails for $3.95 postpaid.
It comes complete with 3 targets, and you
can mount targets up to 24"x24" in it.
Fully assembled, the carrier is 4' high and
when taken down, it fits into a 2"x27"
carrying tube that comes with the carrier.
We have used the T-lOO carrier for over a
month and found it very satisfactory.

Caliber .22 Tracers
Sometimes it is nice to know where your

bullets hit even when conditions are such
as to make this difficult. We have tested the
imported Gevelot .22- Tracers and find that
they do the job very well without danger
of fire. Matter of fact, we used the test
suggested by George 30-06 Derbes, Dept. G,
Pottsville, Pa. George suggests that you fill
a cardboard box with excelsior and fire a
few rounds into it. Fire danger: Nil. If your
local gunshop does not carry it, write to
George and he will forward your order to
the nearest dealer. Ammo, by the way, is
standard .22 Long Rifle fodder and will
chamber in all guns designed for .22LR.

Navy Arms Derringer
This four-barrel copy of Sharp's derringer

is imported by Navy Arms Co., Dept. G,
689 Bergen Blvd., Ridgefield, N.J. Made in
Italy by the house of Gregorelli Uberti, the
gun has an over-all length of 4 llh6" and a
height of 2%:'. The gun we tested was a
presentation model' and featured a neatly
engraved brass frame and finely blued and
lightly engraved barrel-or, rather, barrels.
Unloaded, the gun weighs about 10 ounces,
and using Eley CB caps and shooting from
a rest at 15 feet, we managed to keep
groups within a 5" circle. The plastic grips
of the gun are apparently molded and the
feel of the gun is, on the whole, very much
akin to that of the original. Single guns
retail for $34.95; cased models for $5 more.

fAMOUS PINEAPPLE GRENADE
-used by the U.S. & Gre,l.t arit.ain
in W.W. 1 " 2. Comple-tely inert.

Price $3.00
GERMAN ZF-41 sniping Scopes
complete with mount -
close out •••••••••••••• $12.95

Itiffe Grenade P~rachute Flares •• 51. ea.

GERMAN EGG GRENADE originally used
by the German Army in W.W. II 
completely inert. Price $3.00
POTATO MASHER GRENADE TRAINING
CHART approx. 24" x 36" - only $1.95
FIRST OFFERING! - New issue U.S. of·
fensive grenade - completely inert.
Price $3.00

lJU'3d.:.;,:: .;...,,;,.,...(~JJ SLIGHTLY
NEW 1W' LEATHER RIFLE SLINGS USED

!'tunters! ~hooter5! Uncle. Sam's loss $195 75¢
IS your gain! Brand spanking new, ad·
justable to any shooting or carrying
position.

HOT OFF THE PRESS-Service Armaments
New mammoth catalog & reference book has
finally been completed after months of re
search and careful study. Every sportsman,
hunter, shooter or collector will find some
thing to whet his appetite. This is the world's
most complete modern and antique ARMS &
ARMAMENT CATALOG on the market TO
DAY, listing from battling Bazookas to Buck
shot 88's, including the world's most com
plete line for the black powder shooter to
the largest supply of modern and obsolete
shooting ammo. Free with every edition
-a genuine U.S. Army .45$100pistol disassembly tool Worth
the price of the catalog alone! •

...~'",.
. . ~ ";. ,.;. MUZZLE LOADING
A7~~IIY beautiful little LT. WGHT. SHOTGUNS

gun of new manufacture with $19 95
fine steel barrel and checkered stock.

SHOULDER $2 25 Ml GARAND COMBINATION TOOL

~;2~~J'~~3~ or .45 ~u,o"l ~
•••••••••••••••• , o~~
.45 REVOLVER 195 1 This standard U.S. Ordinan.e

HOLSTERS $. I ~~:lm~Oe~b~7::n~n:cr:o:~rri;:~i
•••••••••••••••• , assembly and dis.

GI 45 AUTO 1assembly '001. All
. . . . I this can be yours $1 75

HOLSTERS $1 95 1 for only 0

•••••••••••••••• I .
RIFLES AND PISTOLS $1.00 POSTAGE and HANDLING
ALL OTHER ITEMS $.35 POSTAGE and HANDLING. ,
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THE COVER
How many know that Bob Stack, hero

of TV's "Untouchables," was also one of
the top competitive skeet gunners in the
U.s.? With his imminent return to skeet
fields, he coaches wife Rosemarie 50 that
she too can join the shooting fun.' Ron
Vogel of Hollywood took the pictures for
the Stack story at the Golden Valley
Skeet Range, where Bob and Rosemarie
practice as often as Bob's very busy
schedule permits.
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Authorized Dealer and Warranty Center For
All Major Gun Companies. Blu-Blak Blueing.

barrel free from obstructions. They are handy
little items to have on your gun barrel when
you have to shove your gun under a fence in
deep snow. There is a whole handful of these
handy caps in a polyethylene bag that sells
for 98 cents in your gunshop. If they don't
carry it, tell the man that he can order them
from AI Siegel Assoc., Dept. G, 3603 Lind
holm Road, Cleveland 20, Ohio.

New MEC Shotshell Loader
Ted Bachhuber, genial boss of Mayville

Engineering Co., recently gave us a rundown
on his latest tool, the MEC 310. This tool,
like all the others Ted has brought out, is
a dandy, and we liked our test model very
well indeed. We were most impressed with
the automatic powder and shot programmer,
and the fact that it is virtually impossible to
louse up shells while loading, even if the
operator does not have the slightest notion
as to what he is doin'g.

After we gave our tool a good work-out,
we drafted a non-shooter and put him to
work loading shells for us. Perfect shells
were turned out after he had only two
minutes instructions. The MEC 310 has a
fully visible wad pressure gauge, and the
operation of the tool is simple, fast, smooth,
and reloads function perfectly in doubles,
autos, and pump guns. If you don't load
your own shotshells, take a tip and get a
demonstration of the MEC 310 in: your gun
shop. It's worth it.

A neat little item recently introduced by
MEC is their E-Z Pak. Made of a medium
gauge metal, the E-Z Pak stacks the shells as

(Continued on page 61)

with' these features

For the BEST
in production made
RIFLE BARRELS

Shotshell Loading Data
We have reported on the various products

of the Sullivan Arms Corp., 5204 East
25th Street, Dept. G, Indianapolis 18, Indi
ana, a number of times. Since our last report,
Charlie Sullivan and the Hercules Powder
Co., have combined their shotshell loading
know-how and a very useful little booklet is
the upshot of this collaboration. A number
of ballistics tests performed in our testing
shop have confirmed the data in this booklet.
Write for your copy to Sullivan Arms Corp.

Keep It Clean
Naturally, we refer to your gun muzzle.

We recently got a dandy item, that, although
by no means new on the market, has caused
quite a stir among the local gun fraternity.
"Muzzle-Caps" are short Latex caps that
easily slip over the muzzle of your rifle or
shotgun. Comes the moment when you have a
shot, you just pull the trigger, the Muzzle
Cap goes blooey, and they are guaranteed
not to raise pressures. Hunting in snow, rain,
or through dense brush, these Muzzle-Caps
are just what the doctor ordered to keep the

(Continued from page 4)

wonders for you when the chips are down
and every point counts heavily and when a
point can make the difference between ex
pert and master. Installation of the grips is
very simple and takes but a minute or two.
The adjustable Accu-Riser helps a great deal
in fitting the gun to your hand, and we found
a very definite improvement in our scores
once we fitted our S&W with these grips.

$3495

3109 W. Armitage Ave.
Chicago 47. Illinois

DAHL RAMP SIGHTS, GRIP CAPS, POWDER FUNNELS
Discriminating shooters can again obtain the Dahl
Sight Co. romps. Give gun moke ond $9 15
barrel diameter when ordering. •

Po~der Funnel, $1 00 each. Steel Grip
Gnp Caps,· Cap, $2.50

A modern version of a .
gun that once made
history. For .22 LR, with extroc
for, finely blued, sturdy bronze
frame, plastic grips. This four
barrel derringer groups 3" at
15 feet. Dealer inquiries invited.

MADE IN THE U. S. A.
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED

CUSTOM GUNSMITHING
and STOCKING

THE

(llicago DERRINGER

ULTRARIFLED

Now Available
MUZZLE LOADER BARRELS

We are now able to make very good deliveries
on muzzle loading barrel blanks. These blanks
are made in 32. 36. 40. 45 and 50 caliber. They
are all CUT RIFLED with a twist of one turn
in 48" and grooves .010" to .012" deep. Lands
and grooves are of approximately equal width.
The material used is specially processed for ouf
purpose. cold drawn to octagon shape with an
especially fine finish that will require little or
no polishing. Presently three sizes are on hand
-~~"t 1" and 1;8" with 1~2" available after JUly
1st. These blanks are threaded for breech plugs
and the DOUGLAS name and caliber is branded
on the top fiat. Finished length is 42". All this
for the very reasonable price of $27.50 for the
%" thru Ha". The I%,' blanks will be $37.50
each. These prices are subject to our regular
gunsmith·s discount. Write for complete infor
mation or order from this ad.

• Highest Quality • Stainless Steel • Finest Inside Finish
• Low Cost • Chrome-Moly Steel • Record Holding Barrels
• Best Discount to Gun- • Button Rifled since • Straightest Sporters

smith 1953 • Most Calibers 22 to 458

The Douglas ULTRARIFLED* "button rifled" barrel is the finest produc
tion made barrel obtainable today. Day after day these barrels insure
the attainment of highest accuracy for its owner, are the least trouble and
the most profitable for the dealer-gWlSmith. You can depend on Douglas

barrels. Write for free descriptive data.

·PATENTED T. M. REG. MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY G. R. DOUGLAS.

.. From the rifle barrel capitol of the world"

G. R. DOUGLAS CO., INC.
5504 BIG TYLER ROAD •••••••• CHARLESTON 2, W. VA.
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THE ALASKAN CAMP COOK
Edited by Robert A. Henning

(Alaska Northwest Publishing Co.,
Box 1271, Juneau, Alaska. $2.00)

This collection of recipes was originally
published in the "Alaska Sportsman" mag·
azine. If you hunt and bring bome game,
or if you enjoy preparing delicious meals
over the campfire, do not miss this won·
derful little book. The recipes are not fancy,
but are the kind that have been used and
are still used by the guides and their wives,
in camp and at home. The book is spiced
with a wonderfully practical sense of humor;
more than one recipe says "add such-and·
such, if you have it." This is one of the best
game cook books I have seen.-R.A.S.

THE LEE-ENFIELD RIFLE
By Major E. G. B. Reynolds

(Arco Publishing Co., Inc., 1963. $7.50)
Major Reynolds was closely allied with

British armament for more than a decade
and has an international reputation as
marksman. He is a member of the hallowed
"400" club in the United States. This is
the most complete and up-to-date volume
available on the British service rifle. The
book is interesting from the historical
point of view, especially when the author
delves into the problems that arose during
WWII. It will be prized also by the mechan
ically-inclined reader, of whom there are
many, as is indicated by the increasing in
terest in these British guns and the various
conversions that have been undertaken.
Major Reynolds has done a most creditable
job on a subject with which he is intimately
familiar.-R.A.s.

RIFLEMAN AND PISTOLMAN
By L. B. Escritt

(Arco Publishing Co., Inc., 1963. $3.50)
Although this book is a basic primer on

shooting and rifled guns, it is also interest
ing reading for the experienced shooter, if
only to note the differences between Ameri
can and British ideas and the whole ap
proach to the shooting sports. In 170 pages,
author Escritt has crammed a great deal of
information and shooting advice, along with
a revealing glimpse at shooting as a sport in
today's England.-R.A.s.

YOU AND YOUR RETRIEVER
By Ralf W. Coykendall, Jr.

(Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1963. 4.50)

The sub-title of the book states that it is
"A complete, illustrated guide to the choos
ing, care, training, and running of retrievers
in the field and in field trial competition."
This is a big promise, especially when you
consider the 154 pages offered; but the book
keeps its promise! There are some omis
sions, of course, but the book is not intend
ed for the professional. It was written for
those of us who enjoy having our own gun
dogs and who get a large share of our hunt-

(Continued on page 65)

SOMETHING TO CROW ABOUT
... nailing him at long range with
your Savage 4-M 22 Magnum rifle!
Want to pick off varmints or small game at long
ranges? The Savage 4-M's your gun. This 22 Magnum
rifle shoots flat, hits hard and accurately up to 125
paces or more. The 4-M's mighty good-looking too
with gold-plated trigger, Monte Carlo stock, white
line butt plate. Thumb safety's conveniently located
at rear of receiver, grooved for scope mounting. 5
shot clip. The price, believe it or not, is only $41.50
(Savage 3X-6X zoom scope extra)-a small outlay for
the performance, pride and pleasure the Savage 4-M
offers you. See it today-at your sporting arms dealer!

FREE! Illustrated 32-page catalog of Savage, Stevens,
Fox firearms. Write Savage Arms, Westfield 26, Mass.
Prices subject to change. Slightly higher in Canada.

model4-M

Sal/age
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ROSSFIRE

Stan Grant
New Lothrop, Mich.

I disagree with John Master's article on
barrel wear, in the February issue. His
reasoning is all out of whack, in my opin
ion. His comparison of the 7 mm on the .264

Paul F. Potter
Villas, New Jersey

All this, of course, is academic. As Mr.
Masters says, pitifully few hunters will
"shoot-out" a rifle tube.

Another point of agreement: Shoot three
shots from a cold rifle to sight in. Best novice
advice in the world!!

But, alas, another misleading bit. He asks,
"Will a 15 per cent increase in load cause a
60 per cent decrease in barrel life?" To this
I will reply' an explosive, thundering
"YES! !!" Bear in mind, now, that the
author is speaking of "hot" loads, near
maximum. Only knowledgeable, experienced
handloaders should trifle with hot loads to
begin with. Secondly, ANY change, however,
slight, can cause the pressure/heat twins to
go into orbit. And right here (high
heat/pressure) is where firestick pipes bite

Thank-You, Mr. Secretary _ the dust.
Okay, I've had my say. So I said before,

In"a recent ·TV interview, when asked if it's'-a whale of 'a 'good article, J.M. is a
you thought the Cuban people would revolt 'darned good writer, and I'm in full agree
against the Castro-Communist regime, you ment that there's "too much heat, too little
replied that you considered it impossible, or light" on the subject.
at least most unlikely, that an unarmed Now I'd like to take up another article.
people could successfully revolt against Com- (Once I get started, I go all the way.)
munism. _ In the "Hideous God," Howard Sarvis

Thank you, Mr. Secretary, for reminding says the mobile target can "crouch, dodge,
Americans, high and low, that their Consti- crawl, run, etc.," but can't shoot back. Why
tutional--right of civilian ownership 'of- arms' - , not? Heat sensitive "thermistors" can detect
is important! We sincerely hope that your the warmth of a human body, and the direc-
words will reach the ears of those others in tion from which it comes, for quite a dis-
high position in government who seem to tance. Worked into this "target" device, it
think differently. could trigger a "gun" which fires harmless

E. B. Mann, Editor "powder" missiles, (flour, chalk, or?) A
GUNS Magazine trainee, under such conditions, would mighty

soon develop the proper mental attitude that
More Heat • •• and More Light he better, by gosh, shoot to "kill," or else

After several years of avidly devouring get "shot."
GUNS Magazine, John Masters has finally Beyond that, the officers possibly could
moved me to "Crossfire" at an article: "Too determine how many men they'd lose in any
Much Heat, Too Little Light." given operation. In fact, this "shoot back"

First, let me cheer a darned good writer, idea has lots of good possibilities. Can you
and agree wholeheartedly w.jth this barrel- pass it -on ?----"
wear hogwash. Too many novices fret need· One more item. On two pages (21 and
lessly on this point. But- 41) of Feb. GUNS, your Mr. Steindler is

The definition of "erosion" (barrel-wear) pictured wearing a jacket with a GUNS
is O.K.-as far as it goes! If steel "conver· patch on the pocket. (Confusion here:, p. 41
sion-to-gas" were the only kind of erosion, makes you "lefty." Are you southpaw? Neg·
few barrels would "wear out." But the ative flipped? or what? (Negative flipped-
greatest "erosion" is just that; a "washing Editor)
away" of bore metal by hot, high-pressure Man, would I like to wear one of those
gases torching past the bullet to "gas-cut" patches as a proud reader of GUNS, and
the steel, exactly like a welder. one very active booster! Available? (Avail-

As stated, it starts at the chamber. This able. See page 59-Editor.)
is because it takes time for a bullet to con· My best to GUNS, and the whole great
form to the rifling in the tube. It starts staff of same.
slowly, but is progressive. Here's why: Pres-
sure must build up in a firing process.
Comparatively low heat pressure in the
chamber throat causes little erosion. But,
once this area is expanded, so that the
bullet "jumps," then higher heat/pressure
does more damage, more quickly.

Quotable Quote
In a recent TV interview, when Secretary

McNamara was asked if he believed the
Cuban people would revolt against the
Castro-Communist regime, he replied, "It
is impossible for an unarmed people to re
volt against Communism."

Don't you think this quote should be given
wide publicity?

We do, indeed. We have written to thank
Secretary McNamara for his statement (see
letter below), and we suggest that our read
ers quote him in Letters To Editors and
others, as widely as possible.-Editor.

High scores come easier and faster when
you protect your eyes with famous Ray
Ban shooting glasses. "You can keep your
mind on that shot", as Robert Stack says,
rather than worry about glare. Ray-Ban
Green lenses cut dazzling sun, Kalichrome
Yellow give contrast on hazy days. And
you're relaxed behind the highest quality,
impact-resistant optical glass. Try them
at optical offices or sporting goods stores. "
Available in your own prescription, too.
Bausch & Lomb, Rochester 2, New York.

ON THE RANGE OR IN THE FIELD

BAUSCH & LOMB
S,NCE91853

ROBERT STACK
stars as ABC-TV's Elliot Ness

in "The Untouchables" and
is also nationally recognized as

a leading skeet shooter.

The country's
finest shotgun men

score with

~'1.~~
Shooting Glasses

Makers of: Balomatie Projectors. CinemaScope lenses· Ray-Ban Sun Glasses
I Binoculars. Microscopes. Quality Eyewear • Rifle Sights· SCientific Instruments 8 GUNS JUNE 1963



case with the '06 is certainly unfair. Have
Mr. Masters study the barrel life of a .257
Roberts and a .257 Weatherby Magnum, or
a .280 Remington as compared with a 7 =
Mashburn or Weatherby Magnum. I'm
sure he'll see the difference.

I have no illusion that I am a barrel
expert, but I could name at least one expert
who will disagree with the statement that
an '06 or .270 will last about 5,000 rounds
and the .264 Magnum has a life of 2 or 3
thousand rounds. However, I'm sure you will
agree that barrel life greatly depends on
the loads used, and that an improved '06
such as the .250 Curry Magnum certainly
will develop more barrel wear than a .257
Roberts. Surely we should compare car·
tridges of the same bore diameter, rather
than one caliber with a different caliber as
Masters did with the .30-06 and the 7 mm
Magnum.

Rudy Molezzo
Fresno, Calif.

Guns Don't Make Crime
I read your article, "Firearms Control in

the United States," in the February issue,
and I agreed most wholehear"tedly with ev·
erything The National Police Officers Asso·
ciation of America said. I am in the armed
forces, and I am of voting age, but I find
things difficult when I try to' purchase a
handgun.

I would appreciate it tremendously if you
would print my letter in GUNS, in order that
it might point out to gun dealers and people
of my own age that "guns don't make
crime."

Robert W. Broussard
~omestead, Florida

Message to Mr. Sheppard
I've just received the Feb. issue and, in

reading "Crossfire," came across Mr. Zel·
tray's letter about Dick Sheppard (WHN).
I have often thought of writing to some of
these people but have too often thought, oh
well, somebody'll do it. This time, however,
I dropped Mr. Sheppard a line and included
the article on firearms control (pg. 14)
from the February issue of GUNS. I hope it
does some good..1f Mr. Sheppard is really
convinced, he can use the N.R.A. member·
ship application on the other side of the
clipping!

David C. Wood
Cornish, N. H.

Suggestion For
Humane·Fronters

Could not resist sending you a comment or
two concerning the article on the "United
Humane Front" headed by a Dr. J. M.
Kolisch appearing on page 45 of ·GUNS

Magazine for Feb. 1963. Am enclosing a
newspaper article concerning a similar type
of organization calling themselves "Defenders
of Wildlife," based in Washington, D.C.

What these individuals fail to realize is
that wildlife is not being "decimated" by
the hunter, trap.per, or fisherman, but by
civilization itself. Housing projects, super
shopping centers, interstate highways, homes,
bowling alleys, and industrial "parks" are
the major causes of any decrease in wildlife
because they absorb many suburban and
country areas where wildlife breeds, feeds,
and seeks shelter. The hunters .and trappers
take only a minimum of the available game

What is the Weatherby Imperial Scope
hiding under its caps?

Binocular Focusing and Dual-Dial
adjustments, the first real

scope improvements in years!

It's easy to spot a Weatherby Imperial Scope. Both caps are on top. The rear cap
(shown left above) protects Binocular Focusing, an exclusive Weatherby feature
that permits you to set the focus for your eye. If changed, it can be reset easily.
This eliminates old-fashioned awkward. ocular lens focusing and also eliminates
another joint for possible moisture entry.

The front cap (shown right above) covers a Weatherby patented feature, found on no
other scope ... DUAL·DIAL adjustments. The outer dial (with knurled ring) controls
elevation with 1{4 minute clicks. The inner dial (coin slotted) with 1 minute gradua·
tions permits windage adjustments as fine as 1{4 minute. These unique features
are to be found on all Weatherby Imperial Scopes.

Built to withstand the pounding of the world's most powerful rifles ... Weatherby
Magnums ... Weatherby Imperial Scopes carry the first lifetime guarantee against
all defects. It's your unconditional assurance of optical excellence and rugged
durability. Weatherby Imperial Scopes available in these powers: 2-3{4X $69.50,
4X $79.50, 6X $89.50, 2X to 7X Variable $99.50, 2-3/4X to 10X Variable $109.50. See your
Weatherby dealer soon ... or write direct for free literature.

2781 East Firestone Blvd., South Gate, California
Canadian Sauer. Ltd .• 103 Church St., Toronto, Ontario•.Canada.
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Speaking of Questions • ••

ONE OF THE questions most fre- But now comes the part of this an·
quently asked by readers has been, nouncement which we would prefer to

"Why doesn't GUNS have a 'Question & omit. Answering questions takes time,
Answer' department?" We have wanted and costs money. The only solution is-
a "Question & Answer" department too to charge you a dollar for each question.
-one that would cover the widest pos- Our reluctance to do this is proved
sible range of gun interests with the by the fact that we immediately started
highest possible degree of accuracy. But looking for a way by which you could
that kind of a "Question & Answer" de- avoid it! A way was found:
partment requires a pretty special kind loin GUNS Magazine's SHOOTERS CLUB

0/ a man. OF AMERICA. Your membership card will
We think we have found that man carry a number. Quote that number at

now, in Graham Burnside. Graham is the top of the letter or card bearing
best known as a collector specialist, with your question, and the question will be
the special specialty of cartridge collect- answered without charge.
ing. But his interest in and knowledg~ If you are not a member, clip a dollar
of guns and shooting is broad, and he bill or your check (no stamps, please)
is a persevering researcher with a capac- to your letter. Address letter to Ques-
ity for taking pains. We think you'll like tions Editor, GUNS Magazine, 8150 N.
him. Central Park Ave., Skokie, Ill. Make

N ext month, GUNS will carry its first checks payable to Publishers Develop·
"Question & Answer" department under ment Corporation.
the Burnside byline. Weare delighted So there you have it. GUNS now has
to be able to add this new service to a "Question & Answer" department.
GUNS readers. Questions and answers Membership in THE SHOOTERS CLUB OF

will be printed in subsequent issues, and AMERICA gives you free answers, plus a
those that do not appear in the magazine lot 0/ other benefits. See the announce·
will be answered by mail. ment on page 59--and mail the coupon!

Secant Ogive
Spire

Hollow Point
(.243)

The Hornady 6mm hollow point has
gained a little weight-5 grains to be
exact. Now it looks better than ever be
cause it's developed some new curves
in the right places (note the 5/0 spire
shape).

But a bullet-even a 75 grain secant
ogive hollow point-can't get by on
looks alone; and we really didn't make
it to look at. We made it for varmints
and they'll never know what hit them!

If you're out to blast varmints, this is
the bullet to do .it with. It's ballistically
more efficient-exceptionally accurate
-very deadly. But don't just look at it
or think about it; shoot it! Buy yourself
100 varmints' worth (only $4.00) and be
convinced.

Here are the loads you need; the bul
lets are at your Hornady dealer's.

supply, much of which he, himself, furnished
by stocked game programs.

If the organizations mentioned above are
genuinely interested in preserving wildlife,
they might consider the purchase of certain
state lands which could then be put aside
for refuges and then a true function of
wildlife preservation would be accomplished.

Are these people aware of the fact that
here in Connecticut, for example, over 90
per cent of the state is closed to hunting
and fishing simply because of the denseness
of the population?

Let us not mislead ourselves by doubting
that there is a possibility that a stronger
motive than "wildlife preservation" exists
behind the formation of this type of organi· 
zation!

H. W. Lewin
Bridgeport, Conn.

I do not use a center-fire rifle now, but I
am going to get a '94 Winchester .30-30 in
the next few months. This will replace any
.22 L.R. self-loading carbine. I also have a
Savage .22 WRFM/.410 combination gun,
from which my first two shots from the rifle
barrel stay within an inch of each other at
100 yards with the supplied open sights. Who
can ask for more? I also have a single shot
12 gauge, which is used on everything from
quail to 'roos.

The one complaint I have about your mag
azine is the way your March 1962 issue
described the professional shooting business
here. It seemed to me that the average Amer
ican would get the impression that we are
all a lot of sadistic, money grabbing morons.
It isn't true. The few professionals still in
operation are not regarded as hunters in the
true sense of the word.

If any of your younger hunters (I am 19)
would like to exchange experiences and
personal ideas about weapons and ammuni·
tion, I would like to hear from them and let
them know what goes on "down under."

J. M.Michell
46 Eighth Avenue

Seven Hills, N.S.W.,
Australia

Correction
Regarding the story, "Bring Your Own

Make-up," iIi your February issue: r wish
to make a correction about Moose Creek
Ranger Station Ranch. Your story says it is
only reached by plane. This is not true.
There are two trails from the Kooskia High.
way, one from Lowell, and one from Solder
Ranger Station about 65 miles from Koos
kia, Idaho. I have driven horses and mules
over these trails, also to the lookout sta
tions. The trails follow the Selway River.

1. J. Lane
Alameda, Calif.

Yes, there are trails. According to the
guides, it is a two-day ride, and rough going.
When I said "accessible only by air," I
meant "/or visiting hunters."-R.A.S.

GUNS JUNE 1963

Tom La Londe
Glencoe, Illinois

It's Different "Down Under"
After reading your magazine for about two

years now, I'm definitely under the impres
sion that there is little hunting and a lot of
shooting done in your country. The things
that stick in my mind are-one deer per
season, 8 ducks per day, one bear, one moose,
etc. I suppose it is conservation all right, but
look at the cost! In my state, all one has
to pay for on a hunting trip is his transport,
ammunition, food, and film for the camera.

We Wondered If You'd Notice
That couldn't be good old No-Sling Col

onel Askins sitting there on page 30 of the
March issue, could it? He wouldn't have a
sling dangling from his smoke-pole! How
ever, it does look like his hat. Could it be
Askins in his younger days, before he
learned the disadvantages of a sling? Or
perhaps he borrowed that piece from a
friend.

Seriously, the Colonel and your magazine-·
are much enjoyed.

Bullets for handloading

IN THE 243 WINCHESTER
Muzzle 4895 4320 4350

Velocity Powder Powder Powder

3100 f.p.s. 37.4 gr. 38.9 gr. 43.1 gr.
3200 f.p.s. 38.6 gr. 40.0 gr. 44.2 gr.
3300 f.p.s. 39.8 gr. 41.3 gr. 45.4 gr.
3400 f.p.s. 41.1 gr. 42.6 gr. 46.6 gr.
3500 f.p.s. 42.4 gr. 43.8 gr. 47.6 gr.

IN THE 244 REMINGTON
Muzzle 4895 4320 4350
Velocity Powder Powder Powder

3300 f.p.s. 39.9 gr. 40.8 gr. 44.8 gr.
3400 f.p.s. 41.2 gr. 42.2 gr. 46.2 gr.
3500 f.p.s. 42.4 gr. 43.6 gr. 47.7 gr.
3600 f.p.s. 45.0 gr. 49.2 gr.

or:n..ady
B"ULLETS

HORNADY MFG. CO.' DEPT. G' GRAND ISLAND, NEBR.
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CASH OR CREDIT

NO MONEY
DOWN!

CASH OR CREDIT

NO MONEY
DOWN!

KLEIN'S GUARANTEES YOU 100% SATISFACTION -OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

$19.88
$21.88

- -

Order No.
C20~T1253

$29~;!.
Only

-
LAST CALL! HURRYl

LAST CALL! HURRY!

Order No. C20-T14S4,

~

LAST CALL! HURRYI ~

I $71!!
Only

ENFIELD SPORTER

ENCLOSED I••, 0 Cheek D Money Order

NAME _

IlUSH ITEM NOS. _

J1IIZIIo CASH CUSTOMERS: Send check or money order in full.
Add only $1.50 per any size order for postage and

handling unless otherwise specified. Handgun orders, and
orders with ammo, are shipped express, charges collect_
(Illinois customers onlv-add ,,% Bale. TO.)
o C.O.D. Customers-Enclose 100/0 C.O.D. Depoeit•

o :::::n'tIS~:~re~~E~~~~ ~r~:~I~ilf~~T~r:1::;d a~oo~:~n

O NEW CREDIT CUSTOMERS: 10 0/0 Down Payment Reguired.
To speed your order, ftnd name and address of your Em

ployer and names and addresses of 2 or more firms WIth whom

ri~~,h~~~~~~::';.~:ea~Je~t:~i:a~:C~~~s~;'t~~s:::::na::d ~~~:rit
salary. Information will be kept confidential.

BROWNING M1922 .32 Cal. AUTOMATIC PISTOL

ADDRESS _

CITY & STATE _

,. __ 100"10 MONEY BACK GUARANTEEI __ ..

World famous "Police Model" of the original "M1910·Pocket Mod
el" which was made by the famous HFabrique Nationale" in Bel.

gium under the personal supervision of John M. Browning himself. This genuine
Belgian made Browning offers a grip type safety plus the usual thumb·operated

safety, also an automatic safety fun.ctions when the magazine is removed. Only 7"
overall with a 41h" barrel. Weighs Just 2S ounces and carries 9 .32ACP cartridges in
its magazine. Blued finish, lanyard swivel and checkered grips. Blade front and fixed

~~~~T::~'9.Si3~~y Good Condition (NRA) S2695E20-T1410. Excellent Condition (NRA) .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $29.95 .
E20.1411..32ACP 71 gr. M. C. Cartridges, 100 rds .••.••....•••.....•.. $8.00

.. - MAIL TODAYI IMMEDIATE DELIVERYI - ~

KLEIN'S-Dept. 413
0111' 78th Year of Quality

227 W. Washington St.
Chicago 6, Illinois

•38 S&W WEBLEY

SPECIAL
WAR SURPLUS PURCHASEI

.303 British Caliber

,

~~~::~:_~~~-:~;~~~: With
RECOIL PAD ••

SWIVELS •• SLING
THESE MARLI NS ABSOLUTELY

models ':i~:Nf~1IN'::lin f~:~~~nt:..c::~o~eM~~I~~
fast .hart throw lever action. Tubular magazine holds 7

.hou. Famous Marlin Micro_Grooved barrel. HoOded ramp front sight.
adjustable open rear sight, receiver drilled tapped for all popular scope

mounts. 20" barrel, 381/2" overall, 7 Ibs. Included FREE: factory fitted recoil pad,
sling swivels and oiled leather sling with brass.fittings. State choice of 30/30 or .35

~:~~l~:~.CO::I;~~~ed $94.95 Mfrs. List. State 30/30 or .35 cal •.•••.••• 571.88-
MARLIN 336C WITH 4X SCOPE-Mounted ••• Ready to shoot! Famed Tasco fine
quality 1" diameter 4X Scope with hard coated magnesium fluoride lenses, click stops
for Windage and elevation adjustments. Tip-off mounts for quick, simple scope removal. Scope is nitrogen filled
to prevent fogging. Leather lens caps included. Scope has crosshair.

::e~~:re~3:~o.~~7s..~0:fa.teM~~/~~S~rR~C50~1~~~'.~~~.R.~I~.~ .S:.R.~~•• ~~I~.E.L~: .~~~~~r.e. ~~ ~.1~~:~~ $94.88
MARLIN 336C WITH 21/2X to 8X SCOPE. Mounted ••• Ready to Shoot! Tasco fine quality variable power scope
changes power from 21/2 all the way up to 8 instantly. Nitrogen filled, magnesium fluoride coated lenses. cross"
hair reticule, leather lens caps. Tip.off mounts. State caliber choice.

~:~-:a~~9a\'$':::.~~Ne~s~~';:e~I(2~~~3S0C/~~E~r~f:~~~: .~~~~I.~ .p~.~'. ~~~~~.I~~.~~~~.":.~~.I~~~~: S104.88

AVAILABLE WITH
WITHOUT SCOPES •••

Amazing low price due to huge special
purchase from British Air Ministry! The finest

lot of Enfield No. I, Mark III Rifles we've seen • • •
d possibly the last of this quality that may be available for a

long, long time! Buy with complete assurance your gun will be mechani
cally pet-feet ••• with ~Iean sharI? rifling ••• with s'!l0oth, oiled fine-grained Wi!olnut
stock with little appreCiable wearing of wood. Sporterlzed stock has good clean lines,
balances well-permits fast handling. Rear sight adjustable for windage and elevation,
blade front sight. Turned·down bolt handle, solid brass butt-plate. 10·shot removable
clip. sling swivels. 441/2" overall. 303 British Caliber.
C20-T1253. Rifle ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ENFIELD RIFLE with FLEETWOOD 4X SCOPE, 3/.." diameter. Mounted-Ready for Shooting!
C20-T992.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

::~~E~:rR~~;O~i:~~hL::~e~A~~y1~gS~~~:~ ill~~~J~~~e!d'c~;_~~~r;~t~:t.~~o..~~~~r. ~e.t~c.u.l~ :. : :. ~~~~~e.d: $44.88
E20-T1889. .803 Hr. Military Ammo. peT 100 Tds .. ...............•...•.....•..•.....•....••.•.$7. .')()

Double action only. 26
oz. 6 shot. 101/2" over
all. Hinged frame, break-
open action, fixed sights, ..
hard rubber grips_ Good condition
outside. Perfect mechanically.

E20-T97. Only ..•.•.• $12.98
Add $3.00 for special selection if desb·ed.

Free
Holster!
Famed Eng
ice Revolvers at less
than ¥4 original cost.
Favorite of all the com
bat forces of the British
Commonwealth during
World War II. Strong rugged de
sign, double action. 6-shot, auto
ejection, Parkerized. finish. Very
Good Condition-mechanically perfect.

::~~~9~.. :~~. ~~I:. ~~.v.:. ~:'. $18.95
Add $3.00 for Special Selection, if desired.

• HANDGUN PURCHASERS: Please
send signed statement stating that you
are 21 or over. not an al ien, have not
been convicted of a crime, not under

~i~~:tAle.~t,s::~ ;e~~i~tii:;:U:r~i~a:;
state requires.

~;iiii••!I••1IIiII Famedil 30/06 Caliber
The U. S. Model 1917 Enfield

is the lowest p'rice rifle in the most desired
30/0a Springfield caliber! Known supplies are very
limited-more are not likely to be available!

Top gun authority Major General Julian S. Hatcher in
Hatcher's Notebook says of the U. S. Model 1917 Rifle-"basically

a typical .au.err it was improved in several respects, and has a bolt and receiver
of high grade Nickel s~eel that gave it a superbly strong action." General Matcher
~~~::: 0-:r':;;;~~:Y.J3s~pr~~;~e~~eb~:::rS.~av~eshown the Model 1917 barrels will Order No. C20.T33

Specifications: a-shot, top loading, 1 in 10" 5.groove 26" barrel with sharp clean .... ~
rifling, rifle overall 46.3". Peep sight adjustable from 200 to 1600 yards. blade front
sight. Foolproof safety. Turned down bolt. American Walnut Stock and hand guard
with sling swivels. All milled parts, perfect shooting condition!
C20-T33. M1917 Rifle made by Eddystone ••••$29.88. C20·T34. Made by Remington or Winchester ••••$34.95

.30/06 WITH NEW TASCO HIGH POWER SCOPES INSTALLED READY TO SHOOT
C20·T1296. M1917 Rifle made by Eddystone mounted with a Tasco 3/.." 4 power .cope •••••••••••••••• $39.95
C20-T1297. M1917 Rifle made by Remington or Winchester mounted with a Tasco 3/.. " • power scope •••• $44.95
C20·TI292. M1917 Rifle made by Eddystone side mounted with the big 1" Tasco 4 or a power scope •••• $59.88
C20-T1293••1917 Rifle made by Rem. or Win. side mounted with the big 1" Tasco 4 or 6 power ••••••$64.88
C20·T669. Leather lace-on cheekpiece. sling •• $3.95 1!20-Tl000. 30/06 Metal jacketed ammo. 120 rds •• $7.20

WAR SURPLUS!
ALL MILLED PARTS-

ALL N.R.A.-Very g_
or better.

6.5 ITALIAN
CARBINE

scoop• Thousands Sold at $88.88 Per Pair
• Now Klein's Cuts the Price $10.00 More!

NEW! FINEST 9 TRANSISTOR WALKIE-TALKIE
PeTfect for HunteTs. Fishermen. FaTmers, Campers. Police
Work, ContractoTs, Surveyors, TV Repairmenl
Anyone Can Use • •. No License Required • •• FCC Approvedl
Small enough to hold • • • I ight enough for your pocket • • •
yet ranges up to 4 miles! 9-transistors in each unit for clear
gerformance for the serious minded outdoorsman and outdoor
worker! ••• Do not confuse with "gimmicked-up" items hav_
ing battery wearing radios and other gadgets. Easily operated
with push-to·taik switCh, volume contrOl, telescoping Chromed
antenna. 7 penlight batteries inclu~ed ••• cheaply and eas·
ily replaced anywhere. Plays to 1500 hours intermittently.

=ul~':'~ :6~2,~et=:'e~::::i~y/..wli:~. b'G~e.,d~r:ecl~:t~l:r~~~Se~'st~:f:~:
:"Undd~:: :hi

i
;::: ::~~;:i~ed::i~9 ,::::e:nl~se in- $4488

FP90·T9715TX-Each Walkie-Talkie •.••..•••••

Save More! 2 Walkie·Talkies, both for only •••••. $78.8.

SALE! New Matador 10 Gauge Magnum
SAVE $60 NOW! But Hurry-they won't last! Brand new famed

Firearms Internati!:mal MATADOR 10-gauge (31/2" shell) Magnum
Shotgun. Deep cut price due to slight change in forthcoming model.

Made for F-I by Aya of Spain. Perfect for ducks and geese to 100 yds•• for
fox and varmint. Shoo~s either 27/8" or 31/2" Magnum shells. 32" full choked
barrels. Engraved !'ecelver, double safety underlocks. Checkered French Walnut
S~OCk and beav.ertall forearm. ~9" .overall. 9 1/2 Ibs. Sl2950
C 0-T72. Certified $189.50 Mfr s List••••••••••••••••••••••••
E20-73. 10 Ga. 3112" Magnum Shells. specify BII. :#2 or #4, $7.20 for 25.

SPECIAL PURCHASE! TOP QUALITY!
TASCO VARIABLE POWER SCOPE! ••• 3X TO 9X

.rand new! ••• First quality! ••• Made
by Tasco! .With··a twist of the wrist you _
c.n have any power you want from 3 to
9. Field of view 14-ft. to 30-ft. Crosshair .
reticule! Magnesium fluoride hard coated
lenses, ·windage and elevation click stops, parallax corrected, nitrogen filled for fog
proofing. Large eye piece and objective. 1" tube, cowhide lens caps. Overall 12",

~~~~z••c.o~~a.r~. ~~ •~~~ ••9.5••~.o~~ • ~~s.e':':h.e~~!•••B.2.0:~~~~~:• ~~~p.a:~ $34.88
VARIABLE POWER SCOPE ••• 2112X to 8X. TASCO quality and features same

~o::so~~~:~h:~:!cr~~~~T~~~;X.c~~:::~~rp~i~~c.u~~•• ~:~p.a~: .~o. ~~~:~~ $29.88
2 112';( or 4X SCOPES-CROSSHAIR or POST and CROSSHAfR RETICULE. All the
quality and features of B20-T693 described plus Fixed Reticule-always accurately

~~nO~;;~'8~~~~:h,ro~3:x~0s~~:w~~;r~~t;::p~~:iC:ri~~.r~~i~~I.e:••••• $19.88

SHORTWAVE·AM-MARINE PORTABLE RADIO!
Plays Over 300 Hours on Inexpensive Flashlight Batteries!

~NCLUDES ••• Genuine Cowhide Leather Case with Carrying Strap!
EARPHONE for Private Listening! Famed VISCOUNT Quality!

• 8 Transistors-3 Diodes. Powerful Telescopic Antenna
3 Bands Conceals in Case • Console Sound 31/2" Dynamic Speaker

• Transistors ;'U~·i~:te=·":"l~~~;;ff,!la~~r~r L~:h:rfor· N~;h~iS+~"ninsdid:.~~~~
arate Tone Control • "Long Range" or "Local" Power

'~d~~~~is:c.~1:y~1:E~feG~I:ra~~:~h~~e!GO~
Housekeeping Magazine!

, ICOMPARE AT $59.95 ELSEWHERE!
Receives all standard AM broadcasts plus
Shortwave 6·18 Megacycles and Marine
Band 1.6-4.5 Mc. Operates on 4 stand

,ard flashlight batteries. Weighs only 2
Ibs., 10 oz. Showpiece black and chrome
cabinet measures only 43/4"x81/2"x17/a".

'FP90-T9740 $39'5
KLEIN'S LOW PRiCE •••••••

Only 36" overall, weighs only 51/2-lbs. Shows
onI)' sUght us., lightly oiled, test fired and head spaced, ready for

shooting_ Turned down bolt. thumb safety••-shot, clip fed. Rear open

~~:-ii:::~ 1:::~i~l;n:rr:::.~r~~~.••••••••...•..•.•••••.•.••••• S12.88
~e.~~~~?·..'1rr~:;at:~t.h••~~a~~••~~': •~~ • ~.u~~i~ • ~~••~o~~...". $19.95
DO-T.7S1. a.s mm Italian military ammo with free 6-shot clip, 108 rd•• $7.50

30/06
AUTO.

U. S. M·I GARAND RIFLE
Fine.t lot we've Menl Limited quanti~! Famous World War II
automatic rifle in popular 30/06 caliber. a-.hot, 24" barrel.

.~" oyer~lI. Adjustable sight. Exactly as iuued with original click type

~~~~':~::~ad~:.;,tab~~rO~O;d~:iO~O••1.~0.0••y.a~~•• ~~i~~~ .~1~~ .I.b~: $19.95
~:':'Ar:rf~~tU~;K':il~E~:in~ONc~~~~~~il~I.1.~~~:~I~~ ~~I.~~e.e-. ~~~. ~e.r: $89.95

U. S. SPRINIlFIELD M1903-30/01
SPRINGFIELD MI903'S! LIMITED QU4NTITYt Most popular mili

tary rifle for sporting us. of them alii ••• and this lot are all Model

Made i~98:;~:~:'e~~t~r~~gn~I~':.r::':~:';'Cekr:li~~~.~~~~~:'~' 3J~I~ :'~i:~~~ ,-,~r~:t
magazine. Adjustable rear leaf sight. blade front sight. 431/." overall. 8.69 Ibs.

::o~~~~~C:~ln~~~~~:.~~ .t~.~~r~.~~ ~~~~t:~~ Pre~id $36.38
E20-TIOOO. AMMO••80/06156 gr. 120 7"ouOO3 ••• •••••••• • $7.20

SALE! NEW WINCHESTER FEATHERWEIGHT AUTO SHOTGUN
12 Gauge=-,gj-'ijii"'flii~iii.i:jmj"""';;;;;;""""""""""""=

SAVE over $40. Brand new Winchester Model SO
FEATHERWEIGHT Automatic Shotgun. Fi ...t quality, factory

I!asy, ~::re~ke~~e:.t ':~e~lt ,J~n~~u:t~:o~:r~~~I. full choke. 3·shot.

C20.T13:;~Y.~7:~ .. ~~.: .~~:~': .o~~:a.. ~•••••••••• $98.11 J)zusa~l~a~cflf:~af1e

BRAND NEW! U.S. MI .30 CALIBER CARBINE
The Rifle

Every G.••
WantsI Buy Nowl

The only U. S. Military small arms made with
the lines and weight of a modern sporter.
Weighs only 51/2 Ibs. 18" barrel, 36" overall.

Gas operated. 15 shot semi-automatic. Receiver sight ad-

C20-T859.Z~~~~:;~~:~~~~O:~~d~~~~~~g.~••Y.d~~ ••N.e.~ •~~n.d.i~i~~~ • ~~~~~~I~ $7888
C20-T1341. Brand New M ... l Carbine, Fully Nickel Plated ••••••••••••• $119.95
F20-T52. 15-shot Magazine, 3 for $1.00; •.. E20-T1192..30 cal. Milita1'1/
Ammo. $8.75 per 100 rds.; ••• E20-T55. Hunting Ammo $5.00 per 30 rds.; •••
Minimum ordeT $5.00.
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KNOXVILLE 6, ILLINOIS

SETS SHOOTING RECORD
ATTACKS & REMOVES ...
moisture, rust, oil, grease.

~ Loosens lead. Seals with RUST inhibit-
I K'"",iJ ing silicon. Fast acting, deepest pene·Ii!: tration. Solvent, swab $1.50 ppd.

.....%~_ RICE PRODUCTS CO.
437 Chilean Ave., Palm Beach, Fla.

each other the better. Post mortems on one
day's shooting can provide pleasant conver
sation from one session to another.

There is only one real problem connected
with the big move to clay target shooting
by the ladies. Some men simply cannot
tolerate being beaten at any game by their
wives or sweethearts. And, if either join in
clay target shooting, a good percentage
of them will outscore the men, some or all
of the time. It takes a good man to put up
with that, and a clever gal (most of them
are) to get away with it.

Again from experience, I know that some
of the greatest thrills and rewards in life
for parents are to be had in rooting for the
offspring in all sorts of games and contests.

Mothers and Dads, can be the biggest
rooters of all at Little League games, foot
ball, basketball, track meets, and others, but
in none of the evenls mentioned can Mom
really participate. Most Dads, by the time
youngsters grow tall enough to be rooted
for in recreational garnes, have grown too
wide in spots to share junior's sport.

But some of the most starry-eyed parents
I've ever seen have been at gun clubs when
one of the kids just shot a better score than
either Morn or Dad. This might bother some
parents, but if it does, they do a magnificent
job of concealing any resentment they might
have at being beaten at their own game by
their kids.

I don't imply any criticism of the sports
mentioned earlier, by comparing them with
trap or skeet. By their nature, they tend to
make spectators of parents, and grandpar
ents. Today's recreational and mental health
authorities agree that we offer an abun
dance of spectator sports.

I'm simply making the point, which needs
to be made again and again, that the clay
target sports are participant sports, not lim·
ited to any age, sex, or physical condition.
If it takes free days of shooting, like the
one sponsored by Golden Valley Gun Club,
to get the ladies (and families) out to the
gun club, I'm for them. The only other
method that occlirs to me for getting gals
to the gun club is to offer trading stamps.
Have any clubs tried giving green stamps
for shattered targets?

FAST DRAW
"WORLD FAMOUS CUN"
COLT FRONTIER REPLICA for
collectors, Quick draw J)['actlce,
Wefitern TV fans. Looks and
feels like real gun.

Blue finish $4.00. ])eluxe polished
$6.00. Add-SOc shipping.

VALLEY GUN SHOP ~~f:ng~.ooJ~i!l:

THERE ARE TRAP and/or skeet shooting
widows, just as there are fishing, hunt

ing, golf, and bowling widows. And, if the
truth is told, there are skeet and/or trap
shooters who might admit that the biggest
handicap to their shooting is not yardage
or gun pointing, but is at home.

Odd as it might seem to the dedicated clay
target buff, some of the little women are
less than ecstatic about the "head of the
house" traipsing off to the gun club, leaving
them with the kids, TV, or a good book.
This is difficult for the clay target gunner
to realize, especially when he sees the grow
ing number of distaff target dusters at every
gun club across the land.

Many gun clubs have added facilities to
attract the weaker (?) sex, and to make
shooting the family sport that it is.

The Pull! crocheted bathtub (award of
the month) goes to the Golden Valley Gun
Club in Pacoima, California. I don't know
who dreamed up the stunt, but he (or she)
knew women. Give the gals something for
free, and you are in business. That's just
what the Golden Valley club did. At one
regular shoot, the club threw free targets
for the girls. Twenty ladies fired, and eleven
of them signed on as members of the ATA
(Amateur Trapshooting Association).

From experience, I can safely predict that
close to twenty husbands will have less diffi·
culty getting away for a day of shooting at
the club, and in some cases, may even be
encouraged to choose a day at the traps over
other possible recreational pursuits.

This assumption, of course, is based on the
reasoning that all of the twenty gals were
married. But, here's a tip for single girls. I
don't propose to compete with the current
best seller on the vagaries of life for the
bachelor girl, and to suggest prime areas
for stalking eligible males, but will mention
in a very small voice that most gun clubs
are the lair of some mighty handsome, eli
gible, and solvent males. 0 more need be
said. The preceding comments and advice
are from observation, not experience.

From experience, I can report that clay
target banging with 1ama and the kids can
be a very rewarding pastime. All are closer,
and can understand and sympathize with

(FREE FOLDER)

NEW!
CUSTOM

MADE
PISTOL
CASES

r-------........=...~.~-.~, .

GIL HEBARD GUNS

Extra Equipment for Pistol Cases
• Adjustable leather carI"yin~ strap •....•..•.. $5.50
• O'Dell elevatin~ scope mount, fastens on

open lid, eliminates scope stand ..••••••..•. $4.50
• Carryin~ strap •••.•.••••••••••••••••••• $5.50
• Lid holder (not for Jr. Box) .....•.....•.... $7.50

Once-fired .38 Special cases: in factory boxes.
$14.00 per M; bulk $12.50 per M, f.o.b. Laredo,
Empty .38 Spl. boxes, 3 for 25c.

Orders of $50.00 or more shipped prepaid.

DELUXE PISTOL CASES
No. I-Four-gun Case for the Argus

type Scope as illustrated above ..... 531.75
No. 2-Five-gun Case for the Argus

type Scope 539.95
No. 3-Four-gun Case for the Balscope

Sr. (New B & L spotscope>. 539.95
No. 4--Five-gun Case for the

Balscope Sr. type Scope 543.50

DON'T MISS THIS NEW CATALOG!
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!

168 jam-packed pages devoted exclusive
ly to the pistolman. Over 630 illustrations.
Articles by top shooting and reloading
authorities: Blankenship, McMillan, Joy
ner. Reeves, Weinstein, Toney, Cartes,
White, Weston, Shockey, Clark, Gibbs,
Hebard. These alone worth many dollars
if published in book form. National Rec
ords, all latest products and prices, hun
dreds of score improving items and tips.
Clark, Shockey, Pachmayr, Colt custom
guns, Ruger, Hammerli, Hi-Standard, S&W,
Colt, Sig, Browning, Iver Johnson, Cros
man target and field guns.

The Pistol Shooter's "Bible" and stand
ard reference book. No catalog like it! A
MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone
interested in handgunning.

Double your money back guarantee if
you don't agree it's the biggest pistol shoot
ing value ever for $1.00. Mailedlmmediate
ly in protective envelope. Postpaid $1.00.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAYI

Various Types-$19.95 up.
Here's Beckelhymer's answer to the demand
for a dependable, but inexpensive pistol carry
ing case. This new "JUNIOR" box is made of
the same top quality materials as used in gur
larger and more costly boxes. Same endunng
beauty, ruggedness and appearance. Just the
thing for keeping and carrying your guns,
plus any of the smail-type draw-tube spotting
scopes. Holds 4 guns. ONLY $19.95.

.--- SPECIAL -,

.?!~~~~ LAREDO, TEXAS
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this many shells
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MAYVILLE ENGINEERING COMPANY.'INC.
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See it at your dealer's or write Mayville Engineering,
Mayville, Wisconsin for MEC's complete catalog.

Do you or your friends do a lot of shooting? If so, then this is the
shotshell reloader for you: It's the new MEC Super 500. It's been
designed to outperform any other progressive tool in its class ...
regardless of price. What's better about it? Well, for instance, the
MEC Super 500 performs up to eleven operations on six different
shells, including the actual charging of powder and shot ... all with
one stroke of the handle. All you do is feed in the components and
empty shells, and "crank 'em out". It's as foolproof as reloading can
be. And because it has an extra station, unfired cases, as well as the
plastics, can be processed by simple addition of a 6 or 8-point Crimp
Starting Head.
The finished shell? The MEC "sur-lock" crimping die does a beautiful
job. It's completely adjustable for depth and radius of crimp ...
assuring positive feed thru even the problem firearms, such as the
autoloaders.
It's available in any gauge except 10, and comes completely assembled,
tested and ready-to-use ... without adjustment. What's more, it's
all steel ... making it strong, light, compact and portable ... it need
not be mounted to a bench, so you can let your friends use it.
Almost forgot ... the nicest thing about the MEC Super 500 is its
'Price ... less than $100.

•
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Not all of the potential for family shoot
ing fun is limited to actual firing. The fan
tastic growth of shot shell reloading has
brought kids into their glory in many
households. I know shooters whose young
sters want Pop to shoot all he can, so that
they will have the fun of loading another
batch of hulls. It's even more fun when the
kids can have a hand in popping a few
caps themselves, which makes reloading still
more a labor of love.

I'll be happy to record in Pull! the meth
ods and experience of gun clubs in bringing
the real potential of shooting as a family
recreational outlet to the community, if
readers will share them with us.

* * *
Since this month seems to be Ladies' Day

at the gun club, it's appropriate to report
a flash from the Ludlow County Fish & Game
Club ranges in Ludlow, Massachusetts.

On a cold and windy day last December,
1 had the pleasure of telling one of the most
charming and gracious ladies ever to walk
on a skeet field that one of these days, and
perhaps soon, the elusive target or two that
didn't break would not get away, and she
would have her goal of twenty-five straight
skeet targets.

A recent business call from her proud hus
band brought word that Catherine O'Connor
had that thrillin'g first twenty-five straight, and
with her twelve-gauge gun. I took the call
across many states, but I could feel the
excitement over a thousand miles of tele
phone wire.

This is but one more bit of evidence to
support the claims made for the fun and
desirability of sharing a sport. How does it
work in your family, dear reader?

* * *
The March issue of "Trap & Field," the

trapshooter's magazine, included an item
that could be of interest to would-be clay
target shooters in areas where there are no
near-by gun clubs, and which could generate
interest in forming a gun club to use conven
tional target-throwing equipment.

The T&F story described a game called
"Bear-Trap" shooting in the part of Canada
where it flourishes.

Bear-Trap shooting has one post, in the
position of the conventional trap field's
number three post, directly behind the trap
house. Instead of a mechanical target-throw
ing device inside the traphouse, 16 yards
from the shooting post, there are two strong
armed men or boys with hand-traps.

When the shooter calls for his target,
he might get a soft lob that looks like one
of Stu Miller's tormenting slow pitches, or
he could get one of Bob Feller's best fast
balls.

The traphouse is bigger, and with a much
wider opening than those found at regula
tion trap clubs, to give the target throwers
the opportunity to throw angles that would
be called "outlaws" in the ATA version of
trap. It is said that from six to fifteen
consecutive hits will win the hourly prize,
based on long run for a given hour. Shooters
can shoot as long as they want, if they are
willing to pay 25 cents for each miss. This
system usually keeps shooters moving. Brok
en birds cost nothing. Sounds like fun, and
could be interesting if added to a regula
tion field, and as mentioned, serve as an in
troduction to clay targets until reg- ~
ulation equipment can be purchased. ~
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A complete line of importedI
Olympic-winning target pistols
and target rifles, double ex·
press rifles, combination guns
and shotguns.

have done better if more ammumtIOn had
been available. We had only 100 factory
cartridges, and therefore rationed them for
group shooting to expend a few in field test
ing. The limited field tests on varmints indi
cate it's superior to a Hornet rifle. Our lot
number Z19N, headstamped R-P 221 REM,
were carefully loaded with uniform charges
of non-canister powder in the 5 rounds we
broke down. Case and bullet dimensions were
extremely uniform. Cases are simply necked
down and shortened .222 Remington brass.

The action is a benchrest type modification
of the new Remington Model 700 action. It
will take the same working pressures as
rifles that pass proof with blue pills in the
60,000 psi range. A chambered round has
the head completely enclosed for an extra
margin of safety, a highly desirable feature.
I can't find any fault in the Nylon stock. The
excellent design has a perfect balance in a
pistol that would be clumsy and awkward
without it. The trigger is superb. It doesn't
need a bit of custom work. The adjustable
iron sights are good ones, but like all iron
sights they limit your accurate range and
visibility. The 10.5" barrel is just right in
length and weight.

How many people will want a single-shot
pistol that is 16%" long, and weighs 3%
pounds? A good many, I think. It isn't a
handgun as we have known them in the past.
Some may say it has a "space gun look," but
I doubt they have a space gun for compari
"on. It isn't competitive with revolvers .and
auto pistols. It isn't ideal for defense. It
lacks the shape of the Old West guns. It
isn't a cheap plinker for youngsters to start
this fascinating handgun game. No one will
want it except accuracy fans, and their tribe
increases every day. A single-shot is no
handicap to varmint or small game hunters
or paper punchers. One well-placed hit is
enough, and this gun will accurately place
hits at long range.

I've stated many times in print that we
needed a superbly accurate single-shot pistol.

SHOTGUNSSARMCO
Pictured is Model MTS-6, a handmade over-under. Magnificently
stocked and beautifully bas relief engraved. Custom made from

$660. with three sets of barrels. Others from $100.

SAR~i'co ;~;.:~~~;'::~'~~

By KENT BELLAH

Remington's XP·I00
Remington's new XP·lOO single-shot, bolt·

action pistol chambered for the new Rem
ington .221 Fireball cartridge is more than
a trifle like a compact rifle. It's a deadly
accurate sporting gun for varmints, game or
targets to 200 yards or more. A good many
shooters wiII not believe how well it shoots
to 250 yards and more until they try it.
Riflemen who claim they "can't hit anything
with a pistol" can shoot this one with rifle
like range an'd accuracy.

Remington set another world's record for
handgun velocity. The potent and super ac
curate .221 Fireball cartridge starts a 50
grain jacketed soft point bullet at a listed
2650 fps, with 780 foot pounds muzzle energy.
We haven't chronographed any .221 loads at
this time, but we wiII in the future. Factory
figures seem to be about right. At 200 yards,
from those figures, the bullet is still going
hell-for-leather at a very decent 1800 fps,
with mid-range trajectory a flat 2.6 inches.
At 250 yards it's twisting along at a wicked
1630 fps with a mid·range trajectory of only
4.4 inches.

Ballistics are considerably better than the
.22 Hornet rifle, and it bucks wind better.
If you sight in at 150 yards dead on, you
are only 1.2" high at 75 ! You must use a
glass to take a full advantage of the flat
trajectory and Hi·V for extra long handgun
range with the inherent pin-point accuracy.

A friend in the Remington factory told me
they got a good many groups as small as
0.75" at 100 yards. I believe it. Many people
don't know that a short ,barrel wiII start a
bullet in true flight about as well as a long
tube. This is a fact, as long as bullets leave
the muzzle in true flight, in perfect align.
ment, and uniform from shot to shot. Short
barrels often give better accuracy because
they are stiffer.

My test groups from a production gun (not
a prototype) went about 1.3 to 1.9" at 100
yards. Few production rifles right out of
the box will beat that. I'm sure we could

WITH THE
NEW

SNAp·ACTION
SPRING

NO SET SCREWS

•

write for FREE CATALOG!

"G" TYPE "A" TYPE "H" TYPE
REMOVABLE HEAD TYPE

SHELL HOLDERS

Change from caliber to caliber in
seconds by merely snapping inter·
changeable shell holder heads into shell
holder ram. New "Snap Action" spring
holds shell holder head firmly in place
free from side movement and wobble.
Rams designed to fit most popular
presses. Shell holder heads are available
to fit practically every caliber-and cost
about half the price of old fashioned
one· piece shell holders.
Removable Head Type Shell Holder for
RCBS and most "C" type presses. Com·
plete in caliber of your choice. $600

Ram only $3.60; Head only $2.40..

Removable Head Type Shell Holder for
"H" type presses. Complete in caliber
of your choice ......•. $390
Ram only $1.50; Head only $2.40.

Removable Head Type Shell Holder with
set·screw for Lachmiller Series # 100 &
#400 presses. (Not Shown) Complete
in caliber of your choice .... $390

Ram only $1.50; Head only $2.40.

Specify type, press and caliber, number
or gauge when ordering.

Prices slightly higher in Canada. .,.

Buy from your gun dealer and be sure!

Dept. E-6, P.O. Box 729, Oroville, Calif.
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Remington's new XP-I 00 bolt-action handgun with the .221 cartridge.

Exceptional accuracy
wilh Ihis 130gr.
Spilzer in 7MM

Reminglon Mag.

6.5MM
This 87gr. spilzer is an
OUlslanding performer.

iiiil»
{vitili.
·H'"i'lliiIB>

The Proof is in the Shootingl
Only Speer offers you a fesl sample of

your favorile rifle bullel. Send 2Sc' for
each S shol sample 10 Speer Sample Serv
ice, P.O. Box 244, LeW'lslon, Idaho.

•.;.' b:P'k:;;ji..'.b.i.::...• 270 CA.LIBER
~_ 100gr. spllzer and hoi·

low poinl clead1y on\limIU"'illt-p COYOle~ cals, ,lrecAlors.

7MM

..
• ••.., ".. '.. ...... .

~et"lin~h ~ d ,dI'i.
, "\""'AKMI T ••~U~~~~ ~r"

8 popu.lar ri~lf cal er~'_. ,~" ..',, . . ..
1·;~····;;;··",;::··fr""G" •.~'~~~IiJER ~._.d P" lof, range, f1al Ir.Aec.

Itt& tory :~oo~c:~e~~~~~r~ \
,. 'pilzer, 5~r.1Jl'lllow poinl'

IhYc;,.w{ » 0~551r. sPi;er.

• 6MMIE£ljfip 75gr. Hcllow poinl WId
~. • 80 gr. spilzer designed,

Lijtj:'rifjllf;t> especiil~ro:~~ a~~~;.~
I ,

.25 CAliBER
These 6O!Ir' Ogival.Spir~
..nd 87g( Spilzers spell

curtain for coyotes.

faced off clean in a Forster Precision Case
Trimmer. Bullets were seated a hair deeper
than factory loads.

There is nothing complicated or temper·
mental about reloads. As we had only one
gun, firing only 400 or so reloads, I suggest
starting a bit under listed charges. We may
make minor revisions in reloads when we
have time to obtain pressures and velocities,
and a great many more groups have been
fired in' several pistols. We made good groups
in limited tests with the above charges using
50 grain Hornady SoX and Sierra Blitz bul·
lets. Hornady Jets (.222") are too small in
diameter for this pistol.

We found du Pont 4198 was a good
powder, giving very high loading density
with 17.5 grains. Speer's 50 grain .224"
bullets grouped and expanded well with CCI
No. 450 Magnum primers, and also with 17.0
grains of the same powder.

CCI primers show a bit of crater thrown
up around the firing pin indention as loads
approach full charges. Some primers give
nearly no indications of pressure until pri
mers expand pockets, or the bolt is hard to
lift, or cases are slightly sticky. All of these
factors indicate dangerous pressures. We did
not work up to these factors, and I urge you
to use the same caution, just as you would
wiJ;h any rifle.

We worked up to 13.0 grains of 2400
ignited by CCI No. 400 primers with the
Speer 50 grain bullet. Excessive pressure
was not indicated, but the muzzle flash was
much larger than with the other powders,
and velocity was a little less. These loads
did not penetrate some 5/16" bridge iron

(Continued on page 62)

chances are I'd have blasted the germy crit
ter without the board. For mostly rest shoot·
ing, a rifle scope with more magnification is
desirable. A Weaver K-3 in a Buehler mount,
for example, is a dandy rig. Use the 1 piece
Buehler base, code 22, that also fits the
Remington Short Action 700, 722, and 725.
Use the standard height 1" Code 6 Buehler
rings, and remove the rear sight from the
XP-lOO. Use the high (Code 7) rings if you
don't want to remove the factory sight. All
Buehler rings fit all Buehler mounts, of
course. Just what benchresters would use, I
can't say, but I'm sure they would want
more power.

RCBS sent us sample .221 loading dies
before our test gun arrived! Like all RCBS
products, they arc very fine ones, and the
dimensions are perfect. Our best groups were
with a 50 grain Speer bullet backed with
16.0 to 16.5 grains du Pont IMR 4227 ignited
by CCI No. 400 and Remington No. 6%
Small Rifle primers. Fired cases were barely

The XP-lOO is it, and the .221 Fireball is
about the ultimate for benchrest pistol shoot·
ing. It retains most of the fine inherent ac·
curacy of the .222 Remington (that 'quickly
became a favorite benchrest rifle cartridge)
in the shorter tube.

I trust dedicated shooters will take time to
start benchrest pistol shooting in their area.
It could start a brand new gun sport, per·
haps with a National Association. It would
be fun to watch current pistol groups, that
look like shotgun patterns at 100 and 200
yards, tighten up in the same manner that
benchrest rifle groups have tightened up in
recent years. It will promote better handguns,
better factory ammo, and better reloads, just
as rifles did. It should do much to kill some
very bad anti·gun and anti·pistol legislation.
The handgun is "The Most American Gun,"
yet foreign competitors generally beat our
pants off. The XP-l00 might spark a new
international game where we could meet and
beat the competition!

While the XP·I00 is certainly a bench rest
quality pistol right out of the box, it's just
as practical in the field. Let's trust they soon
make it available in other popular handgun
calibers, such as .38 Special and .357 Mag·
num. These would be fine "companion" guns
for the many owners of automatic pistols
and revolvers in those calibers. The Xp·I00
with a scope would be dandy for the average
guy to test factory ammo or his handloads.
Very few individuals own a machine rest
or test barrel, and this would be a fine sub
stitute.

Bushnell's 1.3x Phantom pistol scope, com
plete with mount at $29.50, is an excellent
field scope with long (6" to 21") eye relief.
You can stand on' your hind legs and shoot
the XP·I00 with two hands, holding the fore·
arm like a rifle. This is steady enough for
fairly long range hunting without any rest.
You'll be pleasantly surprised at how far you
can hit in this position. A rest increases the
range, of course, just as it does with a rifle,
and you'll find the XP-I00 can be accurately
fired from a great many positions. You don"t
flinch, because recoil is practically nil, and
the report is quite mild. Bushnell worked
closely with Wayne Leek of Remington on
the Phantom mount. They found a smaller
l'adius on the base gave better accuracy than
the prototype we used. The highly desirable
change will be on all mounts supplied to
dealers.

I blasted a wild cat at about 125 yards
standing upright, the only position I could
use. I had picked up a short piece of splint·
ered board that I held against my shoulder
and the gun stock. My result was good, and
I made contact with the target! However,
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jJJ- BOB STACK PLANS
HE WON THE BIG ONES IN HIS TEENS. AND

HIS STYLE MAKES HIM A HOT PROSPECT FOR INTERNATIONAL TEAM



A SKEET COMEBACK

By JOHN LACHUK

WHEN "THE UNTOUCHABLES" was in its first TV
season, a workman came to the Robert Stack house

to repair a TV set. The repairman stared at the shelves of
Stack's shooting trophies. "Gee, Mister Ness," he said, "I
watch that show of yours, but I always thought that stuff
you do on the screen was just a lot of baloney. I told my
wife, 'I'll bet he can't hit nothin' with that gun.' But gosh!
All those medals and things-I guess you're pretty good!"

Robert Stack is indeed "pretty good" with a gun. From
1935, when he hit his stride as a skeet shooter, until a
burgeoning acting career slowed his shooting in 1940,
young Bobby Stack was "the man to beat" on the skeet
fields of the nation. While still a IS-year-old Junior com
petitor, he was chosen by Jimmy Robinson for the expert's
own All American Team in 1935, and became official
National Skeet Shooting Association All American in 1936
and '37. During those two years, Bobby Stack won in
nearly every major skeet tournament held in the country.

Today, Stack is a crack shot with everything from a .22
pistol up. He is one of the few actors who can trigger a
burst from a Tommy gun without wincing, because he
poured thousands of rounds of live ammo through the
barrels of countless machine guns in his job as aerial
machinegun instructor during World War II.

Bob's skeet shooting talent stood him in good stead
when he joined the Navy in 1942. The choice of service

Collection of trophies, coffee table
with brassards attest to Bob's skill.

GUNS JUNE 1963

Stack compares a pre-war .38-40 Single Action
Colt with his favorite handgun, a Colt Python.

Billy Clayton, left, started
Bobby Stack, on skeet path.
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Bob's favorite shotgun is a 28 gauge Model 12
engraved and with gold overlay by Orville Kuhl.

One of Bob's frequent hunting companions, Clark
Gable, was a fine shot and experienced hunter.

18

BOB STACK

was an easy one; there had always been a member of the
pioneering Stack family in the Navy, and Bob knew where
he belonged. "I wanted flight duty on a carrier," he says,
"but they needed flexible aerial gunnery instructors more
than pilots and, with my skeet training, I qualified."

Ensign Robert Stack graduated from Pensacola at the
top of his class. While there, he broke the academy ranbe
record for machine guns on moving targets. His former
skeet team mate, Alex Kerr, then Lieutenant J.G., pre
ceded Bob into duty as a gunnery instructor at the Alameda
Air Station, in California. Kerr requested that Ensign
Stack be assigned to him as an instructor. Their job was
to take youths who, in most cases, had never handled
anything bigger than a BB gun, and turn them into com
petent air-to-air gunners for two-place attack aircraft and
two-or four-engined bombers.

The training program called for 25 hours shooting trap
and skeet to learn the rudiments of leading a moving target.
Then the students fired shotguns attached to flexible mounts
and power turrets, like machine guns using moving clay
targets. They progressed to .30 caliber machine guns in
flexible mounts and turrets, followed by the big .50s. They
fired on fixed targets for 9 hours to become accustomed to
the noise and buck of the guns, then used moving targets.
Early shooting was done on the ground with the guns and
targets mounted on railroad flatcars, moving in opposite
directions. Final training was done in the air, firing at
towed targets.

"Our most difficult job," Bob remembers, "was teaching
a world's-record Marine rifle team to shoot skeet. They
couldn't get used to merely pointing the gun and slapping
the trigger. They wanted to aim and squeeze. By the time
they fired, the clay birds were long gone."

Bob was eventually transfered to Barber's Point Naval
Air Station, in Honolulu. There, he gave refresher courses
to keep combat veterans sharp. While at Barber's Point,
Stack won the All Navy Skeet Championships, shot with a
winning skeet team that included such men as Art Durando,
Jake Harrison, and Arnold Oehlers,-and personally set a
Navy record of 999xl000.

Later, Bob saw duty aboard the carriers Sitka Bay and
the Hancock, as a special liaison for the Chief of Naval
Operations. He finally returned to Alameda to give rocket
training to pilots, instructing on trajectory and angle of
attack with planes carrying rockets under their wings.

Robert Stack, Lieutenant Senior Grade, left the Navy in
1957 to resume his acting career with such pictures as
"Fighter Squadron" and "Mr. Music." That year, he won
the Santa Monica Gun Club Individual Skeet Champion
ship, and the two-man championship with his old sidekick
Alex Kerr. They also won the two-man 28 gauge Champion
ship at the Nationals in 1948. Their five man team, the
"Muskeeters," were CLAA runner ups in small-gauge and
all-bore. In '49, they were West Coast Champions.

Bob continued to shoot skeet competition sporadically
through 1952, but his career became more and more de
manding and, too, the heart had gone out of Bob for
skeet shooting. His friend and mentor, Harry Fleischmann,_
had died of a heart attllck during the War, and, without
him, the game didn't seem the same.

Bobby Stack first became interested in skeet at 13, when
he read a newspaper account of (Continued on page 52)
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By JAMES E. BIE

From his wheel chair, Ted Church keeps a sharp watch on
members of junior club during a weekly rifle meeting.

The targets tell a story and Ted Church analyses the
shots with care, pointing out errors for Phil Niles.

Excellent group was fired by Church with Hi-Standard
Supermatic Trophy during prolonged handgun practice.
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HE·S READY ON THE FIRING LINE. AS

A SHO'OTER OR AS AN INSTRUCTOR

WHEN FOLKS AROUND Baraboo, Wisconsin, talk
about hunting or guns, they talk about Ted Church.

The younger generations know him as expert rifleman and
as high school rifle team coach, the county traffic police
know him as a very helpful pistol coach, and others know
that he is a top-ranking competitive shooter. All this gun
activity and his hunting, plus Ted's deep interest in gun

.education, assumes even greater importance when you real
ize that Ted Church carries on from a wheel chair.

Until 1954, Ted led a busy and well-rounded life, and
enjoyed the use of his guns the same way a good many men
do. By trade he was a master mechanic, owning a repair
shop in partnership. He had served during the war, had
opened the shop, and things went along wonderfully. Then
sickness struck and Ted spent the next five and a half
months in a hospital bed. At the end of the siege, Ted
Church had lost the use of his legs.

While in the hospital, Ted thought about his bustling
shop, his future, his shooting and hunting. {;ondemned to
temporary inactivity, he began reading on his favorite sub
ject-guns. He read everything he could find about guns
and shooting, and gradually a plan began to take form.
Ted Church would devote his time and efforts to teaching
youngsters the thrill that comes from the proper use of guns.

Ted Church is still in the repair (Continued on page 54)



SOME OF THE EXPERTS ARE SAYING THAT. TO WIN

ABROAD. WE MUST CHANGE U. S. COMPETITION TO

By COLONEL DAVE HARBOUR IN THE SHADOW of spectacular Pikes Peak, the largest and
perhaps most significant military skeet shoot in history, sponsored
by USAF's Air Defense Command, reached its sizzling climax
in June of last year. This week-long shoot, with nearly 300 of the
top shotgunners from all the Armed Services participating, was
significant not only because of its size, not only because of the
many perfect scores shot-but also because it marked the begin
ning of a major effort by the Armed Services to put the United
States back in the running for skeet shooting honors in the inter-
national arena. .

The big significance of the Colorado shoot lay in the fact that
it was the first major skeet shoot in the United States to include
an International Style Championship event.... 100 targets shot'
under the same tough international rules that our shooters must
observe when they defend United States' shotgunning prestige
abroad. A big chunk of the nation's shooting fraternity believes
that this precedent will sweep across the nation, triggering the
explosion that is needed to blast the United States back to the
top in international skeet.

In the all-important International Style Championship event,

20
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Under international rules, a time lapse up to
3 seconds is permitted between shooter's call
for bird and actual release. Gun's position,
foot placement are tougher, slow many gunners.

Colonel Bill Marriot of the U.S. Air Force shot well enough to
scare the Russians at the 1962 World's Championships! Bill
ground out 100 straight black targets under the most difficult
shooting style in skeet, to become the 1962 Armed Forces Inter
national Style Skeet Champion. Master Sergeant Henry Shaw, of
the U.S. Army at Fort Benning, took runner-up honors with a 99,
after winning a hot shoot·off with Lieutenant Jim Clark, also of
the U.S. Army. These three gunmen didn't quite make the U.S.
team for the Olympic Championships at Cairo in October, but
they will certainly be top contenders for slots on the team that
represents the United States in this year's World Championships
at Caracas, Venezuela. Their scores, and the overall scores re
corded are all the more impressive when one remembers that they
were shot in thin mountain air where targets fly fastest and are
hardest to hit.

The big international skeet shoots include the annual World
Championships and the Olympic Championships held every four
years. It is during these shoots that the eyes of the world are on
United States shotgunners! There was a time when this was a
welcome fact. The United States gave birth to skeet and, up
through the mid-1950's United States shooters took a back seat to
no other country in the world shoots! The United States took
both World Championship and runner-up honors as late as 1954.

As the 60's approached, however, the 'United States began to
wish that no one was looking when its once-unbeatable gunners
went on world display at the international shoots. Other countries
had started to take skeet seriously, too! By 1958, the United
States could place its top gunner in only 4th place. In thp, 1961
World Championships at Oslo, the United States could do no
better than 6th place in the individual (Continued on page 41)

Automatic traps threw over 140,000
pigeons from 20 trap houses during
Colorado shoot. Sgt. Frank Owen is new
Armed Forces 20 Gauge Champion.
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Replica Colt with shoulder stock
not fire fixed ammunition and is legal
by definition. lug for shoulder stock
on luger is legal, providing you don't
own shoulder stock that fits the gun.

By JIM CORBETT

rAWS, at any level, which limit or make impractical the
D individual's right to own and use firearms, are contrary
to what we believe to be our national birth-right and one of
the basic rights guaranteed to us by the Constitution of the
United States.

The first uniform federal law that encro~ched upon our
constitutional right regarding firearms was the National
Firearms Act (Public Law No. 474), passed by the 73rd
Congress in June, 1934. This is a tax law, providing a
maximum transfer tax of $200 on firearms of certain types
commonly thought of (by some) as "gangster weapons."
This law requires that such weapons be registered with the

Treasury Department. It does not apply now, as amended to
pistols and revolvers, ordinary sporting or target rifles and
shotguns, or to flintlock or percussion weapons of any type,
or to ammunition.

The time, 1934, was ripe for the passage of this Act.
The Prohibition era was passed, but its ugly aftermath of
lawlessness remained. Criminals hardened in the liquor
wars were seeking and finding other sources of loot with
which to maintain the style of living to which the Volstead
Act had enabled them to become accustomed, and the sub
machine gUll and sawed-o~ shotgun were the tools of their
trade. The original purpose of the National Firearms Act
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was to prevent such weapons from getting into the hands of
hoodlums and thugs.

Obviously, the National Firearms Act did not accomplish
its purpose. How those lawmakers, keenly aware as they
were of the recent tragic failure of the Volstead Act, could
have expected another prohibitory law to be effective, is a

mystery. But that mistake in judge
ment was capped by another blun
der - their failure to consult
firearms experts who might at least
have helped them word the Act
intelligibly and in such a way that
it would be applicable to (and only
to) the weapons at which it was
aimed. Instead, and in spite of con
stant effort by legal eagles, jurists,
the courts, and other lawmakers to
"interpret" the Act, it is still sub
ject to controversial interpretations,
still damns innocent guns and in
nocent owners.

Only a few would object strenuously to restriction (with
in reason) of private ownership of machine guns, but the
whole shooting fraternity screamed murder when the Act
condemned such ludicrously un-gangster-like guns as the
Stevens Bicycle Rifle and the Marble Game Getter. Col-

lectors screamed even louder when the Act was interpreted
to condemn, for example, a rare Luger pistol just because
it had a stock-lug on the butt and a holster or other stock
that would convert the piece for shoulder firing.

(There is confusion even in the name of the Act. The
references above are to the National Firearms Act. Another
federal law, the Federal Firearms Act, passed by the 75th
Congress in June, 1938, regulates interstate and foreign
commerce in firearms and pistol or revolver ammunition.
But the names are frequently, and incorrectly, used inter
changeably.)

Under the original National Firearms Act, both the
Stevens Bicycle Rifle and the Marble Game Getter were
condemned on several counts. They had detachable stocks,
which classed them as shoulder weapons; their barrels
were too short for shoulder weapons, and they were less
than 26" long with stocks attached. The Act has since been
amended, cutting the tax on certain obviously non-gangster
guns from $200 to $5, but the Act is still pretty confusing.

For exaUlple: As now written, you can own a Luger
that has a stock-lug on the butt, providing you don't own
a stock that will fit it. Or you can own a Luger stock pro
viding you don't own a Luger to which it can be attached.
But if you own both, you are liable under the Act, whether
the stock and the gun have ever actually been put together
or not. .. On the other hand, (Continued on page 45)
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YOU CAN ADD POUNDS EACH TIME YOU

TELL THE STORY. BUT YOU REALLY SHOULD

KNOW WHERE TO START LYING!

WHEN THE HASSLE over the perfect deer rifle is
finally resolved, the grand American sport of deer

hunting will have lost much of its robust flavor. But don't
fret. There's another, never-ending argument that frequent
ly rattles the rafters of hunting camps. I call it: "My buck
is a dandy, but you should have let yours grow up!" Lay
two bucks, as alike as peas out of the same pod, side by
side and the proud owner will employ ever plausible and
implausible argument to prove that only his animal is
worthy of being classed as a deer. The other critter is a
mere runt!

Even when it comes to deer antlers, the arguments often
erupt explosively. Last autumn I saw a friendly hunting
twosome, each of them confident that he was right and the
other wrong, go at it hammer-and-tongs over two very
average muley bucks. By the time the eruptions subsided,
the 12-man hunting camp was laying odds:

The uproar began because of the very dissimilar racks
the two bucks wore. One had an "elk type" head, with the
antlers grown in a V spread, not too wide, but quite high.
The other owned antlers much wider in spread, but the
squarer "box type" that some hunters prefer.

Both bucks carried five points per side, what we West-

erners call five-pointers, the sign of full vigorous muley
maturity. Both had husky bodies, though I have taken
better ones, and have seen still better ones bagged. In fact,
having hunted muleys for a lot of years, I've seen some
downed bucks so big that I won't strain your credulity by
offering my descriptions of them.

The two Chicagoans had nice bucks in which they could
take full pride. Yet, the way they battled over who had the
superior head would lead you to think they were competing
as to which rack would rank higher in the all-time Boone
and Crockett records. Actually, neither of those heads came
within 40 scoring points of B&CC ratings.

That argument took me back to the season when Don
Baldwin and I hunted Wyoming muleys along the Cheyenne
river. We got them some ten days apart, with Don clobber
ing his first and immediately putting it into the locker plant.
By the time I shot my buck, Don's animal had been skinned
and was being reduced to packages of prime eating meat.
But Don, out of natural curiosity, had had the nude meat
carcass weighted, without hide, head, neck, and the legs
cut off at knees and hocks.

When I collected a muley of very similar size, Don and
I were curious as to how the critters compared. I skinned
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First comes the point counting,
then the boasting over the shot
and the size of the critter. Don
Baldwin and Bert figured buck's
weight (top) to over 300 pounds.

Lugging a big buck to camp over
a couple of mountains will make
you think that he weighs close
to a ton. With Hornaday formu
la you can calculate live weight.

out my animal and reduced it to a similar neckless meat
carcass. I forget the exact figures, but there wasn't more
than six pounds difference between them. In that reduced
form, one weighed about 168 and the other 172 pounds, or
thereabouts, which proves that these were adult bucks.

In talking over the hunt, and the weight similarity of the
two carcasses, Don and I became interested in what they
might have weighed on-the-hoof. I checked with some game
technician friends and was rewarded with some very in
teresting information.

California, Oregon, and South Dakota wildlife experts
proffered the estimate that 60 per cent of the live weights
of deer are in the fully skinned carcasses I have previously
described-if the necks remain with the carcasses. Their
estimates were derived by weighing crippled deer which
they had finished off and weighed, then gutted and weighed,
then skinned and reduced to the full meat carcasses and
weighed a third and final time.

From scores of deer so handled, they found that the
formula first devised by the late William T. Hornaday,
friend and hunting partner of Teddy Roosevelt, was very
accurate for determining live-weight from field-dressed
weight. The Hornaday formula (Continued on page 48)
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HIS MURDER WAS A 55-

YEAR-LONG SOUTHWESTERN MYSTERY.

FEW EVER KNEW OF HIS RIFLE

By JAMES E. SERVEN

OLD MESILLA, New Mexico, is a sun-washed little
town located about 40 miles north of El Paso. It

lies several miles off the main highway; and the fast
flowing streams of tourist traffic pass it by without
knowing of its existence. Yet Mesilla was once the scene
of history in the making. It was also the home of men who
made the history.

About 25 years ago, chance-and the endless search for
antique guns-took me to Mesilla, the site of the formal

AIJP/liJ.

ceremonies which gave the United States that large slice
of Mexico known as the Gadsden Purchase. Clustered
around a small plaza were the weathered adobe buildings
which formed Mesilla's center of activity, and there, in
the combination post office and general store, I found a
delightful gentleman named Albert Fountain. When I spoke
to him of my interest in guns, he reached into a corner
behind a counter and proudly brought forth an engraved
Model 1866 Winchester rifle which bore an inscription
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that made my eyes pop open. On one side was inscribed,
"The Frontiersmen of Texas, to their Friend and Defend
er." And, on the other side, "Hon. A. J. Fountain, EI Paso,
Texas."

The rifle, I was told, had been a prized possession of
Albert J. Fountain, the present Mr. Fountain's grandfather
-and it was not for sale. The finality of that statement
was apparent; but the edge was taken off my disappoint
ment by the clear evidence, in this man's voice and man
ner, that Albert J. Fountain's grandson and namesake
sincerely treasured this gun. I didn't blame him; in his
place, I wouldn't have parted with it, either. So I admired
the gun, and went my way.

But, through the years, my curiosity grew. Why had
"The Frontiersmen of Texas" given that rifle to Albert J.
Fountain? Who was Albert J. Fountain, and what manner
of man had he been? And finally, how had he died, and
why, and by whose hand? This last, I was very soon to
learn, was One of the Southwest's greatest, best guarded,
and perhaps (for many years at least) most dangerous
mysteries.

Gradually, I had the good fortune to learn many things

about Colonel Albert J. Fountain and his colorful career
also, eventually, about his death. Here, then, in brief, is the
story as I learned it; in my opinion, one of the great sagas
of the Southwest, and doubly interesting to me because
it is one of the few times I have been able to get a precise
picture of the man behind a presentation gun.

The saga of Albert J. Fountain possesses all of the in
gredients of adventure, heroism, high tragedy, and deep
est mystery. It begins in Jew York City, where Albert J.
Fountain was born, October 23, 1838. After attending
Columbia College (now a university), Fountain started
on a quest for adventure which took him to China, to Nic
aragua at the time of the William Walker expedition, and
then to California, where he was admitted to the bar.

But his first career at law was short-lived. In August,
1861, Fountain enlisted in the 1st California Volunteer In
fantry. He served throughout the Civil War in the California
Column, mostly in New Mexico. In 1865, he became a Cap
tain and was severely wounded in a battle with Apaches. He
was sent to EI Paso to recuperate. (Continued on page 43)

Albert J. Fountain of Mesilla, N.M.,
with his grandfather's Winchester.

Model 1866 Winchester was presented
by "The Frontiersmen of Texas to
their Friend and Defender," Colonel
A. J. Fountain for his activities in
their behalf. Gun is now displayed
in the Gadsen Museum, Mesilla, N.M.
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A GUN IN YOUR HOME

MAY SAVE YOUR LIFE, AND EVEN THE

MUCH MALIGNED "BUREAU DRAWER"

GUN IS SAFE IF THE FAMILY

UNDERSTANDS AND RESPECTS IT

Gun Safety Begins At
By BILL CLEDE

Good scores are a matter of practice
and training. Kids should be taught
how to handle your home gun safely.
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WE HEAR SO MUCH these days
about crimes committed with

guns; why is it that we hear so little
about crimes prevented by guns? There
are almost as many of the latter as of
the former, but the former gets the
headlines. Usually, you have to look
among the smaller items on page three
to find the mention of the armed citizen
who foiled a criminal.

In Elmont, New York, a man saw a
burglar enter his neighbor's house.
Knowing that his neighbor was absent,
the man got his target pistol, called the
police, stepped outside just in time to
~ee the burglar leaving the house. He
fired a warning shot, cornered the
burglar, and waited for the police to
come and get him.

In San Mateo, Florida, a woman
alone in her home heard·a burglar try
ing to force entry. She met him with
her husband's rifle as he came through
the broken door, fired three quick
shots. Wounded, the man was quickly
captured.

A burglar broke into a home in
Washington, D. C. The home owner, a
policeman, met the intruder with his
service revolver. When the paddy-wag
on arrived to take him away, the man
was bewailing his luck in happening to
choose the home of a policeman. He
wouldn't have picked it if he had
known that the man inside was armed;
crooks want better odds than that. And
some of our lawmakers seem intent on

There is a wide choice of handguns for you. Author tested these,
and your selection will depend on personal preference, what other
uses gun will see. and whether you like a revolver or an automatic.

"But," we are told, "it is the job of
the police to stop crime!" True, the
policeman is trained to cope with crim
inals, will do so when he can. But he
can't be everywhere at once. How
many times does a policeman just hap.
pen to be_present when a crime is being
committed? The man who burglarizes
your home, the man who stages a store
robbery, plans his work to avoid police
interference.

Time was when many policemen
joined with their enemies, the crooks,
in favoring anti-gun legislation, on the
theory that if only the police had guns,
policemen wouldn't get shot. But police
thinking has changed, as witness the
statement recently published by the
National Police Officers Association
(GUNS, February, 1963). Straight
thinking law enforcement groups realize
now that the armed citizen can and
does assist the policeman in his fight
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seeing to it that the crooks get those
better odds.

I asked a delegate to the Swiss Lega.
tion how they dealt with armed crime
in Switzerland. "Armed crime?" he
said. "We don't have any ... Well, I
shouldn't say that. Once a car-load of
Frenchmen crossed the border and
robbed a bank in a small town. They
had guns. But so did the citizens of
the small town. The luckiest one of
those bandits got less than sao feet
after leaving the bank."

But we needn't go to Switzerland to
prove the power of an armed citizenry
in}he prevention of crime. Two of the
great criminal groups in American his
tory, the James Gang and the Daltons,
were shot to pieces by citizens using
their own guns. No wonder the crimi
nal is for anti-gun legislation! The
home without a gun, the store without
a gun is easy pickings.
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stands the gun, understands and re
spects its potential, is ready and able
not only to obey but to enforce the
rules regarding it. Or, if there are per
sons in your home too young to teaGh,
or too irresponsible to be trusted, then
you must safeguard the gun-just as
you safeguard dangerous medicines or
tools. either the teaching nor the
safeguarding is difficult; and the chil
dren who are your first concern are
often the easiest to teach.

Youngsters, boys and girls aHke, are
curious about guns. Satisfy that curi
osity. Show them how the gun works,
how it must and must not be handled.
Take them out to a range or a safe
place and let them shoot. Fill a tin can
with water and show the child how the
bullet, when it strikes that target, ex
plodes it, spewing water in all direc
tions. The child who sees that demon
stration quickly gets the message that
the gun contains power, that unleash
ing that power produces drastic results,
that this is no toy but a force to be
respected. You can teach them that
shooting is fun, too-but that, like all
games, it must be played according to
the rules.

Safeguarding the gun is easy, too.
Of course you can lock it up, or hide
it in an inaccessible place-but that
defeats its purpose. It won't be handy
if you need it. Separating the gun and
the ammunition is better, even though
it means some delay in readying the
gun for use. In most cases, the few sec
onds delay involved won't matter.

An auto-loading pistol can be left
empty, with a loaded magazine handy
but apart from the gun. When needed,
it takes only a few seconds to snap the
magazine in place, work the slide, and
be ready. A revolver takes a little
longer, since each cartridge has to be
dropped into its place in the cylinder;
but with a little practice, this can be
done in the dark and very quickly.

Or, if you like, your defense gun
can- be a rifle or a shotgun. Either will
get the job done; and you need only to
read western history to know that the
shotgun is one of the world's best and
most respected protectors! The man
who looks into the muzzle of a smooth
bore at close range is not likely to
argue!

But the usual concept of the gun for
defense is the handgun, and the inevi
table question arises-which handgun?
Which type, and what caliber?

A lot depends on you. How well can
you shoot, (Continued on page 38)

their
pistol
guns.

the knives and saws and scissors and
matches in your home, so you must
learn and teach the rules applying to
the gun. Jim Dee of Sportsmens Serv
ice Bureau puts it succinctly: "Guns
don't kill people; people kill people.
The gun will stand in its rack until it
rusts away, and never do any harm;
it's only when an ignorant or careless
person picks it up that the dangerous
ingredient is added."

See to it that there are no ignorant
or careless persons in your home. See
to it that everyone in your home under-

Rifles and shotguns are locked in
rack, target pistols are kept in
box. Cans show potential power of

The .22 can double as plinker
for the whole family. Taught
right, youngster learns easily.

against crime, that the armed cItIzen
does not shoot cops, that the man who
shoots cops is the criminal, and that no
anti-gun law has or will prevent the
criminal from getting guns.

A gun in the home or store can save
your property, may save your life. But
the gun, like every other tool, like
every other facility of modern living,
requires understanding and proper
treatment. Just as you must learn and
teach your children how to use but not .
misuse the electricity, the hot water,
the heating appliances, the medicines,
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By GRAHAM BURNSIDE

I ONCE WROTE an article on cartridge headstamps and in it mentioned that I had twenty·
some different variations of the .450 revolver cartridge. Shortly after the article was pub.

lished, I was asked by a collector how it was possible to have so many variations of a round
that is considered uncommon in this country today.

Generally speaking, the old .450 English cartridge is uncommon-in shooting quantities; but
for a collector it is not hard to find. I think that most American collectors are prone to over
look specimens that seem to be something they already have, and are perplexed and confused
by the various European revolver cartridges that are not easily recognized for what they
are. It is quite understandable that the various .440's, .430, .442, .450's, and .455's are not un
raveled without a certain amount of study. Sadly enough, there are not many collectors in
America who are willing to undertake such a study.

The problem can be resolved partly by obtaining a copy of "Centerfire American and British
Pistol and Revolver Cartridges" by H. P. White and B. D. Munhall. This book is accurate and
comprehensive and will help greatly.

I'm not able to give the collecting world a rapid and sure-fire system for identifying the
various cartridges mentioned above. I will say, however, that one must be cautious to exclude
specimens of the European 12 mm center-fire revolver cartridge from the .450's. I am guilty of
this error and had a 12 mm round with my .450's. for about six years.

It will always be a problem that many makers, at one time or another, used no headstamps.
So many obviously different issues are found that are unmarked that the resulting complica
tion is enough to discourage even an ardent student. Another disturbing point is that the chosen
specifications of any given cartridge may, and usually does, vary from one manufacturer to
the next. (Continued on page 55)
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Ball loads were manufactured by European
concerns. I. Munitionswerk Schoenbeck on
the Elbe, Germany. 2. Braun & Bloem of
Dusseldorf, Germany. 3. Georg Egestroff,
linden, Hanover, Germany. 4. Hirtenberg
Patronenfabrik, Vienna, Austria. 5. G. Roth,
Vienna, Austria. 6. Societe Francaise des
Munitions, Paris, France. 7. Weeks & Co.,
Dublin, Ireland. 8. A.W.A. unknown, and
9. Pirlot Freres, details also unknown.

A. Mark I service, no headstamp. 2. Mark
II service, marked "Eley Bros." C. Service
round, drawn brass case, "Eley .450" with
2 broad arrows. D. Commercial, "Kynoch
450." E. Commercial, 220 gr. "Manstopper"
lead bullet, "Eley 450." F. Ditto, marked
"Kynoch .450" G. Commercial shot load,
"Eley London .450:' H. Commercial long
blank, "Kynoch .450." I. Short blank is
also marked with a "Kynoch .450" stamp.
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HUNTERS WHO WANT SHORT·RIFLE HANDINESS PLUS

SUPER·MAGNUM SPEED AND POWER MUST PAY FOR THEM IN BLAST AND KICK

T OWARD THE END of the 20s, I shot elk and deer
along the upper reaches of the Flatland in Montana

with a Model '95 lever action .30-40. I thought it was
quite a rifle and cartridge. The barrel was 28 inches in
length. Later on, I took this long musket down into New
Mexico. I was a forest ranger in those days, and I packed
it on the saddle every day. Nobody told me it was too long
for saddle carry.

Later on, I signed on as a border patrol man out of
EI Paso. Right there, I found out the old '95 with its 28"
barrel was too long. We patrolled the border throughout
the town of EI Paso in cars. Sometimes a car would get
ambushed, and during these lively moments, it was always
thought best to bail out as pronto as you could. This wasn't
too easy with that 28" guntube. I gave the gun to an Indian.

These days, you can't find a sporting rifle with a barrel
as long as 28 inches. The rifle barrel is growing shorter
and shorter. The term carbine used to be slapped on any
rifle with a tube as stubby as 24 inches. Now, this dimen
sion is regarded as standard rifle length, and the term "car
bine" is passing from the picture. The 22-inch barrel is
coming on fast and lengths of 18 and 20 inches are offered.

By COLONEL CHARLES ASKINS

Model 71 Winchester with a short tube
in wildcat .450 caliber did down this
gaur, but was inadequate for big and
dangerous game in Indo-China jungles.

At least one big company now pushes its bread-and-butter
gun, the old .35 lever action, with a Ned Buntline barrel
measurement of 161,4 inches.

Where are we headed? When is this trend to shorter and
shorter barrels to end? What are the right-now implica
tions?

These be good questions, but it is easier to answer them
by going at them backward. The present implications are
fairly obvious; but as for how far we are going down the
road of chopped-off gun barrels is the 64-thousand-buck
question, no pun io.tended. As for today's implications, let's
have a look.

A sporting rifle with a short tube is sure handy. Every
.[.lody packs a rifle in his light truck in my country. The
shooting iron hangs on a rack behind the driver's head.
All he needs do is to make an overhand swipe for it, and he
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is ready to shoot. He pokes the short muzzle over the door,
and fires. (Generally, he is in the confines of his own
l'ancho, and this then is only partially illegal. Other times,
he is on a country road, and then it is altogether against
the law. Neither circumstance long holds up the shot.)

Car shooting lays a high premium on the abbreviated
barrel. The shorter it is, the handier. A wacked-off number
bellers like a King-ranch bull, but when you hang the
muzzle outside the car, as when shooting over the door, the
sound wave does not hit the shooter's ear too hard.

But the popularity of the new style of musket is by no
means confined to west Texas gun rannies; it sells like
pinto ponies to a lot of fellers. Everyone, it seems, wants a
lighter, shorter, and more handy gun.

If you haven't tried it, don't knock it. There's a lot to
be said for the compact number. It works fine in and out

of a car, in and out of a saddle scabbard, in and out of a
plane or boat, or out of a clump of alders. I like these snub
nosed shooters-up to a point.

Going over to the Vietnamese war a few years ago, I
picked up a .348 Winchester lever action which had been
rebarreled to a .450 caliber. The .348 case had been sized
up to take a 400-grain Barnes bullet, and the action altered
to handle the wildcat. It looked pretty good - until I
glanced down at the barrel. This was a skinny 20lh inches.
The work-over job was the specialty of a gent up in Alaska
who was used to prowling around in the alder clumps pry
ing out the world's largest carnivore. My Indochinese
jungles were just as dense, but I never could stomach that
belly-gun length of rifle tube. Maybe I'll come to like 20
inch barrels some day, but up to now, that is just too short.

As these lines see the light, I (Continued on page 50)

Remington offers a number of rifles with the
short barrels, especially the Model 742. Cat
hunting Askins, right, used an Improved 'Ob
with 20'/2 inch barrel. In brush and mountain
hunting, the shorter guns offer an advantage.

Reducing barrel length does reduce velocity,
and in the case of the .264 Winchester Mag.,
short barrels bring velocities to .270 level.
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ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

. ONLY

MODEL 1911 SWISS RIFLES!

REGISTERED DEALERS. Write ()n your offlcinl
business lettcrhead for new sensationai discount
lists. Visit HUNTERS LODGE or YE OLD WEST
ERN HUNTER durinR' weekdays for greate8t
Dealer barg-ains EVER. Alsn many choice un·
advertised items! America's big-gest Gun House!

@ PERSIAN M98/29 BRNO MAUSER CARBINES!

Y"SER Cal. 8MM ' 'I'.iiili=~.

;~m~~fL~f ~heT~e~o~~f~s ¥d~d~ltiC19i~~
Swftzerland's fines~not to be confused with

the old Model 1889 advertised elsewhere-above aU. not to be
confused with the un·standard, cumbersome, inaccurate short ver

sion (a Ye Old Hunter reject) which others may have the gall to offer. Insist

~f1n\Yb~~oan;t~n~~~;§~ ~915 ~":~i:SWt.p.5 r~~v1s~h~~fin:gr;ra~~~so~f~~:~ttg'p~~~g:

WHAT A FIND! The ultimate, ultimate,
ultimate Mauser 98 Carbine at an un
precedented low price. The strongest,

vet trimmest carbine ever available-manufactured in Iran
With the most modern equipment and under Swedish technical
supervision In top shooting: shape and in ~od or better

condition Completc with . PERSIAN SUN LION CREST and 181/2" BAR
REL. SO~1E BRAND NEW L"'l ORIGINAL FACTORY CONDITION ONLY S15.Qp
ADDITIONAL. AN IXCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY! Original bayonets $3.9a1

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

$995!

ONLY

$995!

NOW ONLY

$3495!

to accept any "All Heart" Sale order less than
$5.00 "Money'S Worth or Money Back" Guar
antee whcn goods are returned prepaid within
two days after receipt, Ye Old Hunter will not
answer acrimonious letters. Send them else
where. Sales limited to continental United
States! Special sale prices, above, are goOd for
month of publication only! A selection never
before or never again to be equalled!!! Order now!

70 VV
RIFLE!

FRENCH M1916
MANNLlCHER!

IMPROVED M40 TOKAREVI

IMPORTANT SALES INFORMATION - PLEASE
READ CAREF·ULLY: AU KUIlS and ammo shipped
RAILWAY EXPRESS OR TRUCK (Shippinft
Char~es Collect) from Alexandria, Va. or Sac
ramento, California. California residents include
40/0 State Sales Tax on Sacramento shipments.
Send check or Money Order. DO NOT SEND
CASH. Sorry no COO's. Regret we are unable

Stin anothe\,.~~y~r~l~\r;~~itacular arms
semi-automa
11.'140 MODEL. and at a price so

that even Niklta may order one! All good or much better (some very
good select spccimens only $5.00 more) and complete with detachable
mag-azine and two orhtlOal take down tools. The lowest-priced hig-h
Quality semi-auto evcrt A prize \Vestern purch3se ready for your order.

Cal. 7.62 Russian
M1938 RUSSIAN CARBINES!

... The incredible No. 1 MK III Enfield ONLY
-pride of the British army_now in

the well protected Irish version right down to the spark- $1495'IInl:' regimental brass disc. Used as late as 1950 in
Korea and still in Empire use-BUT NOT THESE-NOT THE
IRISH SHAMROCK MODEL! While the. OTHERS have fought their . ..

~al g~rJI~lfiic~~ui'bJw§e~~c;.~~r'inT~~E0~a~~c~e~tt~~~~~1ti~~r\~O~°.f •
very good or much better only $3.00 more. You'll never find THIS superb model in THIS con-

~~~~~Redg(~~rt~~ci~Ifn~I~~:d)SSJ~~~;O~'j(rE~~~r~.r~~~~nae';:~vi-FN~~a~~~rd~S~nl~~~~7gl~~'r~~e~== ROYAL ENFIELD No.4 SERVICE RIFLE!

Cal. .303

== CUSTOM ROYAL ENFIELD M60 SPORTER!

SPECIAL DECORATOR SALE!

I
Good this month only. Three historical rifles for the perfect over·the-firep~acedisplay-all f.or
practically the price of one during former days. (Not recommended for firmg.) All NRA Falr.

Any two ONLY $18.50!
All three ONLy $27.00!

h Cal. Lebel,



GLISENTI REVOLVER!

Once ag-ain the rare Italian
Glisentl Revolver at the
most low price ~ver. The
revolver it.at could have
been the Cl)ntineJ~tal fast
draw champ, receIved just
in time {or U.S. competi.

~~dn.aI~o~:~~eersl~~it~:r.

GlISENTI
REVOLVER
Cal. 10.35MM

Superb NEW French production
M.A.B. .22 Caliber Automatic

b~~~l.\Ji~~e~~sCigctd~~e~a~\Wi\t~~akesthis the
most attractive dollar for dollar pocket pistol
on the market today. Lightweight, fast·handllnR'
and nccurate. Strictly factory new, complete with
cleaning rod and official French regislration
certificate inclUded. New for the price of used I

Extra New German Mfg.
Magazines ONLY $6.95 each!

RARE ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES!

Original Brown Deluxe Holsters w/Extra
Magazine Pocket ONLY $4.95 each!

Original Cleaning Rods w/Oiler
in handle ONLY $1.95 each!

REQUIRES

SWISS ARMY REVOLVER!
Cal.
7.5

Cal. 9MM Parabellum

GUARANTEED
NRA GOOD
CONDITION!

The famous M.A.B. Le Chasseur .22
Caliber Tar Pistol at a price 'that
pel'mils YONE to take up target
shooting-. t design With thumb rest

~i~h~iif~talt re~~U:::P;ira~~i~t~e/i:rtf~~~.~f~
iled supply of the lSl'j:t'et model so order yours
soonest today! Ideal model for an eye sharpener!

limited number of famous MAUSER
BANNER MODELS with the world
renowned Mauser Banner trademark
vividly displayed on the toggle.
Only $90.00

ENFIELD COMMANDO
REVOLVERS!

Cal.
.38
S&W

Reichswehr Double Date Model ..$ 50.00
Mauser Nazi UK" Series ..•..•..$ 75.00
Mauser Nazi uG" Series ••..•... $ 55.00
Simpson and Sohn Model $ 75.00
Krieghoff Models $125.00

ORDER FROM THIS AD - SEND PERMIT IF STATE OR CITY

SMITH & WESSON
MILITARY AND

POLICE .38 SPECIAL!
Cal. .38

~ptcial

SMITH & WESSON
.38 SPECIALS!

COLLECTORS: YE OLD HUNTER Carefully culled his vast Luger
stocks and now presents the greatest selection of ultra· rare
collector models for the best weapon investment in finance
and pleasure you'll ever make. THESE deals will NEVER
repeat so BUY NOW or forever hold your peace! All collector's
pistols are in NRA good condition. (Visit Hunters Lodge, 10
Prince Street, for on·the·spot inspection.) Please add second
and third choices-limited number of these 'rarities available
-first come·first served. SPECIAL COLLECTOR ITEMS AVAIL·
ABLE FROM ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA, ONLY. PRICES ARE NET!

BACK AGAIN-THE PISTOL THAT NEEDS NO INTRODUCTION! Still ANOTHER go·around
almost too fantastic to believe, but here they are again, the glamorous, never·to·be·
duplicated creation of the great Georg Luger. Officially designated by the manufacturer
as "Pistole Parabellum Model '08"-the year it was originally adopted by the
German Army. THE PISTOL COUP OF ALL TIMES-three different countries cracked
at the same time-two in Western Europe and one in Asia-to bring you the most
sought after pistol in the world today at prices too low to believe-only Ye Old
Hunter has enough gall to bring you this fantastic bargain. The entire pistol market
is already in a state of abject collapse as a result of the LAST Pistole '08 extrava·
ganza-THIS ONE should pUll the pin on prices for all time. Guaranteed completely
serviceable and in NRA GOOD condition but showing prolonged holster wear only
$39.95. NRA GOOD, but arsenal refinished only $3.00 more. NRA VERY GOOD
condition only $49.95. Back again, only because of unprecedented demand, but you
better order YOURS now, for Ye Old Hunter can never keep pace with the biggest
buyers stampede of all time, FOREVER! Plenty of bargain 9MM Parabellum ammuni·
tion in stock at only $4.00 per 100 rounds. The finest investment opportunity ever!

-AM M UNITION SPECIA LS ' , , Minimum order (except Soft PointJ 100 rounds. All prices below (except Soft
• • • PointJ per 100 rounds. Shipped RR. Express. Shipping Charges Collect.

PISTOL CARTRIDGES 7.62x39 Russian Short (20 rds.) $ 4.95 SOFT POINT CARTRIDGES
7.62 Tokarev (Pistol) (M.C.) $5.00 7.62MM Russian (M.C.) $ 6.00 6.5 Italian Soft Point (20 rds.) _ $3.45
7.63 Mauser (Pistol) (M.C.) $5.00 7.65MM (.30) Mauser (M.C.) $ 6.00 6.5 Swedish Soft Point (40 rds.) _ $5.90
7.65 Mannlicher Pistol (M.C.) $4.00 .30-06 U.S. M2 Ball (Non-Cor) $ 6.00 7MM Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) $3.45
9MM Luger (Parabellum) M.C.) ~~.gg .30-06 Blanks __ __ $ 4.00 7.35 Italian Soft Point (20 rds.) _ $3.45
9MM Steyr Pistol (M.C·) ..··..·· · ·· ·_····$7·50 .303-40B~t.agh(MM:9

t
·) ··· (·M ·C )····..···· ·_ ··$$ ~.0500 7.5 Swiss Soft Point (20 rds.) $4.95

.455 Webley -----.-.... • .30 rl IS 111 ary .. 762 R . S ft P . t (45 d ) $665
RIFLE CARTRIDGES .303 British Blanks _ $ 4.00 . USStan 0 om r s _ .
6.5 Dutch (M.C.) (with one free clip) $6.00 8MM German. Mauser Issue $ 4.00 7.65 Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) _ $3.45
6 5 Mannlicher (M.C) $6.00 8x~6 R Mannlicher $ 4.00 .30-40 Krag soft point (20 rds.) $3.45
7MM Mauser (M.C.) .__ _ ..$6.00 .42 Colt Berd~n Rifle (M.C.)· $10.00 .303 British Soft Point (20 rds.) _ $3.45
7.35 Italian In Clips (M.C.l _.. __ S5.00 lIMM MaIlI)licher (M.C.) $ 5.00 8MM Mauser Soft Point (40 rds.) __ $5.90
7.62 NATO (M.C.) (.308 Win.) Non-Cor $12.00 20MM LahtI A.P. (10 rds.) $ 9.95 8x50R Mannlicher (20 rds.) .$4.45

(Those few with asterisk (*) above arc partially shootable but fully componentable.

Another fantastic
SWiss import 
manufactured where

The ultimate in Genuine. original ~~:n hoTd~D tl~: ~~:c~~~~~~w<;{gs~fu~~VAil.i~
handguns atla Smith & Wesson Genuine, ordnance- perb craftsmanship ando N ~ - HAL F Mil ita ry and lIuHt, tlme-testf"d, ALL with ALL maLchinR'
pricel Genuine Smith & Police Revolvers in Enfield Commando Revolvers numbers. Commercial fm-
Wesson Hevolvcrs com- 38 Special and with at less than the price of a ish. "bead" type front

~~e~~l:rt~~fin~~~~~slvacit~ t~~~~:~l~nnv~:sfo~: ~:rri~~~Vo~i~nw~~PiF~y ONLY ~lcf~' ~~d~lroe.t N~ ~~g ONLY
~~mt:r&g~~~~1~~~~~$30N9L9Y51 All in ~ood (':1' better $39951 the illustrious battle-worn $14 951 $16.95. Some excellent
rison. S:I/2" barrel wlth C$1J'bd.tJ~~nA r~~~ lO~~~~ Commandos. f'o dependable ~9'lO p~~~~tio~°.f~5 s~f~~$16951
~~~ \~~'rrfu't :~rps~~~: . t_he hest levolver b:\r- • ~ha%g~r:douf~~ i.ljC:10~p~~;~: • Revolver ammunition onl)' •
lllcteh- (actnr,., rrhlurr. gain While they last! standard .38 S&\V eartrld~e. $3.95 per full 40 rounds.

The "World's Greatest PISTOL','
German Pistole Model '0811

BROWNING
.32 AUTOMATIC

-

HUN T ER 5 . L 0 D G E - ME M B ER 0 f the !J.nlerarmco G R 0 UP: II W 0 R L D LEA D ER I n ARM A MEN T 5 I I

HUNTERS LODGE 200 S. UNION ST.,ALEXANDRIA2,VA.
1609 "E" STREET

YE OLD WESTERN HUNTER SACRAMENTO, CAL.



Use plastic bottles to carry measured shot and powder charges afield. Gun is 12 gao Richards.

Slack-Powder Nostalgia
THAT'S ONE NAME FOR THE ADDED FASCINATION MORE AND MORE PEOPLE ARE

GETTING OUT OF HUNTING WITH MUZZLE LOADING SMOOTHBORES

To proof test your" refurbished gun, use heavy
tire and two U-shaped metal rods that will hold
gun in place. Use lanyard to pull the trigger.

36

Comparison of lengths is made by placing a 12 gauge Parker
with 28 inch barrels on top. Next is a Stevens Model 124 C
bolt-action, below a 12 gauge Richards with 29 inch barrels.
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By DONALD B. WEBSTER, JR.

H UNTING WITH a muzzle loading shotgun is fun, it's
different, and it's a lot less expensive than feeding

your smoothbore factory fodder. There is no use denying
that there is a certain amount of romance in dragging
grandpa's muzzle loading percussion double through the
field, and by choice I have been doing just that for several
hunting seasons. For every hunter I met who laughed at
me, there have been at least three others who wanted to
know where I got the gun, what I feed it, and if it is
really safe to shoot one of these old-timers.

Telling you where to find a good muzzle loader is like
telling a hunter where to find a pheasant. Maybe every
where, maybe nowhere. The more alert gun dealers are
likely to have one or more on hand or know where you
can buy one. Gun collectors often have one that was picked
up in a trade. Sometimes muzzle loaders show up at country
auctions, and even antique shops have them. There's no
end to the possibilities, but there are pitfalls. For every

. good, shootable shotgun that I've found, I've looked at
twenty that were either in poor or worse condition or were

originally cheap guns of poor quality. These guns are not
shootable and are a waste of money.

Look for guns with stocks that have no cracks or chips,
barrels without dents, serious rust pits, or scale rust, and
locks that are complete and operate, preferably smoothly.
Don't buy a scattergun on which metal parts, especially
the locks, are poorly fitted to the wood-it's likely to be a
cheap gun. The better grade muzzle loaders have twist bar
rels, but the very lowest quality guns may have barrels of
wrought iron sheet lapped and welded. These guns should
be avoided.

Once you have your shotgun, check to see if it's loaded
-many are! Measure the barrel length outside with the
ramrod and check for the same length inside. If there's
a two inch difference, you have to pull the load with a
ramrod worm.

With the ramrod removed from the barrel, half-cock the
hammers and pull out the key that holds the barrels to the
forestock. The barrels can then be lifted off. The percussion
nipples, after soaking in kerosene (Continued on page 47)

With hammers resting on nipples,
charge each tube with 2.5 drams
of Fg powder from powder flask.

Seat base wad with ramrod over the powder, but be certain that it
is seated properly. Then pour shot on top of base wad. Here II/s
ounce of #6 shot is poured from plastic pill container in field.

Top wad must sit squarely on shot and must fit bore tightly.
If it fits too snugly, it can be notched to let air escape.
Put hammer on half cock, seat cap firmly with hammer, fire.
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short sight radius and lack of a man-size
grip. But at short range, you can keep all of
your shots on the target; and, after all, these
are intended as short range guns to be fired
more by pointing than by aiming.

In this category, I'd also list High Stand
ard's new Derringer. It is a two-barrelled
over-and-under with an enclosed hammer. It
can be fired double action only, and I found
that it worked best using the second finger
on the trigger. It does point naturally and
lends itself well to "combat-style" shooting.
Grab it with your whole hand and close your
fist. So handled, its shots went into a man
size target.

Another category of automatics that offer
convenient size yet more punch from the
muzzle are the .380s. In this list you'll find
guns by Browning, Star, Beretta, Walther,
and others, including second-hand Colts.
These, too, are intended for short range work.
They have short barrels, and sight radius.
Yet with both the Brown'ing and Star Star
fire, I had not rouble keeping the shots on
the little NRA Ranger target at 25 yards.

Next, let's look at the bigger automatics
the 9 mms, .38s, and .45s. Our GI .45, is
probably the most widely used defense hand
gun, if only because it has been around so
long. Every veteran is familiar with it; it's
big, bulky, and heavy, but a burglar hit by
it doesn't run far.

But the .45 is not exactly a "fun gun." and
man'y people (including ex-GIs) object to its
blast, its recoil, its pretty rugged shooting
characteristics. There are more convenient
models in 9 mm and .38 Super Auto that are
quite adequate for the job under discussion,
and a lot easier to use. The three used in
our tests were the Colt Commander in .38
Super Auto, the Browning 9 mm, and the
S&W Model 39 9 mm. (Please don't ask me
to make a choice among the three; I couldn't.
That's why I own so many guns! Each has
features that make it desirable, and only
you know what features you like best.)

The S&W, with its double action, can be
carried or kept with a round in the chamber
an'd the hammer on half cock. All it takes is
a pull of the trigger. The Colt Commander
seems less bulky, but they are virtually the
same size and they both retail for about $85.
The S&W has no grip safety, but it has a
magazine safety, and the thumb safety drops
the hammer as it is put on. The Colt has a
grip safety but no magazine safety. Basically,
the Commander is a shortened and lightened
version of the Government Model .45 ... The
Browning, which retails for about $75, holds
13 cartridges while the S&W and Colt hold
eight and nine respectively.

On the range, all three guns were com
parable. They were comfortable to shoot, and
they put their slugs right where my wavering
hand was aiming them.

In big bore revolvers, there is also a wide
choice of models that can serve you well as
home defense guns. Because of their com
pact size, the guns tested in this group were
the snub-nose .38 Special revolvers, popular
with men who carry concealed weapons iIi
their work. These include the Colt Agent,
Cobra, and Detective Special; the Smith &

(Continued on page 40)

(Continued from page 30)

GUN SAFETY BEGINS AT HOME

and do you want to use this gun for other
purposes? If so, what purposes?

If you will own only one handgun, and if
you want to use it for fun'-shooting, you'll
look longingly at the guns chamhered for .22
Long Rifle. But are they "defense weapons?"

Don't let anybody kid you, the lowly .22
LR can lay a burglar low, all right. (There
is also the argument, and it is true, that the
sight of the gun in your hand will often serve
the defense purpose, without recourse to the
bullet.) The better you can shoot, the more
effective the small gun becomes. I can't rec
ommend the .22 as a fighting weapon-it
lacks the necessary stopping power; but if
your primary reason for buying the gun is to
have fun with it, and if you can afford only
the one handgun, the .22 is not to be sneezed
at. Many he-men (on both sides of the law)
will sneer at it as a pip-squeak, but not
many will relish going against it!

If you decide on the .22 revolver or pistol,
you have scores to choose from, at as many
prices. The snub-nose models won't give you
top target accuracy because of their short
sight radius, but they will stay in'side the 9
ring on the Slow Fire target at 25 yards, and
that's plenty good enough for "defense"
shooting.

Next come the tiny .25 automatics. Both
the Junior Colt and the Browning .25 were
represented in our shooting tests, and their
convenient size makes them attractive. Ac
curacy-wise, they are difficult to evaluate on
the target ran'ge because of the extremely

EI Paso 84, Texas

WRITE FOR
FREE CATALOG

NEW STYLES

$5.00 deposit on C.O.D.
orders. You pay po.tal
charges. We pay postage
on prepaid orders. Our

;~t"::"ra,."te:Oh~e:.rd::::::3~nd
unworn within ten days.

CHOOSE

HOLSTERS

PROFESSIONAL

GUNMEN

Tall - True Western Boot.
16" Stove Pipe Tops, Walking
Heel, Leather Lined,
Narrow Toe.

#801 -BLACK
#802 - BROWN $2550
#803 -TAN

You sense it the minute you shoulder
one af the new SPORT-KING .22's
••. when you try its smooth, crisp
action •.• when you see how quickly
it sights "on target." You feel it in
the light weight, fast handling and natural balance. You see it in
features like the full Monte Carlo fluted stock and forearm of genuine American walnut
(no plastic substitutes here); the side-loading port, ability to fire low-cost shorts, longs
or long rifle cartridges interchangeably - and in the steel-to-steel breech lock-up.
But the real "special something" is High Standard's experience in design, engineering
and craftsmanship gained in producing the world's most complete range of .22 caliber
firearms. It's a standard of excellence proved in beating the best of 35 nations to win

for the United States the 33rd Olympic Gold Medal.
FOUR SPORT·KING .22's YOU'LL NEVER OUTGROW

The Pump-Action (illustrated) $58.95; the auto-loading "Western" Carbine $49.95;
the auto-loading Special, $46.95; the autO-loading Field $43.95.

~~~rom
HIGH STANDARD

MFG. CORP., HAMDEN 14, CONN.

about these
New.22's?

'What's
so special ....

BY
JOHN BIANCHI.

COMPLETE ALL NEW
CATALOG

25,
PROTECTOR BRAND HOLSTER

509 HACIENDA DR., MONROVIA, CALIF.

Au::!tin Boot Co.
P.O. Box 9305-G
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THE AMATEUR GUNCRAFTSMAN
by JAMES V. HOWE

This helpful book is
for all amateurs who
are interested in the
fascinating hobby of
working with guns and
keeping their firearms
in prime condition.
Among many other
subjects it shows how

to equip a shop, how to select and use
tools, gunstock design, tempering and
annealing steel remodeling shotguns
and handguns, barrel alterations, trig
ger details, bluing methods, formulas.
315 pages illustrated $4.00

THE MODERN GUNSMITH
TWO VOLUMES

by JAMES V. HOWE

The most authoritative
work ever written on
gunsmithing and gun
making; invaluable to
professional as well as
amateur. It is the one
work that every
sportsman should have-a real guide
filled with the most practical, detailed
information and crystal-clear working
plans to be found anywhere.
Special chapters an craftsmanship, high
velocity experiments, gauging the wind in
testing, gun barrels and safety analysis.
Two valumes 300 ill. 948 pages $15.00

COMPLETE GUIDE TO
HANDLOADING

by PHILIP B. SHARPE

Everything you need
to know about hand
loading is included
in the "handloader's
bible." The most com
prehensive, authori-

tative and complete coverage available
today, it gives you the information you
want on tools and techniques, old and
new, on every phase of the handloading
sport. Containing over 8,000 individual
loads for rifle, revolver, and pistol
cartridges, it discusses every model of
shell and primer, bullet and bullet
mould.
Includes material on electronic equip
ment, loading tools, military salvage,
foreign and military cartridges, and the
manufacture of smokeless powder.
719 pages 340 illustrations $10.00$17.50750 illustrations

Here in five handsome volumes is a complete, authoritative library on
rifles, guns, handguns, and gunsmithing. Sound, reliable informa
tion on all rifles commercially manufactured in this country, with the
most carefully detailed instructions on how to identify, collect, repair,
and refinish them. Expert advice on metallic and telescope sights.
Full technical information on handloading and handloading tools
thousands of tested handloads for rifle and handgun cartridges.
Modern workshop techniques in gunmaking and gunsmithing-clear,
step-by-step instructions on etching, engraving and repairing revolvers,
pistols, and shotguns. Restoring antique arms, etc.

LIBRARY

THE RIFLE IN AMERICA
by PHILIP B. SHARPE

Introduction by Julian S. Hatcher,
Maiar General, U. S. Army (retired)
This famous book is the most
authoritative work on rifles and
their cartridges ever published.
For more than two decades it
has been accepted as the stand
ard reference of the industry
and all government agencies.
This dependable book now pro
vides full information on the
military rifles and ammunition

of both World Wars and discusses the possibilities
of converting these rifles to sporting pieces. Gives
detailed information on collecting and identifying
old American firearms, home gunsmithing, metallic
and telescope sights, ballistics of all American car
tridges, current rifle twists, barrel diameters, con
version tables, rifle and accessory manufacturers.

Over 975 pages

FUNK & WAGNALLS'

SPORTSMAN'S

Funk & Wagnalls Company, Inc., Dept. GM-663
360 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me the complete five-volume Sportsman's Library
(regular price $46.50) at your special price of $41.85. I will
pay for this set under the plan checked below:

PAYMENT IN FULL I enclose $41.85 in full payment.

BUDGET PLAN..... . I enclose $6.85 as fibt payment and
will send you $5.00 a month until the $41.85 is paid. Unless I
am completely satisfied with the Sportsman's LibrarJJ I can
return it within ten days and you will refund in 1ull any
money I have paid.

Funk & Wagnalls Company, Inc., Dept. GM-663
360 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me the book or books I have checked below.
I am enclosing a check or money order in payment, with the
understanding that unless I am completely satisfied I may
return the book or books within 10 days for a full refund.

The Rifle in America $17.50
The Complete Guide to Handloading $10.00
The Amateur Guncraftsman $ 4.00
The Modern Gunsmith (2 vols.) $15.00

Name . Name .

Address . Address .

City Zone State .
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BRING YOUR POWDER MEASURE

UP TO YOUR LOADING LEVEL.

• WILL FIT POPULAR POWDER MEASURES

• CLAMP TYPE

• SCREW ON TYPE

• SPECIAL PLATES ON REQUEST

• STATE TYPE OF MEASLiRE WITH ORDER

Wisconsin Residents Add 31:' Sates Tf,x

~Y'S GUN'N LEATHEIl SHOP
~ 618 SO. MAIN ST.

SAUKVILLE, WISCONSIN
DEALER INQUffilES INVITED

(Continued from page 38)
Wesson Chief's Special, Centennial, and
Bodyguard; and the Astra Cadix.

one of these 2-inch barrel revolvers are
target guns. The front and rear sights are
only about 31,6 inches apart. They, too, are
inten'ded for close range use, and you'll
probably shoot better with them by pointing
rather than trying to aim at a bullseye.

Keep your eyes focused on the target, poke
the gun out at about shoulder height, and
pull the trigger. A little practice with this
technique and you'll soon be putting all your
shots on a silhouette target. Your peripheral
vision picks up the image of the gun and
helps to point it wherever your eyes are
looking.

When you're learnin'g to shoot these little
powerhouses, it's a good idea to start out
close to the target. Fifteen yards is plenty;
if you're a beginner, stan'd even closer. You
can work back to greater distances as your
scores improve.

These short·barrel jobs are very much
alike in the features they offer. All have the
safety bar that falls in front of the hammer
except when the trigger is full back. The
Colts have six shot cylinders; the S&Ws have
five. Sacrificing the one cartridge permits a
smaller cylinder.

Both Colt and S&W offer a protected ham
mer, partially enclosed, so the hammer spur
will not catch on clothing or pull out a stack
of handkerchiefs as you take it from the
bedside table. Colt offers an accessory
shroud. The S&W Bodyguard frame extends
out to the arc of the hammer fall. With

either of these, the hammer is protected but
you can still get your thumb on the knurling
to cock it for single action firing.

One revolver that provides the greatest
safety potential of all as a home defense gun
is the S&W Centennial. Its hammer is com
pletely inside the frame, and it has a grip
safety. About ten' pounds pressure is required

.to pull a revolver double action but, with
the Centennial, the heel of your hand has to
depress the grip safety at the same time.
Tiny fingers would have a difficult time with
this handgun.

Then there are the miniature cannons-the
Colt's Python, Ruger Blackhawk, and S&W
Magnum, in .357 Magnum, (not to mention
the still bigger .44 Magnums) which give
you a power potential equalling that of a
small rifle. These are the real men-stoppers,
but it is doubtful that the average citizen
needs this much power in a house gun. For
that purpose, I'd say look to .38 Special
revolvers or 9 mm automatics. The .22s and
.25s are better than nothing, but they don't
offer much in stopping power. The .380s are
a good compromise. And, of .course, your
decision will be influenced by what other
uses you may want to make of the gun.
Consider all angles before you decide.

But however you decide, remember that
the ownership of a gun brings responsibility
with it. Only you can be sure that everyone
in your house respects the gun. Only you can
provide it with a safe storage place. Only
you will determine whether the gun is an
asset (as it definitely can 'be) or a ~
liability. ~

SHIPMENT FROM
Rare of.ferlng of Model 1900/06 Portuguese Luger. Made by Deutsche Waf.fen und
.Munitionsfabriken.

Specifications: 7.65 Luger caliber (ammunition made in the U.S. by Remington. Win·
chester, Western & Peters). Slim 4%" barrel. Original deep blueing. Matching numbers.
Original magazine. Original checkered hardwood grips.
Probably the last of the great Luger finds since this famous German sidearm went out
of production in 1942. The last of the Portuguese kings, Manuel II, ordered this small
lot in 1910, the last year of his reign. He was succeeded by the present republic. This
famous Luger model has never been seen in the United States and single specimens
of the Portuguese 7.65MM model have regularly sold for $300-$350 in recent years. We
have been negotiating for the release· of this lot at intervals over the past ten years and
we are proud to announce that this once·in·a·lifetime shipment has finaJly r-eached our
harbor.
This is a prime collector's piece. The slim 4 3/." barrel is beautifully proportioned to the
frame making this one of the classics of the Luger family. The coat of arms of Manuel
II appears over the chamber in clean precise engraving, consisting of the initial "M" with
the numeral "2" intertwined, surmounted by the Portuguese crown. All parts bear matched
serial numbers. The Portuguese proof mark, consisting of an encircled triangle appears
on many of the exterior parts. The word "Carregada" meaning "Loaded" appears on the
extractor instead of the usual german "Geladen."
Blueing is original. deep and rich. All markings are clear and precise indicating that the
weapons have never been reblued. In short, this is a collector's purchase of a lifetime.
A fantastically rare piece, a pleasure to own, shoot and display and a sound investment
for the future. Commercial ammunition is available at all gun stores or you may order
a supply from us along with your Luger.
TO ORDER: Send check or money order. $10 deposit for C.O.D. 10·day money back
guarantee. ENCLOSE SIGNED STATEMENT: "I am not an alien, have never been con·
victed of crime of violence. am not under indictment- or fugitive. am 21 or over." Mass.,
Mo., Mich., N.Y., N.J., N.C., R.I., Omaha, N. Orleans require permits. Enclose with order.

MODEL
1900/06
PORTUGUESE
LUGER
$129.95
( N.R.A.
Very Good
selected for
collector display
with orig. holster and one
spa re orig. magazine).

MODEL 1900/06
PORTUGUESE LUGER $99.95
(N,R.A, Good plus, with orig.
holster and one spare orig.
magazine).

GOLDEN STATE ARMS CORP.
386 West Green Street, Pasadena 7, California
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Name' _

Model B4 (4-power; shown
with Tip-Off Mount), $9.75;

86 (6·power), $12.50-at most
dealers. Both prices include N or

Tip-Off Mount.

Get everything you want NOW. Shot, Wads,
Powder, Primers, Bullets, Loading Tools, etc.
Our stocks are most complete.

• WINCHESTER • REMINGTON
• HI-STANDARD • SAVAGE
• RUGER • REDFIELD
• S&W • R.C.B.S.
• PACIFIC • CH • WEAVER
• SAKO • FN • FINNBEAR

Ammunition

REMINGTON - NORMA
Same Day Delivery

BADGER
SLING KEEPER - BOLT HANDLES

BADGER SLING KEEPER Made of special 11/4"
hard anodized alloy extrusion-black with plated
clamp & screw. Postpaid $1.25.
BOLT HANDLES Unpolished $1.25, Polished $2.50,
Knurled $3.00. We weld to your bolt body and
polish $8.00, w/knurled handle $10.00, or alter
your bolt for low scope $6.50. Jewel bolt $6.50
extra. Buehler Safety $7.25. Mark II $4.25. One
day service.
FREE CATALOG-Discount sheet ONLY to es
tablished dealers and sporting goods stores-we
will not honor post card or rubber stamp
requests! Phone CAstle 9-2101.

99% Orders Shipped Same Day Received.

BADGER SHOOTERS SUPPLY
lew Bulgrin, Owner. OWEN, WIS.

Serving Sportsmen 27 Years

City ......Lone_Stafe' _

Address _

©1963 W. R. Weave, Company

W. R. WEAVER COMPANY / DEPT. 43 / EL PASO 15, TEXAS'

: FREE! New 1963
I full-color catalog of the
I world's most used, most
I proved scopes.

get improved accuracy for your .22

with a Model B WIAVIJ€iiCOPI
Weaver precision optics and Seal-Lock protected adjustment turret
offer you dependable accuracy for your light-recoil rifle-at a budget
price. Weaver B Models help you aim quickly and accurately because
they give a clear, sharp, magnified view of your target. With a Tip-Off
Mount, you can mount your Model B in seconds without tools, on any
.22 with a factory-grooved receiver.

to breaking 99 targets in the Colorado shoot,
Clark has better than a 97.5 average, shoot
ing international-style targets, and he was
the 1961 U.S. Internation'al Style Skeet
Champion. I interviewed Clark and he agreed
with Marriot. Clark stated: "I'm sure that
the United States has the world's best shot
gunners. H we would go over to international
rules, we would probably take most, if not
all, of the future world and Olympic titles.
But no one can shoot nine out of ten of his
targets U.S. style most of each year, and
then win world events shooting international
style. SSR shooters always shoot interna
tional style. So do shooters in most other
countries. That's the real reason we're licked
before we start in the pay-off matches."

There is a lot of evidence to support these
views ... and a lot of shooters who share this
belief, and who would like to see the United
States go over to international rules. There
were ten shooters I never saw before sitting
around a table with me at the Colorado shoot.
I asked them, "How many of you would vote
for going completely over to international
rules?" Nine of them voted "Yes!"

George White, Secretary of the National
Skeet Shooting Association, summarizes the
Association's position as follows: "We tried
the old low-gun an'd delayed-bird rules, and
found them tough to enforce. Our members
demanded more enforceable rules, and we
gave them just that. Thousands of our shooters
have been shooting all their lives under our

(Continued from page 21)

SKEET-INTERNATIONAL STYLE

skeet competition, and its team was trounced
by those of the USSR, Canada, an'd Vene
zuela!

The reason for this loss of leadership in
international skeet shooting competition is
obvious. The United States has always had
far more skeet shooters firing at far more
clay pigeons each year than any other
country, including the new giant in inter
national skeet competition, Russia. Last year,
the United States had over 6,000 registered
skeet shooters and about 1000 registered
skeet shoots! And our gunners are as good
as any in the world. The main reason for
our poor showing, from 1955 until 1962, in
the international shoots was that United
States shooters had to do practically all their
shooting under U.S. National Skeet Shooting
Association rules, with little opportunity to
practice under the very different Interna
tional Shooting Union rules that govern the
big world shoots!

United States skeet rules allow a style of
shooting that makes it easier to hit the fast
flying clay birds than does the style required
at world and Olympic shoots by international
rules. nder the unilateral U.S. rules, the
shooter may have his gun at his shoulder,
ready to fire when the bird leaves the trap
house. Under international rules the butt of
the shooter's gun must be touching his body
below the waist when the bird emerges!
Under U.S. rules, the shooter knows his bird
will emerge instantly when he calls for it.
Under international rules, the bird may
streak from the house 'at any time within a
long three seconds after the call! Under U.S.
rules, the shooter need only have a part of
his feet in the shooting box at each station
when he shoots. nder international rules,
both the shooter's feet must be planted
squarely within the boundaries when he
fires. After one warning by the referee of an
in'fraction of this rule, any bird shot from a
"foot fault" stance is counted lost.

Of course, a second reason countries like
the USSR have an advantage in international
skeet is that, although they have 'fewer
shooters, those shooters do almost nothing
but shoot skeet! They are subsidized and
don't have to worry about the cost of practice
or competition. Our shooters are all amateurs,
and they individually or voluntary sponsoring
organizations must bear the cost o'f their
practice 'and of their travel to and from the
shoots. But it's safe to say that in skeet this
cost factor would not be decisive if our
shooters were used to busting birds under
international rules.

Colonel Marriot put it this way after his
100-straight triumph in Colorado. "I shot
over my head. So did Clark and Shaw with
their 99's. We just don't have enough inter
national-style shooting in the United States
today to develop the caliber of shooters we
must have to win consistently in the world
shoots. I'm convinced that the only real solu
tion is for us to go over to international rules
in all our shoots if we want to win abroad."

Lieutenant Clark has represented the
United States on three international trap
teams, and has watched our international
skeet teams in action'. He has developed into
one of the top international-style skeet shoot
ers in the United States today. In addition
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rules. If we changed over to international
style, we would probably lose a lot of them.
In our shoots, we shoot four guns: the .410,
28, 20, and 12 gauge. There's not even a
Russian who could shoot the small guns well
internation'al style. For these rellsons, we
believe that the majority of our shooters
don't want a change."

The position of the NSSA certainly has
merit, But many shooters believe that the
NSSA membership would vote for interna
tional rules with all guns, if they were
polled. However, since the Colorado shoot,
the NSSA has formed a new International
Division within NSSA, and this should do
a lot to en'courage more clubs to hold inter
national·style events in connection with their
regular U.S.-style shoots. Shooters wishing
to participate in these international style
events are charged an extra dollar member
ship fee. The International Division of NSSA
uses these proceeds to maintain separate
official records arid averages for all shooters
who register for international style shooting.

At the Colorado shoot, some 150,000 tar
gets were thrown over a five day period at
the ten tough Air Defense Command ranges,
and nearly 90 per cent of them were hit!
This made a lot of black smoke, and most
of it seemed to settle on the perspiring faces
of the shooters. One of the blackest but
happiest faces was that of Ken Sedlecky, of
the U.S. Navy's Air Facility at Andrews Air
Force Base, Maryland, who captured the
coveted 1962 Armed Forces All-Gauge title.
Sedlecky fired at 200 singles and doubles
with his trusty 12 gauge, and broke 199
of them. But so did four other shooters!
Sedlecky then broke 275 more straight tar-

gets to win the shoot-off! Lieutenant Jim
Clark broke 274 straight shoot-off pigeons to
place 2nd, while Sergeant Ross Helm broke
150 to place 3rd. Sedlecky also became the
new 1962 Armed Forces High-Over-All Cham
pion by breaking 490 out of 500 targets with
all four guns!

In addition, Ken Sedlecky paired with
teammate Allen Buntrock to capture both
the 12 and 28 gauge Two·Man Team Title.
Ken will be another top contender for a

tTI·e:-·.-.... ,". ),
~'

,~
slot on the team that represents the United
States in next October's World Champion
ships at Caracas. Ken was the on'e man I
interviewed at the Colorado shoot who, like
George White, does not feel the United States
should go completely over to international
style shooting.

The biggest surprise at the Colorado shoot
was provided by an unheard-of team from
Ent Air Force Base. This five-man group
beat every other Service, Unit, and Base team
by breaking 987 out of a 1000 targets!

Again, the biggest significance of the Colo·
rado shoot was not in the size or iri the high
scores posted. The real story of the Colorado
shoot was that it set the precedent of hold
ing international-style events in connection
with our big skeet shoots. The Air Defense
Command will hold four big international
style matches in 1963. Other clubs across the
country will do the same. Even our U.S.

Natiorial Championships now include inter
national-style events.

Another big story springing from the Colo
rado shoot was that of Ken Pendergras. Ken
did well in Colorado, but he captured no top
honors. But at the Olympic Championships
in Cairo last October, this modest little guy
teamed with Ed Calhoun, Tom Heffron, and
Bob Rodale to stun the world by nosing out
the SSR team for the World Team Cham
pion'ship! They posted a new Olympic team
record by breaking 394 out of 400 targets,
shooting international style! This was the
first time the United States had taken a
World Championship since 1954! But com
placency in U.S. skeet shooting circles is
still not in order. The USSR made a clean
sweep of both first and second places in the
individual competition at Cairo!

In spite of the inspiring U.S. team victory
at Cairo, many top-ranked skeet shooters
still feel that the only way of assuring future
U.S. international victories in both team and
individual competition is to throw out uni
lateral U.S. rules and go over completely to
shooting international style. George White
and Ken Sedlecky and others believe that
holdin'g international-style events, along with
our U.S.-style shoots, as was done at Colorado
last year, will do the job. They point out that
the new International Division of NSSA,
working with the NRA, should stimulate
enough international-style shooting and prac
tice for U.S. shooters. Our prestige abroad
is the stake. Has the United States done
enough to stretch its comeback in intern'a
tional skeet shooting to a victory at the next
World Championships in Caracas in ~
October? We hope so! ~

M1CARBINES·~::::SOR'ES

*ROSSFORD ARMORY SUPPLY
19 SECOND STREET, DEPT. SH. 63

WATERVILLE, OHIO, U.S.A.
*OIVISION-ROWEN, BECKER CO., INC.

ACCESSORIES and PARTS-all parts new and inter
changeable with original G.!. issue. Complete parts
list on request. Armory kit-jointed cleaning rod,
bore cleaner, oil patches, spare clips (3), pull thru
cleaner, piston nut wrench-3.98 • Compensator
-2.98 • Flash hider-2.98 • Piston nut wrench
-.75 • Bayonet and scabbord-5.95 • 2-15
shot clips and clip case-.95 • 30 shot clip
2.98 • 15 shot clip-.50 • 5 shot clip
1.75 • Heavy rei nforced gun case-2.00
• Sling and oiler-1.85 • 30 caliber
military ammo-3.00 per 50 • Factory
loaded half jacket-3.50 per 50 •
110 grain Hornaday rd. nose- 2.50
per 20 • Receivers-14.95 •
Barrells-13.95 • Barrell and
receiver, headspaced - 34.95
To Order-enclose check or money
order, for C.O.D. send 100/0 de
posit. All guns. ammunition and
the Armory kit shipped Railway
express, charR'es collect. Acces
sories and parts. please inclUde
sufficient postage.

Brand new Ml Carbines direct from the manufacturer to you. We guarantee your
satisfaction. All guns and accessories are of the finest quality that we can pro
duce, all are carefully assembled and test fired to give you the best Carbine
on the market. Fifteen accurate shots as fast as you can pull the trigger.
Barrel and receiver assemblies are manufactured to original govern
ment specifications, of the finest high strength alloy steels avail-
able. These guns will give many long years of dependable serv
ice. Weight, unloaded-51/2 pounds. Magazine capacity's-
5, 15, 30 shot. Length-35.5 inches. Muzzle velocity-
1900 FPS. Semi-automatic gas operated caliber 30
Ml. Stocks-kiln dried walnut. Front sight-blade
type, protected by ears. Rear sight-peep
sight, adjustable for windage and elevation.
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COLONEL FOUNTAIN'S PRESENTATION RIFLE
(Continued from page 27)

Albert Fountain found life pleasant in El was that of assistant United States attorney.
Paso, and married a handsome young woman In January of 1896, Col. Fountain and his
of a prominent Spanish-American family. son, Henry, climbed aboard their democrat
Soon he was a leading figure in the organi- wagon at Lincoln, New Mexico, for the
zation which then controlled El Paso poli- long drive to their home at Mesilla, about
tics. He acted as public surveyor and later 150 miles to the southwest. Col. Fountain
became deputy collector of customs. had taken his son with him to Lincoln for

About no miles east of El Paso was a an outing while he pursued his legal tasks.
great lake of salt known variously as the Salt Appearing before the Lincoln County grand
Lakes of El Paso, or Guadalupe Lakes. It jury, Col. Fountain had secured 32 indict-
was a long-established custom that Mexicans ments against notorious cattle rustlers in-
from both sides of the line should have volved in the then current "Rustler's War"
free access to this salt. After the Civil War, which followed the bloody Lincoln County
however, some greedy persons cast specula- War.
tive eyes on the salt beds and sought to As Col. Fountain and his son departed,
obtain title to the land and charge $1 per someone handed the Colonel a note. It
fanega (2V2 bushels) for the salt. There fol- warned him that, if he did not agree to drop
lowed a long period of bloodshed which was one of the cases he had prosecuted, he would
known as the El Paso Salt War. Involved never reach home alive.
were the Texas Rangers, politicians, an Although now 57 years old, Col. Fountain
Italian priest, and many others. still had his tough fighting spirit. His answer

Albert Fountain led the faction which to this threat was to place his Winchester
favored free salt, and he became very popu- rifle where he could reach it easily, and start
lar with the majority of El Paso citizens. In his team down the road to Mesilla. On this
1869, he was elected to the state Senate, day, he carried with him a newer model
where he served for four years. In this pe- Winchester; the Model 1866 given to him by
riod, he served as president of the Senate his Texas friends, having seen good service,
and received an appointment as brigadier was now retired to the gun rack in his home
general of State Police. It was at about this at Mesilla.
time that the oldtimers and solid citizens of Col. Fountain and young Henry, not yet
the west Texas area adjacent to El Paso in his teens, spent the night with a friend
presented to Albert Fountain that fine Win- near Mescalero. Next morning, they met an
chester Model 1866 rifle pictured here. His Apache who presented Col. Fountain with
record as a soldier and as a champion of a pinto pony, insisting it was in payment of
the people, regardless of race origins, had a debt of gratitude. The pony was tied to the
won him the status of a local hero. back of the wagon, and Col. Fountain con-

Politics in El Paso took a turn for the tinued on into Tularosa and thence south to
worse, and Fountain's Salt War enemies La Luz, where the night was spent with a
sought to have him indicted for alleged merchant friend, Dave Sutherland.
illegal acts. When this ruse was unsuccessful, On the third day, the road stretched south
an attempt was made on his life. He was and west through sparsely inhabited country,
attacked and wounded by A. H. French, who past the edge of the "White Sands" and up
then killed Judge Gaylord Clarke and was through San Augustin Pass before dropping
in turn fatally shot himself. down toward the Mesilla Valley. During

Later, Fountain, fully recovered from his this day, Col. Fountain noticed three horse-
wound and with the rank of Colonel, assist- men riding parallel to the road. When an
ed General Benito Juarez in the taking of occasional traveler approached, they would
Chihuahua. Then, conditions in EI Paso veer off to escape notice, but would appear
being increasingly bad, Col. Fountain moved, again when the road was clear.
in 1875, with his family to the more tranquil Near White Chalk Hill, about 50 miles
atmosphere of Mesilla, New Mexico. northwest of Las Cruces, mail-carrier Satur-

But Col. Fountain was not one who was nino Barela met Col. Fountain, noticing that
destined to enjoy a life of tranquility. Be- a Winchester was resting across the Colonel's
fore long, he became editor of a newspaper knees. Fountain told Barela of the three
and a member of the New Mexico House of riders who seemed to be trailing them, and
Representatives. He organized the first com- Barela said that he too had seen them but
pany of militia in southwest New Mexico in not at close enough range to identify them.
1878, and then a battalion of cavalry. After a brief chat, Barela continued on up

Col. Fountain was highly respected by the the road, and Col. Fountain proceeded
Mescalero Apaches. In 1879, he interceded southwan.l.
in behalf of members of that tribe who had The next day, Varela, returning southward,
been unfairly treated by a new and undiplo- noticed that the tracks of Col. Fountain's
matic agent. He helped convert some of the wagon had swung from the road about three
Indians to the Christian faith. miles south of where he and Col. Fountain

But the most fateful field of endeavor for had met the previous day. Following a short
this adventurer-senator-soldier-editor-lawyer distance, Varela found the tracks of three

Fully illustrated
100 pages, shows
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clothing, leather
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our own manu
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KASENIT
COMPOUNDS

surface harden
parts SAFELY
without special
equipment •••

Great for use in gun shops.
Kasenit is deep·penetrating
eliminates soft spots and warP:
ing. Absolutely safe and non
tOXic. Ask for Booklet G.
KASENIT COMPANY
24 King st., Mahwah, N.J.

HUNGARIAN
P-37 AUTO

380 Cal.
Beautiful Original
Walnut Grips.
Excellent Condo •••••••• $24.95
Near Mint Condo ••••••• 29.95
Used Holster-Fair Cond.. 2.00

GERMAN
OVER & UNDER

DERRINGER
22 Cal. Blue Finish .•.•. $16.95
22 Cal. Chrome Finish.. 19.95
22 Cal. Gold Finish ••••• 26.95
38 Spl. Blue or Chrome. 27.50

SEND $2.00 FOR CATALOGS

E&MCO., INC., Dept.~i~di:~i'~?~:'il.

BUY GUNS CHEAP!!!
TIRED OF PAYING HIGH PRICES

FOR GUNS FROM EUROPE?
Now with our unique exporting service we
will ship direct to you. Small shipments will
be sent parcel post from our U.S. warehouse
-large shipments direct from Hamburg. Send
an air mail letter to us including your full
name and address (please print) and we'll
immediately send you our new 1963 Firearms
Wholesale Price List No. 41.

We secure all licenses and U.S. custom
house forms. No red tape for you. Guns will be
delivered direct to your door all duty paid.
EXPECT TO BE SHOCKED AT OUR LOW PRICES.
No charge made for our list but would appre
Ciate U.S. $1.00 to help in advertising and
air mailing costs.

KRONE INTERNATIONALE
WAFFENHANDELSGESELLSCHAFT m.b.H.

Heilwigstrasse 95, Hamburg 20,
West Germany

L. L. Bean, Inc., 291 Main St.,
Freeport, Maine

Mfrs. FishinA, HuntinA and CampinA Specialties
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WORLD'S FINEST STOCK ..
THE BEST STOCKS FOR THE MONEY- CARVED, RH ••• $35.00
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Easily slips on to any shotgun
or rifle. "Progressive Action"
absorbs shock. Will give years
of service. Only $2.00.

NEW IMPROVED
Mershon Sure Grip Shell Packs
Unique pat. pend. HO" ring segment design
holds variety of calibers securely. releases
them easily. Protects shells from Joss, danl
age. Specially formulated of durable. light
weight, flexible molded rubber to work ~er
fectly all weather from _65 0 to + 240 F.
Fits any belt up to 1 '7Al:" wide. Red. brown,
black. Only $3.00.

"White Line" Recoil Pads
Unique design offers gradual resistance to
recoil instead of "mushy" cushioning or
abrup't "bottoming:' There is a model for
every purpose. whether ritle or shotgun.
For quality, long life and unexcelled shoot
ing comfort, insist on "White Line" Recoil
Pads. Deluxe (shown) $3.75.

Deluxe Slip-On
RECOIL PAD

SURE GRIP
HANDGUN CASES

3, 4 & 5 gun models
Compact, light.
these beautiful
sturdy cases have
rack for 3, 4 or 5
guns. space for ac
cessories and spot
ting scope. Avail.
with or without
back door. Exterior
is finished in choice
of 8 attractive col
ors and materials. Fully lined
to match. 3 gun model without bacl{ door
$27.50. Adjustable handgun tray extra.

NEW "SURE·GRIP"
WALNUT TARGET

GRIPS
Designed especially for the
target shooter, these fine
imported walnut grips
feature finger & thumb
grooves. Gives you better

End view Side view con trol. higher scores. Ex
pertly checl<ered with hand rubbed oil fin
ish. Avail. in reg. or large sizes for popular
Colts, S & Wand S & W Magnum models.
Only $15.50 pro

"10 Point" Grips
Fits all modern Colts and S & W
Revolvers and pistols. Easily
installed. Improves shooting accu
racy. Prevents gun from slipping.
Can be cut or shaped to fit your
hand. Only $5.75.
Bee Slour Merahon Dealer or write lor FRBB literature

r;ERSHON
rlVlllff®
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horses. Sensing foul play, Varela hurried to
Las Cruces to report what he had seen.

A posse was quickly formed. They has
tened up the road to White Chalk Hill.
Picking up the wagon tracks, the posse fol
lowed them for a dozen miles, finally coming
upon the abandoned wagon and Col. Foun
tain's rifled traveling bags. There was no
sign whatever of Col. Fountain, his son
Henry, or the horses. A little farther on, a
herd of cattle had obliterated the tracks of
the three horsemen and of Col. Fountain's
horses. There the trail ended, and there was
drawn the dark curtain of obscurity over the
fate of the Fountains that hid the truth for
more than 50 years. Substantial sums were
offered for information leading to the ab
ductors. In 1899, three men were tried for
the alleged murder, but the evidence was
weak and they were acquitted. Thus the
Fountain case became the most mysterious
and most talked-of disappearance in the
Texas-New Mexico border region. Charges
and counter-charges were made, reputations
were damaged, solutions to the crime were
whispered in private, hastily denied when
made public. But nothing was proved. Men
who had, or might have had, secret knowl
edge walked in justifiable fear.

The fate of Col. Fountain and his son
Henry remained a mystery until about eight
years ago. Then the surviving member of
Col. Fountain's three attackers was on his
deathbed at Hot Springs, New Mexico.
Here, this man confessed to a friend the
details of the murders; but he made the
friend promise that he would not reveal the
facts until three years after the dying man
had cashed in his chips. In 1953, 55 years
after Col. Fountain and his son Henry had
vanished from sight, their fate became known
to his grandchildren, Albert J. Fountain and
Mrs. Elizabeth Fountain Armendariz. The
bush-whacking happened like this:

At White Chalk Hill, some big bushes
lined the road, affording cover for the three
rustlers. From this concealment, they shot
and killed Col. Fountain without warning.

Henry was taken alive and driven in the
wagon with his dead father to where the
three rustlers decided to make camp. The
boy was a big problem. As bad as these men
were, none relished the idea of killing an
innocent boy. Finally they drew straws, and
the loser promptly drew his knife and slit
the boy's throat.

The two bodies were wrapped in some
Navajo blankets found in the wagon and
were packed on Colonel Fountain's horses
to a mountain ranch. Somewhere in this
remote spot, the earthly remains of a brave
man and his son lie together to this day.
Attempts to locate the graves have been
unsuccessful.

Col. Fountain's Model 1866 presentation
rifle, a mute testimony to the high regard
in which he was held, now rests in a show
case at the Gadsden museum in Mesilla. In
this friendly little village a few miles south
of Las Cruces, New Mexico, you may also
visit the "Billy the Kid" museum.

Mesilla's long history has been painted
with shades of good and bad. Few men in
the Southwest, however, could match the
lustre which surrounds the name of Mesilla's
most famous resident, Col. Albert J. Foun
tain. And his was one gun which, ~
in a sense, did talk. ~

SAVAGE
scope stghts
4X MODEL 0433

SOMETHING
NEW COMES
INTO VIEW

Sal/age

Your eyes will tell you
at first glance that this
is a quality instrument.
Careful comparison
with any scope in its
class will convince you
that there isn't a better
scope at anywhere near
the price. From eye
piece to objective lens
the 0433 is packed with
top quality design,
workmanship and ma
terials. (Savage guaran
tees it fully.) Precision
ground, COlor-corrected,
hard-coated lenses for
high fidelity and bright

ness. Tube is hermetically sealed, nitrogen
filled, fog-free and weatherproof. Always
centered reticle of special, shock-resistant
alloy. Light, sturdy duralumin tube is rust
proof, has a handsome, durable finish. See
your sporting arms dealer and take a look
soon. And take a look at the low price tag, too.

$3950

FREE! Illustrated 32-page catalog of Savage,
Stevens, Fox firearms and scopes. Write Savage
Arms, Westfield 43, Massachusetts. Prices sub
ject to change. Slightly higher in Canada.
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PRESENTS

CORPORATION
INDIANAPOLIS 18. INDIANA

Instantly shows true range!

MAGNIFICENT
PERFORMANCE

READ
DISlANCE

• IS DOUIU IMAGES MERGE ON DIAL
INSTANT l\IARKS1UANSHIP! Just focus this pre
cision optical instrument on any target Dial instantly
shows distance in yards. Lets you adjust sights for
deadly accuracy every shot. Terrific for varmint
hunters. Just 12 inches long. Deluxe set including
Rangefinder. Leather Holster Case. and 5x Telescope
Eyepiece for easiest long-range focllssing-$29.95 com
plete, or you may order the Rangefinder alone for
$19.95. (Also available 250-yd. models from $9.95.)
Ideal gift. 30 Day MoneY-back guar. Send check to:

IDealers: I FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP., Dept. HC-6

~ 92-60 Queens Blvd., REGO PARK 74, N. Y.

Sacshell THE GREATEST COMBINATION OF COM.
PONENTS ever available to the hand loader. We GUAR.
ANTEE better ballistic performance with SACSHELL,
than with any other components, or 5 times your
money backl

Samples of Wads and Sacgard-12 gauge-l.00
Postal regulations prohibit mailing of primers

5204 EAST TWENTY.FIFTH

SULLIVAN ARMS

Sacgarcl Plas,tic shot shieid PREVENTS SHOT DE.
FORMATlON caused by barrel scrub. Easy to load
increases pattern density 6 to 8 per cent.

"-.__---5Ia~corkGreatest cushion wad ever developed.
PAPER COVERED, SO SHOT CAN'T STICK. Lubricated,
increases pattern density 6 to 8 per cent over fiber wads.

Sacclome GIVES 100 PER CENT EFFICIENCY from
any powder charge. Gets maximum velocity. Loads
easily-won't tip.

Sacfire PRIMERS, sizes 209 S, 57 S, not oversize
-caps hot as an atom fiash.

(1) Firearm. - The term "firearm"
mean's a shotgun having a barrel or
barrels of less than 18 inches in length,
or a rifle having a barrel or barrels of
less than 16 inches in length, or any
weapon made from a rifle or shotgun
(whether by alterat.ion, modification,
or otherwise) if such weapon as modi
fied has an overall length of less than
26 inches, or any other weapon, except
a pistol or revolver, from which a shot
is discharged by an explosive if such
weapon is capable of being concealed
on the person, or a machine gun, and
includes a mumer or silencer for any
firearm whether or not such firearm is
included within the foregoing defini
tion.

(2) Machine gun.-The term "ma
chine gun" means any weapon which
shoots, or is designed to shoot, auto
matically or semiautomatically, more
than one shot, without manual reload
ing, by a single function of the trigger.

(3) Rifle.-The term "rifle" means a
weapon designed or redesigned, made
or remade, and intended to be fired
from the shoulder and designed or re
designed and made or remade to use
the energy of the explosive in a fixed
metallic cartridge to fire only a single
projectile through a riRed bore for
each single pull of the trigger.

(4) Shotgun.-The term "shotgun"
means a weapon designed or rede
signed, made or remade, and intended
to be fired from the shoulder and de·

LEGAL ••. OR ILLEGAL?
(Continued from page 23)

you can own a cap·and·ball Colt with a
shoulder stock, because this gun is not
"capable of being fired with fixed ammuni
tion." The logic there is something you will
have to figure out for yourself.

The law, like most laws, is wordy and
space-consuming, but here are the sections of
the National Firearms Act that apply most
often to individual cases.

SEC. 5811. TAX. (a) Rate.-There shall
be levied, collected, and paid on fire
arms transferred in the United States a
tax at the rate of $200 for each firearm:
Provided, That the transfer tax on any
gun with combin'ation shotgun and riRe
barrels, 12 inches or more but less than
18 inches in length, from which only a
single discharge can be made from either
barrel without manual reloading, and on
any gun classified as "any other weapon"
under section 5848 (5), shall be at the
rate of $5. The tax imposed by this sec
tion shall be in addition to any import
duty imposed on such firearm.

(b) By whom paid.-Such tax shall
be paid by the transferor: Provided,
That if a firearm is transferred without
payment of such tax the transferor and
transferee shall become jointly and sev
erally liable for such tax.

SEC. 5841. REGISTRATION OF PER·
SONS IN GENERAL. Every person pos
sessing a firearm shall register, with the
Secretary or his delegate, the number or
other mark identifying such firearm, to·
gether with his name, address, place
where such firearm is usually kept, and
place of business or employment, and, if
such person is other than a natural per
son, the name and home address of an
executive officer thereof. No person shall
be required to register under this section
with respect to a firearm which such per·
son acquired by transfer or importation
or which such person made, if provisions
of this chapter applied to such transfer,
importation, or making, as the case may
be, and if the provisions which applied
thereto were complied with.

SEC. 5845. IMPORTATION. No firearm
shall be imported or brought into the
United States or any territory un'der its
control or jmisdiction, except that, un
der regulations prescribed by the Secre·
tary or his delegate, any firearm may be
so imported or brought in when-

(1) the purpose thereof is shown to
be lawful and

(2) such firearm is unique or of a
type which cannot be obtained within
the United States or such territory.

Sounds pretty grim, doesn't it? It really
isn't that grim, because lawmakers have their
own meanings for words. "Firearm," as used
above, doesn't mean what you would have
every right to think it means. You must read
the "Definitions."

But it is "Section 5848. Definitions" that
keeps the controversial fires blazing. Here is
prose that could serve as a pattern for the
writers of the "fine print" clauses in inslll'
ance policies. Read it carefully; they mayor
may not be talking about the gun you love.

SEC. 5848. DEFINITIONS. For purposes
of this chapter-
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Convert, S & W Models 41-46-52 - RUGER Autos.
R. H. Only; Colt .45 & Gold Cups; Hi-Stand. Mads. 102 & 103

Brochure 25c cain. Free ONLY to Dealers,

FITZ-Los Angeles 49, Calif.

181/s inch tubes, is just legal.
fendant explains such possession to the
satisfaction of the jury.
SEC. 5861. PENALTIES. Any person
who violate" or fails to comply with any
of the requirements of this chapter shall,
upon conviction, be fined not more than
$2,000, or be imprisoned for not more
than 5 years, or both, in the discretion
of the court.
SEC. 5862. FORFEITURES. (a) Laws
Applicable.-Any firearm involved in any
violation of the provisions of this chap·
ter or any regulation promulgated there
under shall be subject to seizure and
forfeiture ...

(b) Disposal.-In the case of the for
feiture of any firearm by reason of a
violation of this chapter: No notice of
public sale shall be required; no such
firearm shall be sold at public sale; if
such firearm is forfeited for a violation'
of this chapter and there is no remission
or mitigation of forfeiture thereof, it
shall be delivered by the Secretary or
his delegate to the Administrator of Gen·
eral Services, General Services Adminis
tration. who may order such firearm de
stroyed or may sell it to any State ...
or may authorize its retention for official
use of [departments of Government].
And finally, under "United States Code,

Title 18:"
In addition to the controls set forth

above, the Federal Government prohibits
the shipment of concealable firearms,
such as pistols and revolvers, through the
mails, except to certain classes of per
sons and under certain circumstances.
SEC. 1715. FIREARMS AS NONMAIL·
ABLE: REGULATIONS. Pistols, revolv
ers, and other firearms, capable of being
concealed on the person are nonmailable
and shall not be deposited in or carried
by the mails or delivered by any post
master, letter carrier, or other person in
the Postal Service [except] under such
regulations as the Postmaster General
shall prescribe, for use in connection
with their official duty, to officers of the
[Armed Forces], National Guard or Mi
litia of a State, Territory, or District;
[and various other official or law-enforce
ment persons]. Such' articles also may

If you are certain that you understand all
of the above, the following will be equally
intelligible:

SEC. 5852. REMOVING OR CHANG
ING IDENTIFICATION MARKS. It shall
be unlawful for an'yone to obliterate, re
move, change, or alter the number or
other identification mark required b'y
section 5843. Whenever on trial for a
violation of this section the defendant is
shown to have or to have had possession
of any firearm upon which such number
or mark shall have been obliterated, re
moved, changed, or altered, such posses
sion shall be deemed sufficient evidence
to authorize conviction, unless the de·

double-barrel shotgun has
(6) Importer.-The term "import·

er" means any person who imports or
brings firearms into the United States
for sale.

(7) Manufacturer.-The term "man
ufacturer" means any person who is
engaged within the United States iIi
the business of manufacturing fire
arms, or who otherwise produces there
in any firearm for sale or disposition.

(8) Dealer.-The term "dealer"
means any person not a manufacturer
or importer, engaged within the United
States in the business of selling fire
arms. The term "dealer shall include
wholesalers, pawnbrokers, and dealers
in used firearms.

(9) Interstate commerce.-The term
"interstate commerce" means transpor
tation from any State or Territory or
District, or any insular possession of
the United States, to any other State
or to the District of Columbia.

(0) To transfer or transferred.
The term "to transfer" or "transferred"
shall include to sell, assign, pledge,
lease, loan, give away, or otherwise
dispose of. '

(ll) Person. - The term "person"
includes a partnership, company, asso
ciation, or corporation, as well as a
natural person.

signed or redesign'ed and made or re
made to use the energy of the explo
sive in a fixed shotgun shell to fire
through a smooth bore either a num
ber of ball shot or a single projectile
for each "ingle pull of the trigger.

(5) Any other weapon.-The term
"any other weapon" means any weapon
or device capable of being concealed
on the person from which a shot can
be discharged through the energy of
an' explosive, but such term shall not
include pistols or revolvers or weapons
designed, made or intended to be fired
from the shoulder and not capable of
being fired with fixed ammunition.

Stevens M 3I I

ADJUSTABLE TARGET GRIPS

for right or left hanel!
P~TENT PENDING

precision molded FITZ DYNITE

$9~GUARANTEED

FRANK MITTERMEIER, INC. i~~i)
"Gunsmith Supply Headquarters"

3577 E. Tremont Ave., New York 65, N. Y.

THE RASP with a coarse and a fine cut.
Since 1937, when I designed and

offered this rasp, it has been the favor
ite of the professional and amateur
gunsmiths.

For fast cutting and smooth finishing,
use this barrel in letting rasp.
Sizes 'h", %" and 3,4" diam. 2" long.
Price: as illustrated .....••.. each $3.00
Set of 3 rasps and one handle .• : $8.00
MAIL 50cFOR BIG NEW 52 PG. CATALOG

NEW/ . .. lindMllde ONLYbyFili//
CONVERTIBLE!

ACCU·RISER

AMMUNITION

PRIMERI POCKET CLEANER
only$1'~ ~~r;::t~ ~~k~~Se I~iC:~~'~~~~ ot:
Pa Res Add hand-driven chuck. Or can be
4o/~ Sal~s Tax manually operated. Fine steel

DE wire brush, with metal sleeve.
JOB Only $1.00 Ppd. Specify whether

INQU for large or small primers.
INVIT KUHARSKY BROS.

2425 W. 12th St., Erie, Penna.
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be conveyed in the mails to man'ufac
turers of firearms or bona fide dealers
therein in customary trade shipments,
including such articles for repairs or
replacement of parts, from one to the
other, under such regulations as the
Postmaster General shall prescribe.

Whoever knowingly deposits for mail
ing or delivery, or knowingly causes to
be delivered by mail according to the
direction thereon', or at any place to
which it is directed to be delivered by
the person to whom it is addressed, any
pistol, revolver, or firearm declared non
mailable by this section, shall be fined
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not
more than two years, or both.

Most states have laws of their own which
further limit gun ownership of the guns
specified under the National Firearms Act,
or of other guns, or both. Municipalities have
stilI other laws of their own' conception and
subject to their own interpretations. It is
quite possible for a gun to be legal under
the national law but horribly illegal under
laws at lower levels. It is quite possible also

for enforcing agencies or individuals to place
their own interpretations on any of these
laws, at whatever level, regardless of the in
terpretations placed on them by the courts or
other authorities. This has happened. The
victim of such interpretations has recourse to
the courts, of course, and may win. But will
he spend the money? If he doesn't, the people
who want firearms confiscated and de-~
stroyed will have won another skirmish.~

A booklet called "Machine Guns and Cer
tain Other Firearms," Publication No. 232
(Rev. 5-61) is available for 15c from the
Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Govern
ment Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
This booklet covers the entire National Fire
arms Act. Also available, same source: Pub
lication No. 417 (l-58) ·covering the Federal
Firearms Act, and Publication No. 399 (Rev.
9-62) containing condensed versions of both
Acts. And The National Rifle Association,
1600 Rhode 1sland Ave., Washington 6,
D. C., has a pamphlet, published as a service
to members, titled "Federal Firearms Laws,"
which covers both Acts.

SPECIAL VALUES
ENGLISH PRECISION
BAROMETER

Pressed wood carved finish-Gilt
Frame 123.4" x 73.4" - Deep domed
glass crystal and gilt finish dial.

Forecaster dial printed in black and red. Quality
made throughout. $14.95

$20.00 VALUE

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed

5501 Broadwav, Dept. CH-6, Chicago 40, III.
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Luger
Mauser
Ortgies
Sauer
Webley

For
Colt Remington Browning
Great West'n Ruger Czech
H & R Savage Dreyse
Hi-Standard S & W Schmeisser
Iver-Johnson Walther llama

And Many Others

LENSATIC COMPA-;JS
Imported Precision
Directional Compass $2.50 . .

$4.50 VALUE

NEW HAVEN

PEDOMETER

-----POWLEy-----

COMPUTER for HANDLOADERS
YOU NEED THIS • •• Finds CHARGE1

MOST EFFICIENT POWDER and the
VELOCITY for ANY CENTERFIRE RIFLE

$3.50 at your Dealer
Marian Powley

17623 Winslow Rd., Cleveland 20, Ohio

Write today for 28-page book.
Prices, illustrates grips for all
American makes, plus many for
eign.

For All American. Many Foreign Cuns

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS are
the most durable madel Beautiful colors; smooth,
checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per
spiration, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not
chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,
Black and Staghorn finishes. Low cost, $2.50 to
$8.00-See our complete catalog!

Franzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

FREE
CATALOG

SPORTS, INC.

I've never had a gun come apart that was
worthwhile testing.

Most muzzle loaders are 12 gauge guns,
but there are considerable variations. All my
loads are for 12 gauge guns and must be
scaled down for smaller bores.

For your first shot from each barrel, start
with a medium field load. With hammers
down, raise gun and tire and feed 2'72
drams of Fg black powder into one barrel.
Follow this with a %" or Ih" basewad,
lightly greased around the edge, and ram
it down slowly, firmly, and all the way to
the powder. Watch for air pressure resist
ance in loading tight wads; it can be de
ceptive. After the basewad is seated pour
down Ilk ounces of shot. Anything from
number 4 to number 9 will do, but 6 is a
good standard. Last comes the thin topwad,
rammed so that it seats squarely on top of

BLACK POWDER NOSTALGIA
(Continued from page 37)
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or with penetrating oil, will usually unscrew
quite easily. If they're in good shape and not
battered, keep them. If they are damaged,
buy some new nipples from one of the many
dealers who handle such parts.

With the nipples removed, clean the bar
rels. They are probably full of light, dry rust.
You may even find a little pitting around the
nipples, and possibly a few light pits in the
barrel. Fine steel wool on a cleaning rod,
kerosene, and lots of elbow grease work
wonders. Locks should be dismounted and, if
necessary, disassembled. The edge of the
sear and the full-cock notch on the tumbler
may need careful stoning to get good, posi
tive cocking and a crisp trigger pull. Make
sure that the half-cock notch is really a
n'otch and not just a rounded edge. A proper
notch will give you a crisp let-off, and when
you're hunting with both hammers cocked,
the recoil from one barrel won't drop the
hammer on the other cap. Both barrels touch
ing off at once can be upsetting and, at times,
dangerous.

Once the gun is in tip-top shape, possibly
with the stock refin'ished or at least rubbed
with all the linseed oil it will take, you're
ready to start shooting. Up to this point
you've been gambling, not only with the
money you paid for the gun but also with the
hours spent putting it in shape, for the gun
needs proof testing before you can assume
that it's safe.

For proofing, a shotgun can be mounted
in anyone of a number of ways. Probably
the simplest method, which also provides for
absorbing recoil, is to tie it down to a tire
and use a cord at least 30 feet long for
pulling the trigger. The proof test that I
always run on any muzzle loader calls for
four shots from each barrel. Only one barrel
should be loaded at a time, but for all proof
shots, keep both hammers cocked. Besides
testing the tubes, the recoil of your proof
shots will also test the full-cock engagement
of tumbler and sear.

There is no definite proof load for shot
guns and my test is a tough one. If the gun
survives it, I have more confidence in it, and
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The finest qualify available, precision mao
chined from the finest qualitY,steel, for
the finest internal finish - precision rolled
threads with micrometer adjustment, and
chrome plated ••• Va/l x 14. 2 DIE SET
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the shot. This wad may have to be notched
to let air pressure escape, particularly if the
bore is undersized.

Put a cap on the nipple of the barrel to
be fired, cock both hammers, and pull your
string from 30 feet away. Then go on and
fire the other barrel the same way. It held
together through the first two shots? Good!
Now just double the powder charge for the
next three shots from each barrel. Use 5
drams of Fg powder this time, but stick to
the Ilk oun"ce shot load. To increase this
might open up the barrel of any gun, even a
good one.

If your gun holds up through the proving
-and if it's a good one it certainly should
-then you're ready for the field. First, clean
the gun. With any black powder gun, clean
ing is best done the same day it is fired.
Simply dismount the barrels, put the breech
in a pail of hot water, an'd with a tight
fitting patch, pump water up and down the
barrel through the nipples until fresh water
comes out clean. Follow with an oiled patch,
and then with a dry one.

Good field loads will have to be worked
out for the type of shooting you'll do and
for the pattern your gun delivers. Practical
ly all muzzle loading shotguns have straight
tubes with no choke boring, and this limits
its useful range to 30 or 40 yards. Beyond
this, patterns open up too much to be de
pendable. Get a few pieces of large heavy
paper, draw on 30 inch circles with a point
of aim marked in the centers, and try differ
ent loads with different shot sizes, shooting
at a range of 30 or 40 yards. You'll find that
the pattern' is usually pretty thin, and rarely
more than 50 per cent of the shot stay within

says that 20 per cent of the live weight of
a deer is lost through the removal of all
its internal organs.

The only trouble was that we didn't have
the field-dressed weights of our bucks, nor
their weights when reduced to meat car
casses-with necks attached. But we were
getting close, needing only the weight of the
nude neck. Then I remembered that, al
though I'd given away a good share of my
buck, I'd cut the neck into roasts and stored
them iIi my locker. Since my buck had been
shot through the lungs, its neck was intact.
I had cut that into six pieces of approximate
ly equal size and marked them "neck roasts."
Thus, it took only minutes to dig them out of
the locker and have them on the scales. Their

Place, Chicago 32, III.

the circle. You should easily find the best shot
size, and keep in mind that careful loading
will go a long way toward good patterns.

I have nearly standardized my field load
to Ilfs ounces of number 6 shot backed by
2lh drams of Fg powder. With a lighter gun
drop down to 1 ounce of shot. Recoil in
creases very rapidly as the barrel gets fo'Uled,
and tight-fitting wads will add to the kick.
Increasing either shot or powder loads gen
erally adds little but recoil, but for pheasant
hunting a load of 2%, drams of Fg under as
much as 1:14 ounces of shot provides that
essential bit of extra zip and range that is
needed, as well as recoil.

You can cut your own wads from card
board,or fiberboard. It's important that the
wad or wads fit tightly, and that it loads and
comes out of the barrel squarely. Don't use
materials that will come out of the muzzle
smouldering or on fire.

Practice shooting skeet or trap before your
first hunting trip. You'll have to get used to
close range shooting with the straight cylin
der bore, and the cloud of white smoke that
blots out your target is likely to be disturb
ing at first. For either skeet or trap, or for
heavy field shooting, you'll find that it helps
to swab out the barrels after every three or
four shots. Unless your ramrod is also a
cleaning rod, carry a jointed rod, and some
soaking-wet patches in a plastic freezer bag.

Shooting muzzle loading scatterguns is a
completely different experience and the gun
requires infinitely more patience and care.
But they are lots more fun to use, and you
may even find your shooting improves as you
think of the work involved ~

between shots. ~

total weight was just 18 pounds.
From then on simple mathematics sufficed.

The total meat-carcass weights of our bucks
rose to 186 (168 + 18) and 190 (172 + 18)
pounds, which represented 60 per cent of
their live weights. Therefore, they weighed
approximately 310 and 316.5 pounds on-the
hoof.

Deducting 20 per cent from these figures
(310 - 62, and 316.5 - 63.3) gave us the
field-dressed weights of 248 and 253.2 pounds,
according to the Hornaday formula. These
weights are fairly close approximations and
were within a few pounds of the actual
weights.

Another phase of the Hornaday formula
says that adding on 25 per cent of the field
dressed weight of deer will provide their
original live weights. Mathematically, this
worked out very accurately, bringing those
two bucks to 310 (248 + 62) and 316.5
(253.2 + 63.3) poun'ds, which provided some
check of the accuracy of the formula.

Since then I've used a combination of the
Hornaday formula plus, occasionally, the
data furnished by the California, Oregon, and
South Dakota technicians. For the sake of
simplicity when illustrating these data, I
use a hypothetical 200 pound live-weight
buck.

Deducting 20 per cent of his live weight
yields a 160 pound field-dressed carcass pro
vided all internal organ's are removed and
provided the rest of the animal is left intact.
If you're interested in ascertaining the meat
of the potential nude" meat carcass, simply
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reduce the live weight of the carcass by 40 rejected from consideration in Boone an'd
per cent, and you have 120 remaining pounds Crockett Club trophy records.
to be processed for the locker. The 60 per cent meat carcass I m~ntioned

In the field it's impossible to estimate the was arrived at by weighing bucks only_ A
live weight of a game animal. It is best to doe carcass, since it doesn't lose the weight
work from the field-dressed weight when the of antlers, probably runs slightly higher in
critter is delivered to the locker. From that meat percentage, depending on the size and
weight, by using the Hornaday formula, you weight of the hatrack of any buck with which
can ascertain the original live weight, deter- she may be compared. However, hunters
mine the difference between the two, deduct usually squabble about the comparative sizes
a similar weight from the field-dressed car· of bucks' racks and/or body sizes. Does are
cass, and the remainder is what you may seldom so compared.
expect in the actual meat carcass. Occasion- Most hoofed big-game can be handled
ally, when hunting far from home, deter· similarly to get live-weight estimates that are
mining the poundage of meat that must be infinitely more accurate than mere guessing.
hauled home can become very important. Even when such big species as elk and

With those two Chicagoans deadlocked as moose are considered, the interested sports-
to who had downed the better buck by antler man can arrive at a weight estimate that is
standards, I thought to divert their attention better than an educated guess. These large
to the amount of actual eating meat each had animals are generally skinned in the field and
bagged. I told them about the Hornaday the meat protected by enclosing it in game
formula. Did that bring peace to the camp? sacks. A very close estimate of their live
Heck, no. It just triggered a brand-new weight can be made by a careful weighing
argument. I finally prevailed on them to let of all parts of the meat carcass.
the locker scales settle the matter when we During such a reduction of bulk, the lower
hauled those two bucks to town. legs are cut off and discarded. These can be

When those scales showed the thin differ- figured on the basis of four pounds for
ence of three miserable pounds, the argu- prong-horns, four to six pounds for deer from
ment flared anew. The guy who had busted whitetails to big muleys, five to seven pounds
his buck through the lun'gs claimed that his for caribou, six to nine pounds for elk, and
animal had lost a lot more blood out of its from 12 to 15 pounds for moose. These may
carcass than his partner's deer, shot through vary a pound or two on individual specimens,
the neck for an instant kill. but the minimum-maximum range is accurate

I arbitrated the argument by the very to within a few ounces.
simple device of flipping a coin to decide
the issue, and the guy with the lighter, lung- The hunter who packs out such a dis-
shot buck won the toss. membered carcass-or even a part of it-

Actually, he probably did have the heavier can get an excellent idea of either total field-
buck. There's an old household expression dressed weight or nude meat carcass weight.

From then on it's a breeze to arrive at thethat says: "A pint's a pound the world
on-the-hoof weight.around." It probably' originated from the use

of water and milk as the common'est cooking I know of several perfection'ist hunters who
liquids. Since the weight of blood, largely leave nothing to chance. When they kill ex·
water, is very comparable and, since his lung- ceptionally large specimens of big game and
shot buck bled out very well before being bring out half-carcasses, they also have the
field-dressed, the winner very probably had a full hide, cape and head, plus one each of the
carcass that, in live weight, had been heavier. usually discarded front and hind lower legs.

The other buck, neck-shot, was killed so By careful weighing they are able to arrive at
instantly that there was insignificant bleeding field-dressed weight, and by using the Horna-
f th d Th h f tl I t day formula, they can calculate live-weight.rom e woun. us, muc 0 Ie s lor - Adjustable 22X _ 4SX _ 60X
circuited blood remained in the meat carcass Now that I have cleared up the weight Never be. "",:"~::!!~..P~r:ecisionAchromaticlenses
and wasn't discarded in field dressing. question-on the premise that the perfect ~g~r~~n~l~ ~~le. ope~':I~ol~~:''':-~~~:fe::

Experienced hunters, particularly those deer rifle hassle has been resolved-let me ,;;~g;:e 'i.°':~r ~~~sa.':::~zln. w;th ca.. $6.98
low prlcel You get clearer Poatpaict

who prefer to do their own butchering and just say one thing: I live happily and am not ~~~~~~ ~lct~:ss~~e~'~o~;"'iJ~"

k f h k b I d h Achro Lens. No color. no fuzz. Varl-
pac aging 0 t e meat, now· of the strings a out to get invo ve in t at unresolved ~~~c~:e~~:radjU~~~leei~e~1;nt41ororJr~et

of coagulated blood found in the meat of battle of the deer gun. You take your favor- l~r'l~;:~ ~.rr\',,:,'l~a~~~o~~';;,!~'l;u'i~i~i:.,got,;;e~t
instantly-killed animals. That's a messy prob- ite, and I take mine, and we'll argue the .22 holes In the black at 200 yds. Guaranteed to brln.

~~':n:e°sbJgt~~ns.p~r~em~)atr;..e~jeae~Cin~6~r~~~~~~::I~·io:.
lem and there's no cure for it. Spine and size of the buck, but not the gun that ~ ~~~I~e~allyA~E~:i~~~~.Aca~~~l~~ ~~~eiJ~w~eercnJen~n~~;
brain shots, though instantly fatal, just don't downed him. ~ ~~t~~{onc~:~·31c~e~~U.?:h~t~~:'~,.::~~~·co':~.. &%t.~s~.1s~
provide the finest eating meat. r------;:;:;;:---==::=:::::::=:::;:;;:-----:;:;;:---'-'----=-::-::--:--=::--==-=-~_=_=~_=_==:_:_-

That's why I'm a strong advocate of lung, GUN ENTHUSIASTS!
liver and heart shots-in that order of prefer-
cnce. All of them bleed out the carcass --~:.-;~~~
very thoroughly and avoid the coagulated NOW BE THE FIRST ~.. _ I
blood within the meat. The brain, spine, and CUSTOMIIE uour CAR r.iII_','

shoulder shots are not the best shots for T' ..

delicious venison. The trophy hunter certain
ly doesn't want to damage the cape of
head and neck skin by trying for hits in
those areas. In fact the confirmed trophy
hunter considers the meat carcass of second
ary importance. If he tries and makes a
head shot, he may very easily bullet-smash
the frontal skull plate and have his trophy
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During ranger days, Askins and George
Parker Sr. used the Model '95 a lot.

velocities) of 3065 fps.-a loss per inch of
tube of 45 fps. In this connection, Charley
Cummings, ballistics engineer at Remington,
has some pertinent comments:

"We recently fired velocity checks on a
number of rifles, mostly custom jobs, and the
interesting but not unexpected results indi
cated that the differences in velocities due to
barrel length was, in many instances, less
than the differences due to internal dimen
sions. In one case, a gun with a shortened
barrel actually gave higher velocities than
another gun with a barrel 2" longer.

"When we speak of the effect of- barrel
length, we must be very careful to under
stand that we mean the effect of barrel length
alone, with other factors kept absolutely
constant. No measure of the effect of barrel
length on velocity can be obtained by firing
different guns with different barrel lengths
unless the experimenter has been very care
ful to ascertain that the two guns are identi
cal in all other dimensions. And by identical
we mean that the dimensions do not differ
by more than half-a-thousandth of an inch.
The only strictly correct proced ure for de
terming the effect of barrel length is to take
a standard barrel and, using very carefully
assembled loads, measure the velocity, then
cut the barrel off by about 2 inches, then
measure the velocity again. Continue to short
en the barrel in this manner until the mini
mum length is reached."

What Charley is saying is that, when you
cut off the barrel of your .264 by 2 inches
and find velocity loss of 65 fps per inch, and
I whack off my tube and find I've suffered a
loss of only 45 fps per inch, it does not
necessarily follow that either set of figures is
valid. A third .264 may show a loss of only
35 fps per inch. Actually, Remington's own
carefully controlled experiments indicate that
there is only a 30 fps velocity loss when a

Leo Y.

P. D. Malone,

*TRENTQN,
NEW JERSEY,

*WATERVLlET,
NEW YORK

f
*PROVIDENCE,

RHODE ISLAND

THE NEW TREND IN RIFLES
(Continued from Page 33)

shall be "in darkest Africa" with a Rem- owner lops off a few inches of the tube; the
ington Model 725 in the walloping .458 story is that the loss is about 65 feet per
Magnum caliber. I will turn the big gun second. This is pretty serious. If true, two
loose on Cape bull-pound for pound, the inches off the barrel would cut the speed of
toughest critter on the continent. I aim to the 140-grain slug to only 3070 fps. The old
take my full quota,-with the big Remington, .270 130-grain does 3140.
but not with the original 26" muzzle-braked But the 23" barrel on my Sako .264 now
barrel. When I shipped this big buster up shows an average velocity for 10 shots (stand·
to E. P. Barber for a quick shift·over of the ard Remington 140-grain Corelokt ammo, in-
bolt from right side to left-I am a southpaw strumental readings adjusted to muzzle
-I asked him to cut off a full 3%" of barrel
while he was at it. This not only eliminated
the built·in muzzle compensator but short
ened the rifle to a handiness necessary for
negotiating the African bush.

When you wound an old Cape bull and
have to follow him up, he will lay his ambush
in the heaviest cover to be found. There isn't
any way to pry him out save to go in on his
track. He knows this very well, and will
swing around and watch his spoor, waiting.
When he judges you are so close he cannot
miss, he launches his charge, generally from
about a dozen feet. A 26-inch barrel is too
damn long then!

Firearms International, in Washington,
D.C., import one of the handsomest rifles in
the world today, the Sako Finnbear. I have
a Finnbear in .264 Magnum caliber, also con
verted by Barber to put the bolt handle port
side, and with the 25%-inch barrel reduced
to an even 23 inches. Old .270 aficionados
say this reduces the hot .264 to the propor
tions of the old 1925 model .270.

It is a fact that a certain measure of the
"heat" of this new magnum is lost when the

Write Dept. G-4 for Free Brochure

AND

PRIMERS that's their choice
LARGEST PRIMER SELECTION FOR RELOADERS
POWDER ACTUATED TOOL CARTRIDGES FOR INDUSTRY
MAGNUM PRIMERS FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE LOADS
RED·JET BULLETS FOR INDOOR SHOOTING FUN

Cascade Cartridge, Inc., Lewiston, Idaho
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*GRANGEVILLE,
IDAHO

*CQLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO

In several years of reloading I have never discovered a faulty eel PRIMER.
Boston, Mass.

I have been using your primers for some time with SATISFACTORY performance in all respects.
Peter W. Henningson, Watervliet, New York.

I have been using CCI PRIMERS and as far as I am concerned they are the BEST.
Winkes, Grangeville, Idaho.

I have found, since I have been hand!oading my own cartridges, that there is no substitute
fo, the BEST. That's why I use CCI PRIMERS. John E. Delpha III, Providence, Rhode Island.

The,e isn't a BETTER PRIMER than CCI and I would settle for nothing else. Richard M. Hilbert,
Colorado Springs, Colorado.

I am SATISFIED with CCI PRIMERS and they are the only ones I use. Louis P. Raymond,
Trenton, New Jersey.

Having used your primers for several years, I would not consider any others. Harold Rein.
hardt, Fresno, California.

WATCH FOR MORE - MAYBE YOU 'KNOW THEM! MAYBE IT'S YOU!

PUBLIC SPORT SHOPS Est. 1918

DEPT. G 11 S. 16th ST., PHILA. 2, PA.

8rand new Book shows how to make ANY pis·
101 Holster. Written and iIIustraled by America's fore·
most leather crallsman, AI Stohlman show how easy
il is to make ANY Holster, plus 12 popular sizes and
shoulder holsler. 36 pages, 11" x17", a real work of
art. Also how-to-lace. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
The greatest book ever offered for make·jt·y,ourself
holsters. OROER TOOAY ••• $1.50 Poslpaid.

FREE 112 PAGE CATALOG

P. O. BOX 791-WQ

with
1 shell$.95
Express
Collect

Additional shells $.75 each
You're always "on guard" against robbers, mashers
and other criminals when you carry this innocent·
-looking fountain pen type TEAR GAS Device. Used for
police and civilian defense. Causes no permanent injury.
Spring·steel clip. Not a firearm.
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. NO COD'S

Registered Colt Distributors - Suppliers for
Official Police Equipment

Thi~ product is not intended for sale in states or
localities which have laws forbidding their sale.
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Mitchell Shooting Glasses
Box 5806. Waynesville, Mo.

HISTORIC

• 32" barrels, complete with ramrod.
• Walnut-finish stock with band-checkered

grip. inlaid patchbox. Sling swivels.
ONLY $37.50 2 for $69.50

Double Barrel Percussion Shotgun

• Handsomely blued 32" barrel,
complete with ramrod.

• Finely hand-checkered stock with patchbox.
• Approximate weight, 31/2 Ibs.

ONLY $17.50 2 for $29.50
Hand sculptured Walnut finished stock
ONLY $27.50 2 for $49.50

Lightweight Percussion Shotgun

Famous in History!
Here is your opportunity to shoot safe, modern,
versions of muzzleMloading percussion guns that,
in their day, were judged the ultimate in fire
arms design. Each ready to fire and government
proof-tested. These historic guns are specially
priced to appeal to every shooter, collector, dnd
black powder shooter!

FuJI Satisfaction Guaranteed

CENTURY ARMS, INC. Dept. G
54 LAKE ST. • ST. ALBANS, VERMONT

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
are my business and I make
the finest. Brilliant colors.
beautiful desiJn\s. hand cut
by precision machinery. Send
for latest list.

C. D. CAHOON • DEPT. 2, BOXFORD, MASS.

JOIN THE
SHOOTERS CLUS OF AMERICA

NOW - SEE PAGE 59!

Obviously, what is needed is a muzzle
brake. These we have in numbers. Some of
the best of the muzzle gadgets will remove as
much as 40 per cent of the sting at the
muzzle. It would appear from this that the
brake is the full answer. But you don't get
something for nothing. You decrease recoil,
but you increase blast. And by blast, I mean
the noise factor. In all the muzzle braking de
vices I have seen, if the angle of the flanges,
fins, holes, or other bame is acute enough to
really pull the teeth of a hard-kicking mus
ket, then this deflection serves to raise de
cibel output to levels that fairly fan the
shooter's ears. He can shoot with ear plugs
on the target range, but this is definitely out
in the game fields. What is needed is a
brake which would be inconspicuous, capable
of dampening up to, say, 30 per cent of the
recoil, without blasting the sh<:lOters' ears.
Maybe some smart cookie can come up with
this, but I doubt it.

What, then, is the solution to our penchant
for magnum rifles with pocket-length bar
rels? The answer, I think, is the one pre
viously stated: we can't have our cake and
eat it, too. If we're bound to go to barrels
of 16 to 20 inches, with a steady increase in
super-magnum power and velocity, then we're
going to have to live with plenty of recoil
and an ear-fanning muzzle blast. You can't
have everything. You pays your money ~
and you takes your choice. ~

~{a(IL~~~~~Sports
:~autoloader with

target pistol accuracy
Worthy companion of the Olympic Gold Medal winner, the HIGH STANDARD
SPORT-KING .22 long Rifle autoloader offers all the features most
wanted by hunters, fishermen and campers. Natural balance, sight-line.
and checkered grip give the firm, confident feel that spells good shooting-with accuracy assured by'
high-precision button-swaged rifling. Field-strips in seconds, without tools, for most efficient cleaning.
Barrel-slide locks open after last shot for fast reloading; releases with trigger finger-a practical
6afety factor. The SPORT-KING changes personality from field to target pistol-with equally dis·
tinguished performance-as quickly as changing from 4¥2 to 6%·inch barrel.
Also available: FlITE·KING .22 Short and DURA-MAliC .22 Long Rifle. Both with interchangeable
field and target barrels. Prices start at $44.00.

A,,~er ~~"om ,~!u~!L~!~H~~~~~

GRAPHWHITE
The Clean Dry Lubricant

For guns, brass sizing, locks-a
white powder, slick as graphite but
CLEAN...,...no smudging. Handy- pocket
size bottle. At Gunshops-59c-or 2
for $1.25 ppd. FREE Sample & info.
Dealers, Dists. Inquire.

DARE ENTERPRISES
P. O. Box 448 Norman 2, Oklahoma

.270 barrel is cut back from 24" to 23", a
similar loss from 23" to 22", and from 22"
down to 20" inches, the reduction averages
35 fps per inch.

With the old .30-06 cartridge, the loss with
a 180 grain bullet was only 10 fps when the
24" standard barrel was cut to 23", 15 fps
from 23" down to 22, and from 22" down to
20, the reduction was found to be 35 fps.

The Marlin lever action .35 caliber, made
in rifle length barrel of 24 inches and now
offered in a special ultra-carbine with 16%"
tube, loses, by the Cummings figures, a
total of 140 feet per second. So, with short
barrels, we do take a licking on the score of
velocities, though not as much of licking as
some claim. You can't have your cake and
eat it, too.

But what are some of the other implica
tions of these bobbed-off shooting irons?

The real bugaboo is recoil. The lighter the
gun, the more it kicks. These are magnum
days, with every man-jack insisting on noth
ing short of a magnum rifle-big cartridge
cases, jampacked with powder; big, heavy
bullets, driven at supersonic speeds. This,
especially in a short, handy rifle, spells mag
num recoil and magnum muzzle blast. Too
often, the hombre who shoots only a few
shots between seasons is just not conditioned
for this mayhem, and his game-field scoring
suffers.

Recoil is divided into three phases of ele
ments. These trip over each other in the
rapidity of their happening, but there are
three distinct stages. The first of these is
the punch needed to goose the slug from its
state of rest to full muzzle speed. The second
is the action of the gases. The gas, at the
instant the slug pas~es the muzzle, is working
all the way from the chamber to the end of
the barrel. It has, we believe, something like
half the velocity of the bullet. (That portion
of the gas directly behind the ball has the
same velocity as the bullets, but there is gas
remaining in the chamber and along the full
length of the bore, so we accept the prob
ability that the total velocity of the gas is
about one-half that of the bullet.) But muz
zle pressures from that gas is something else
again!

The third element in recoil, is what hap
pens at the muzzle. This one may be the
worst of the three! Certainly it is a big
factor,' especially with magnum calibers and
Buntline barrels. .u

The gases., when they are free to expand
at the muzzle, having pushed the bullet out
of the way, give the rifle a push backward,
just as do the engines of the jet airplane or
the military rocket. It naturally follows that
this rocket-like thrust is accentuated when
muzzle pressures are high. Chop the barrel
back, and you heighten these pressures-and
increase the jet, or recoil, effect. In some of
our super-super mag guns, the muzzle reac
tion of the gases accounts for fully one
fourth of the total recoil. To go for shorter
and shorter barrels just exaggerates this per
centage.
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UTICA Communications Corp.
2917 W. Irving Park Rd. Chicago 18, III.

As an active gun sportsman, there
are alwa,ys times when making rapid
contact is a "must". Safety conscious
sportsmen know that your best bet is
fast, dependable 2-way communica
tions. And in communications equip
ment Utica offers the finest in top
performance and reliability. The rug
ged Town & Country MC-27 Trans
ceiver is the perfect companion for
your next field trip. Sold at dealers
everywhere for only $179.95.

fresh from winning the Western Open Cham·
pionship. He was National runner up in the
all-bore competition.

Bob's greatest thrill came in being a part
of the California team that won the National
Championships that year. "Our team was
relatively unknown," says Bob. "The center of
skeet shooting was New England, and they
rather looked down their noses at us." The
nearest team score was down 30 birds below
the California score of 1217x1250. Bobby was
high man on the team with 247x250.

In 1937, Robert Stack entered the Univer
sity of Southern California and became one
of the stars of their Varsity polo team. He
helped to win the Pacific Coast Intercol
legiate Championship that year, and became
rated a 3-goal player.

Somehow, Bob managed to maintain an A
average in college and still devote himself
to two sports, skeet and polo. But the day
finally came when the two sports conflicted
directly. The Western States Intercircuit 12
Goal Polo Championships were held the
same day as a major skeet championship
shoot. It looked like Bob would have to make
a choice, but he engineered it so he could do
both. Arriving early on the skeet field, he
fired with the second squad of the first field
of shooters, scoring a perfect 50x50 in his
first relay. He then hustled over to the
Riviera Country Club to spark his polo team
to a victory in the Intercircuit Tournament;
then hurried back to the Santa Monica Gun
Club in time to fire his second relay. He
posted another straight 50x50, to win the
skeet championship with a "grand slam."

In 1937, Bob won the small bore and all·
bore Southern California Championships, and

Join NOW! and receive
this gold-filled NRA mem
bership lapel button. Sells
regularly for $1.50-yours
at no extra cost.

~
MAIL THIS
APPLICATION
TODAY!

Clayton in a shoot-off for second place in
the Junior Championship. They had tied
with 96xlOO each. In the shoot·off, Billy
missed a bird, and Bobby won.

Billy had a shooting jacket covered with
brassards-"scare jackets" and "glory rib·
bons" they were called then. "I was so awed
by him," says Stack, "I couldn't believe I
had really beaten him."

Bobby was also runner up in the 20 gauge
event at the Nationals. He won an engraved
28 gauge double barreled Parker shotgun
with a silver plate in the stock mistakenly
declaring that Robert Stack was runner up in
1936. Bobby made a liar out of that plate by
going back to the Nationals in '36 and win·
ning the 20 gauge Championship. In 1936,
Bobby won every major skeet shoot held on
the West Coast. He went to the '36 Nationals

..All ~I.eje NRA MEMBERSHIP
BENEFITS /or Oil'} 5it'£> 2)0Ilarj

A Year's Subscription to
THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN MAGAZINE

The world of guns and shooting is thoroughly covered in The
American Rifleman, sent to you each month as one of your NRA
membership services. You'll keep abreast of shooting and hunting
activities; relive firearms history; learn the practical use of guns
for more fun the year around. You'll read about rifles, pistols,
shotguns; hunting and target shooting; gunsmithing and gun col.
lecting; reloading and related subjects eve,y month. Especially

valuable are impartial product evaluations, based on practical field tests of new
products reviewed. Other subjects fully covered. include articles on how to buy,
shoot and care for guns; where and how to hunt;' amateur gunsmithing and reload·
ing methods; firearms legislation proposals, the top authority on guns and shooting.

THE BOB STACK STORY
(Continued jrom page 18)

14-year-old Billy Clayton winning the Great
Eastern Championship. Bobby was already
familiar with guns. He had hunted with his
father before the elder Stack's death, and
his father's gun collection fascinated him.
His easy grin and earnest desire to learn won
him many friends on the skeet field. Here he
found the adult male companionship he had
known with his father. Harry Fleischmann,
one of the top shooters in the country at the
time, took young Stack under his wing. The
boy responded to instruction like modeling
clay to the fingers of a skilled sculptor. In
less than two years, he was winning the
big ones.

In the National Matches in 1935, Bobby
came face to face with the legendary Billy

Annual Membership in the
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

Over 500,000 hunters and shooters-the members of NRA-invite you
to join the National Rifle Association and enjoy the many benefits

reserved for members. You'll get prompt answers from our firearms Information
Service; gun law bulletins; information on how, when and where to hunt and low
cost gun insurance; an opportunity to purchase from the Army such firearms as the
Springfield and M 1 (Garand) rifles and .45 caliber pistol at cost-to-government
prices. You can participate in year ar,ound shooting programs and be eligible for
marksmanship instruction. In addition, NRA will introduce you to a rifle and pistol
club in your community, or help organize an NRA club. And your support will help
preserve the right of free Americans to own and use firearms for lawful purposes.
%.~..-__• •

~ : Please enter my subscription 0 $5 00 Enclosed

I to THE AMERICAN RIFLE- .
MAN. enroll me as an NRA . !to\
MEMBER and send my lapel 0 B,II me pleaseI

,. button.·

I ~~::~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~:::::::::::. > '

I'. 1~~;~~~'Ai"'R'i'Fii'hA'SS"o'(iAT-i'o'N"'-'~'~:~~' ·1;·'
'f11 1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Washington 6, D. C.

·Confirming application & details wiU also be mailed. . ill
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ONLY

$1000Ammo $7.50 per 100.

You'll have to hurry. I managed to
secure only a very small supply of
these Russian army revolvers. This is
probably the only time they'll be
available at this fantastically low
price. They're going fast- avoid dis.
appointment by mailing your order
today. Good condition only $10.
Few select model. only
$12.50. Almost mint
condition $15.

U.JATLAS Trap Gun in 12 go. only. 32"
& 30". Auto ejector, fully vent rib, super
chrome plated bore, fitted recoil pad $315.00
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NAGANT
REVOLVERS ,
First time at this Low Price!

ATLAS LINE SHOTGUNS!

~:~:;':E~~fL
An absolutely fine, chatterlcss finish can be cut with this tool.
ThIs Is an advanced method of grooving the stock to receive the
~:g;~' a~~jf:blS:"'orll/e~~~cgritc~f diameter. Cutters and sepa·

E-Z
CHECKIT

.- .~.'1("''''~ $720
~ Each!

A tool equipped with four spring activated guides, it16, lB, 20.
22. Makcs a variety of checkering jobs possible. 'I'his is an
economical kit for even an occasional check{'rin~ job. E-Z-C
Coarse or Fine Cutting Heads $1.50 each, $7.20 set.
All prices FOB Anaheim. Calif. res. add 40/0 Sales Tax.
WRITE FOR CATALOG.

CRAFT INDUSTRIES
719 N. East St., Anaheim, Calif.

ATLAS Model 500
in 10-12 gauge. Anson & Deeley
type action, double triggers, standard
extractors, full vent rib, super chromed bores fitted
recoil pads. Choice of 10 go. 31h" Magnum, 32" F&F
or 12 go. 3" Magnum, 28" Mod. & Full. ..... $185.00
PARKER & l. C. SMITH BARRELS Made 01 English
Vickers steel Semi-finish-90% lifted

Gauges: 12-16-20
-_.....__..........-!!!lI#!!'.!I[II....== Barrels: 26"-28"

-30"
-_..............--Il!'!!l!!!!!!!"'"!lIiTI'IT Chambers: 23/4"

.,,1'':1 regular shells
Standord extractors $70.00 Auto ejectors $80.00
We carry a complete line of foreign pistol parts and
magazines! Send $1 for comprehensive catalog.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

ATLAS ARMS INC.
2704 N. Central Ave. Chicago 39, III.

ATLAS Model 145
in 12-16-20 go. Anson & Deeley
type action, auto ejectors, single selective
trigger, fully vent rib, chrome plated hores. Chokes
& barrels: 28" M & F-26" Imp. & Mod $235.00
• Also with 2 set barrels, 28/1 M & F and 26"

(Skeet #1 & #2) $322.50
..........•,..~

ATLAS Model 750 in 12-16-20 go.
o & U Merkel type action, Sing:
non-selective trigger, vent rib, standard
extractors. Chokes & barrels: 28" & 26"-M&F
and Imp. & Mod $225.00
• Model 800 as above chambered for 3" Magnum;

12 & 20 go $235.00

SCARCE

Send $1 lor complete catalog.

All orelers shippeel FOB Selma

Ala. res. aelel 3% Sales Tax.

CRAIG 413 Lauderdale
Selma, Alabama

is "Thepicture
early

WALTER H.

Original '93 short rifles-not
cut down or sporterixed guns.

7MM col., 22" barrel - the
right length for a high

powered rifle. Ammo on
market. To get this low price

I had to buy more than I
needed so I can't select for

anyone or check their safety.
Use rifles as decorators or

have them checked by a
competent gunsmith before

shooting. Decorator price
includes 100 rds. ammo. The

Genuine Mauser action alone
is worth more.

$950 includes
100 rds. ammo

Case of 30 r·ifles- $13500
(ammo not included)

Mint bayonets with scab·
bards to fit, $2.50 extra.

routine of feature pictures. With 'some time
to spare, he hopes to enter skeet competition
again, and also introduce his beautiful wife,
Rosemarie, to the game.

Bob's arsenal of guns is pretty impressive.
It includes a matched set of Parker side-by·
side doubles in 20, 28, and 410 borings; a
12 gauge Purdy made with heavy barrels to
handle the American heavy duck loads; an
engraved and gold inlaid 28 gauge Model 12
Winchester (inlays and engraving by Orville
Kuhl) with which he Won the Western
Open; a .410 Winchester Model 42 with two
sets of barrels; two Remington Sportsman
guns in 20 and 12 gauges; a 16 gauge L. C.
Smith double which belonged to Bob's grand
father; a Greener double 10 gauge which has
been in the family for several generations; a
20 gauge Remington Model 48 with special
vent-ribbed 30" barrel; a Browning over
under Grade V with Hydro-coil stock.

Bob is not a big game hunter, though he
intends to try it when time permits. Mean
while, his rifles include a 9 mm Mannlicher
Schoenauer with a high-mounted European
4X scope, and two Model 70 Winchesters in
.22 Hornet and .257 Roberts calibers.

He has about a dozen handguns, including
a .45 Harrington and Richardson which is
said to have belonged to John Dillinger.
Others are: a Smith & Wesson K.22, Colt
Officers Model .38, Colt Agent .38, Colt Py'
thon .357 Magnum, a fine 9 mm Mauser, and,
a Colt Single Action .38-40 presented by Fred
Roff of Colt's.

Robert Stack finds shooting blanks on the
set, in his role of Eliot Ness, something less
than exciting, whether from the .38 Colt
Agent that Ness carries holstered under his
left shoulder, or the ever present Thompson
sub-machinegun. He admits that it becomes
rather hectic at times, and the noise level is
high, but it is nothing to a guy who has
weathered 20 .50 caliber squads firing at the
same time.

Robert Stack's newest
Caretakers," scheduled for
release.

GENUINE MAUSER
j SHORT RI FLE

CAL.7MM

JUNE 1963

the Western Open all-bore Championship. He
was runner up in the all-bore Nationals. His
California team fell behind by 4 birds to take
runner-up position.

Bob has an unorthodox style in skeet. He
holds the gun tensely, well down from the
shoulder. When the bird appears, he snaps
the gun up, fires quickly, and instantly drops
the gun from his shoulder, with the ejected
shell still in the air beside it. To the casual
observer, he appears not to use any follow
through on his swing at all. Alex Kerr says,
"He does follow through. No one can hit
without it. He just has lightning fast reflexes
that make it hard to observe what he's doing.
He always was a fast shooter, which gave
him a terrific edge when there was a strong
wind. He never gave the birds a chance to
veer off course."

In 1939, encouraged by such celebrities as
Clark Gable, Gary Cooper, Spencer Tracy,
Andy Devine, and Robert Montgomery, all of
whom shot with him at the Santa Monica
Gun Club, Stack left USC to take up a career
in acting. His early pictures like "First Love"
and "Nice Girl" cast him as the young ro
mantic lead, a role he detested_

High speed action interested Bob in those
days. He raced his own home-made roadster
to a then record of 115.68 mph on Mono
Dry Lake. He won the Hearst Regatta with
his 225-cubic-inch racing hydroplane "Thun
derbird," and won the West Coast Confer
ence three years running to take permanent
possession of the Perpetual Trophy. But he
continued to shoot skeet.

The Santa Monica skeet team set a record
in 1936 of 492x500 that still stands under
the old rules of skeet. Bob's long run record
of 364 in 1937 topped the previous 350.
These don't look too imposing in the light
of today's records, but the rules were very
different then-more like the present rules
of International Skeet, with the low gun
position and a delay timer on the trap. Bob
still prefers the low-gun position. He feels
that skeet was originated to simulate field
shooting, and "It's a little hard to imagine
a hunter walking around with the shotgun
held to his shoulder in firing position."

"Bob is a phenomenal hunting shot," says
Alex Kerr. "Which puts the lie to the claim
that a champion skeet shot can't hit his hat
in the field."

A busy acting career, topped by the hectic
pace of filming an hour-long TV segment
each week, hasn't allowed Robert Stack
enough time to shoot competition in recent
years, but he keeps his hand in with occa
sional trips to Ben diOrio's Golden Valley
Skeet Range, and with frequent duck hunt
ing forays on his own private duck club,
near Colusa, in the Sacramento Valley of
California. Ducks, pheasants, and other game
birds abound on the property. Shooting is
subject to normal seasons and game codes.
Bob's father bought the property in 1925 and
bequeathed it to his sons. Robert and his in
dustrialist brother, Jim Stack, who still own
it. "We intend to hang onto it," says Bob, "so
our own boys can grow up to enjoy it as we
did. I started hunting there myself when I
was only 7." A few more years, and Bob can
introduce his own son, Charley, now 5, and
his daughter, Elizabeth, age 6, to the thrills
of hunting_

With the expected end of filming new
"Untouchables" segments this year, Bob is
looking forward to resuming the less grueling
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Actual Size Replica

THE WHEEL CHAIR DOESN'T STOP HIM
(Continued from page 19)

The FIREARMS HANDBOOK
New Illustrated Reference Book for hard-to-find
gun parts which we can supply by return mail.
The FIREARMS HANDBOOK is $4.00 postpaid.
SHELLEY BRAVERMAN, ATHENS 12, NEW YORK

the best of my knowledge," Ted says, "there
has never been a hunting or shooting acci
dent involving one of our junior club mem
bers." The long waiting list for membership
in the club is an endorsement of Ted's teach
ing methods. Faculty advisors John L. Cole
an'd Richard Martin explain that physical
facilities and instructional policies necessar
ily limit the size of the rifle club to 50 boys
and girls, mostly seniors and juniors. Upper
classmen are given preference when gradua
tions create new openings on the roster.

Working with teenagers can be discourag
ing at times, but Ted feels that any amount
of effort is worthwhile if it prevents one
accident. The faculty advisors attribute Ted's
success to the fact that he "has confidence
in the young people and is very patient with
them."

"Teaching a person to shoot is often like
teaching someone to drive," Ted explains.
"You may be an expert, but don't have the
ability to pass on your skill to your pupil."

With more than ISO medals and trophies
gleamin·g from the shelves and the showcases
at his shop, Ted appreciates the value of
prizes in encouraging excellence in any sport.
He and Wallace annually offer four trophies
to the top shooters in the junior club-two
for boys and two for girls. Competing for
these prizes is often the first taste of com
petitive target shooting for many students.

Ted's interest in guns carries him to many
parts of the state and the nation for shoot
ing matches. In addition to being secretary
of the Baraboo Senior Club, he is also a
member of the Vermont Rifle Club which
shoots monthly with iron sights, the Mount
Horeb Rifle Club for indoor .22 competition,
and the Blue River Rifle Club for small bore,
outdoor shooting. He is a deputy sheriff of
Sauk County, an'd loads between 20,000 and
25,000 .38 caliber cartridges for the county
police annually and is coach for the police
pistol team. Ted answers calls from schools,.
4·H clubs, and scout troops to lecture on his
favorite subject of gun safety.

Sergeant Virgil Steinhorst of the Sauk
County Police, admits to a faulty trigger
squeeze that hampered his shooting. "With
Ted's help I overcame it. He would sit be
hind me and remind me to be sure of my
Ihumb pressure and sight picture, and trigger
squeeze. In one year," Steinhorst says, "Ted's
coaching boosted my average 90.4 points
per shoot."

Albert Amble, sergeant in the Dane County
traffic department, is another staunch sup
porter of Ted Church. "Ted did a lot of
trick shooting," Amble explains. "Not only
is he an excellent shot, but he has that rare
ability to analyze style and spot flaws in
other marksmen, and can tell them how to
correct their errors. He's at his best explain
ing the finer points of grip and breath con
t1"01. He showed me how proper amount of
exhale can change a faulty stance just
enough to drop a high shot into the bull's
eye."

Five years ago, before he met Church,
Amble's pistol scores averaged about 400x600.
He used a standard police revolver with a six
inch barrel. After conferring with Ted several
times on form and guns, Amble sold his
revolver and bought a Colt Python·. Under

business, but more and more guns are being
brought to his shop for service and repairs,
he builds a few rifles, and he loads ammo
for some of the local law enforcement agen
cies. But you won't find him in his shop on
Thursday evenings. That time is set aside
for coaching the Baraboo High School Junior
Rifle Club. With his wheel chair stationed at
one end of the firing line, Ted supervises the
activities before him. "Most of these kids
love to hunt," Ted says. "This is good land,
with deer, rabbits, pheasants, geese, and
ducks. The hours we spend on the range help

. prepare them for good, safe gun fun."
Ted, assisted by Ray Wallace and Bob

Figi, tells students that there may be as
many as 300 fatal hunting accidents next
season', and that nearly half of them will in
volve teenagers. While 70 per cent of the in
juries are caused by trigger-happy hunters
shooting deliberately at what they "thought"
was game, teenagers are more prone to be
involved in accidents caused by stumbling
and falling, dropping guns or catching them
in underbrush, horseplay, or other, avoidable
accidents.

Intensive safety instruction pays off. "To

Powder and Bullet Scale $14.00
Guaranteed accurate to a tenth grain.
Capacity 325 grains.

Standard
Reloading Press

All rifle and pistol cartridges.
$22.50 .

LONG-RANGE
t495

THE PERFECT DECORATOR
FOR DEN, BAR, OR GUN ROOM

• Receiver & Barrel of Cast Aluminum
Beautifully Anodized Black

• Authentic Wood Stocks
• Real Detachable Clip
• Genuine Rear Sight
EDWARDS-BARNES CAST PRODUCTS CO.

5244 Elm, Houston 36, Texas
(add $1.25 for pOstage)

MICROMETER REVOLVER SIGHT
The F.D.l. Long-Range WONDER
SIGHT is specially designed fa,
mounting on S & W Medium and
large Frome Revolvers having
swing-out cylinders. No gunsmith.
ing is necessary-simply remove the
upper side plate screw from the

~L. right hand side of the frame,
attach the retaining plate and WONDERSIGHT with
the special screw furnished and-THE JOB IS DONEI

FIREARMS DEVELOPMENT LABS.
P.O. BOX 1146, LAS CRUCES, NEW MEXICO
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Now you can turn that .30M1
Carbine of yours, from a wall fix
ture to a working hunting rifle.
Load up with new Norma .30M1
ammo.

With Norma .30M1 ammo, fa
mous "Norma Quality" cases and
Tri-Clad bullets are standard
components assuring you of easy
functioning and maximl<Jm gun
protection. Tri·Clad bullets kill
clean and quick by penetrating
deep with controlled mushrooming.

So look forward to a better hunt
ing season this year, with the
new .30M1 and other economi
cal, high performance, quality

. ammunition made by Norma. At
better sporting goods dealers.

Look to Norma for Leadership!
Producers of the World's most
advanced line of:

LOADED AMMUNITION
PRECISION BULLETS

UNPRIMED VIRGIN BRASS

Want more handfoading info?
Send 25¢

to the "Norma Man"
for your copy of

"Gunbug's Guide"
Box GM-6

Div. of General Sporting Goods Corp.

SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
In Canada: Globe Firear·ms ltd., Ottawa

George L. McNicol ltd., Vancouver

6

and on his numerous hunting trips.
"Shooting and hunting can be lots of fun,"

Ted emphasizes. "But they call for a com
bination of a good gun and a good man.
This is especially true of hunting where
sudden noises or movements might trigger
the wrong respon'se from a tense and eager
youngster."

He advises all parents that "even if you
have confidence in your ability to teach your
boy or girl the fundamentals of shooting an'd
gun safety, it will be well worthwhile to
check with your local gun club, game war
den, or police department for additional in
structions. Remember, guns may be safe, but
people sometimes aren't.

"There's only one way to be sure. ~
Get 'em young and teach 'em right!" ,~

.450 rounds were still Mark II as far as the
British military was concerned.

I have never seen a specimen of the Mark
J cartridge that was headstamped, but the
Boxer type Mark II are headstamped more
often than not. I have samples that are
stamped "Eley Bros." in at least three minor
variations.

The .450 contin ued as the British Mili
tary round into the 1880's, and even after
it was officially replaced with the more ellec
tive .455 Enfield, it was still used by some
troops. Actually the .450 was a poor martial
round from the outset. How it remained in
service until about - 1884 can only be ex
plained by the fact that military equipment,
military minds, and government adaptations
--at least on official planes-are rather slow
moving when it comes to changes.

When the .450 was dying as a British
martial cartridge, it was being exploited in
an area that more suited its power and effec
tiveness. There appeared in England, and in
other European countries, pocket revolvers
chambered for the .450. From a collector's
point of view, this is where the cartridge
flowered into its most interesting phase. The
round was made commercially by all major
manufacturers and undoubtedly by a few
small companies. It was made in ball, blank,
and shot; it was externally primed and in
ternally primed. This period of commercial
manufacture is still with us. Although the
round was discontinued in the -U.S. during'
the 1930's, it is still available in Europe.

Description and even classification of any
widely circulated cartridge could be made.
It would take a book to cover all of the
variations of the U.S..30-06 cartridge, or of

(Continued on page 58)

At this moment, my collection contains
34 specimen variations of the .450 revolver
cartridge. Naturally, the bulk of the items
are of English origin as this round was
first manufactured in England. The British
adopted the .450 during the middle 1860's.
It was their first center-fire handgun car
tridge. Eighteen of my 34 specimens are of
English manufacture. Next in line are four
French specimens, three German, three of
U.S. manufacture, two Austrian, one Belgian,
one Irish, and two are unknown.

I believe that this is a rather generous
display, and I have watched for such varia
tions over my years of collecting. It should
be remembered that among the fairly historic
center-fire revolver cartridges, the .450 was
one of the first.

The original English .450 (Mark I) was
of the Boxer type-a brass tube with at·
tached iron base. The case type was rugged
enough and even reloadable, but the iron
bases oxidized quite readily even though they
were coated with a black protective paint or
lacquer. The British found that, in damp
climates, Mark I ammunition did not lend
itself to long storage. The improved car·
tridge, the Mark II did away with the iron
base. The construction of the round was the
same, but this time the attached base is
easily noticed.

The Mark I cartridge is easily identified
because of the blackened iron base, but the
Mark II is often skipped over because one
does not notice the separate, but attached,
brass base piece. Later, when brass drawing
presses were the rule of the day, the Boxer
type case construction was abandoned al
together; but, strange as it may seem, the
nomenclature was retained, and drawn brass

THOSE .450 CARTRIDGES
(Continued from page 31)

I. U.S. commercial, marked "U.M.C. .450." 2. Ditto, stamped with
"Rem-U.M.C. .450." 3. Ditto, marked "W.R.A. Co. 450 C.F." 4. A
French commercial inside primed ball load, marked "450 C.F." of unknown
manufacture. 5. Ditto", marked "8G450" made by Gevelot & Gaupillat,
Paris. 6. Inside primed blal'lk made by same company. 7. Belgian com
mercial, large Berdan primer, made by V.F.M. & Co., Liege, Belgium, and
lacking headstamp. Positively identified by certain brass characteristics.

Ted's guidance, his scores improved and
last year his average hit 569x600.

"High scores come from a keen eye, a
steady hand, and lots of practice," Ted says.
But Amble, a shooting instructor himself,
knows the value of someone like Church on
the firing line.

Ted is an NRA approved pistol and rifle
-- instructor. He is a Lifetime Master for small

bore indoors and Expert outdoors. Last fall
he won the Wisconsin title in the unclassi
fied, aggregate pistol competition.

With a dispensation from NRA to compete
from -a sitting position and with a special
permit from the State Conservation Commis
sion to hunt from his car which he drives
himself, Ted Church manages to maintain a
steady hand and a sharp eye in competitions
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LEE SONIC EAR-VALV mechanical hear
ing protector guards against gunblast noise
without plugging ears. Ear-insert portion of
instrument has been re-designed and
shortened to insure better fit with greater
comfort. Shooters report less flinching, im
proved scoring when properly protected.
Retails for $3.95 per set. Manufactured by
Sigma Engineering Co., Dept. G-6, 1608
Hillhurst Ave., Los Angeles 27, Calif.

WESTERNER BELT & HOLSTER RIG.
Made from finest grade 10 to 11 oz. leather.
Twenty-five cartridge loops for .22, .38, or .45
caliber. Holster hand-molded to gun. Made
only for single-action revolvers. Priced at
$14.95. Brochure on complete line available
upon request. Manufactured by Arvo Ojalo
Productions, Dept. G·6, Box 7475, Dept.
G-6, Seattle 33, Wash.

WIDE SELECTION of modern, high quality
reproductions of famous types of flintlock
and percussion muzzle loading rifles, shot
guns, pistols satisfy needs of collectors and
shooters requiring well made, inexpensive
modern replicas that can be safely used for
all types of black powder loads. Ranging in
price from $20 up to $60 muzzle loaders
are reproductions of lightweight "Kentucky"
squirrel guns, Civil War type military mus
kets, single, double-barrel shotguns, duelling
and holster pistols, impressive looking "Long
Tom" flintlock fowling pieces with barrels
running to 50" in length. All details from
Century Arms, Inc., Dept. G·6, 54 Lake St.,
SI. Albans, Vermont.

"PROFESSIONAL LOADING OF RIFLE,
Pistol and Shotgun Cartridges and Reloading
Data for Professional and Amateur Target
Shooters, Game Hunters and Guides" by
George Leonard Herter and Jacques Pierre
Herter is new volume offered by Herter's Inc.,
Dept. G-6 Waseca, Minn. Regular edition is
priced at $2.75, deluxe cloth bound $3.75,
plus postage. Professional Loading of Shot
gun Shells, Technical Information Regarding
Pistols and Rifles, Actual Shotshell Reload
ing, and African Hunting are among topics
treated in detail.

CARTRIDGE CUFF LINKS, TIE TACKS.
Fashioned from actual cartridges in all
popular calibers. Finished in rich 24 carat
gold, they're sure to appeal to shooters who
will want a set for each gun they own. Com
plete set $4.95; Links, $3.00; Tie Tack only
$2.00. Specify calibers on order. Send check
or money order to Walnut And Brass Special
ties, Dept. G·6, 4835 Dearborn, Mission,
Kansas.

M. & M. GUN SHOP, Dept. G-6, Buskirk,
N. Y., announces bargains on imported
scopes; also, the finest in Lynx-Line BIu
BIak bluing and re-bluing. Company long
experienced with satisfied customers. Read
ers invited to write for details.
'FIBERGLASS SLEEPER can be installed or
removed by one man, fits most pick-up trucks.
Crank-out windows and weather·resistant
chrome hardware. Ideal for hunting trips, as
well as short vacations. Provides inexpensive
sleeping quarters. Snyder Sleeper a product
of Snyder Fiber Glass Company, Dept. G-6,
Lincoln, Nebraska.

BONUS USE: Add to crankcase
to quiet noisy valve lifters •••
remove gum, sludge deposits I

THEN ADD •••

YOURSELF! I
Gunberth@ Plans & Ready·Cut Kits I
Now Available for the ALL·NEW I
+ru1;'~noed~f~2M~~~:~~~~~ 5 to I

24 gun sizes available. BIG, NEW. I
JUlly illustrated I

"Handbook" Catalog .•.
lists all details on Plans. Kits and I
~i~~~~d~apb~~e~sR;f~~~~~I~~~S~ I
order) COlADONATO BROS. )
Dept. G4S Hazleton. Po. /-----------'

Both at leading decilers everywhere!

DON HUME LEATHERGOODS
Route 1, Dept. G., Park Hill, Oklahoma
..Nationally Known a. tAl!! World'. BII.'"

~ r;;;;- ;E:;:"H;D-M~~ c";,.
. I G-30 Bradford. Po.

I Name••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

. I Addr I
L ~ty..:.: :.::':':;';"':':'~~ :.:,;':':"';': .:.:..,;.; ~J

An All Weather Bullet Lubricant
For cast rifle and handgun bullets

SOLID or HOLLOW Stick - SOt each
Fits All Type Lubricators and Sizers

- WRAPPED DUST PROOF -
ASK FOR IT AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER
Sample - 60¢ - 12 Sticks $6.00 post pd.

LITERATURE ON REQUEST

THE BULLET POUCH
P. O. BOX 42B5, LONG BEACH 4, CALIFORNIA

MOTOR-MEDIC ~~
EXTRA LUBRICATION ..•~
SMOOTHER PERFORMANCE ~

JORDAN HOLSTER
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U.s. and Canadian Pat.
Complete job as shown

for Most guns $25

SPRINGFIELDS • WINCHESTERS
FLINTLOCKS • U.S. MARTIAL

NEW ILLUSTRATED 48-PAGE
ANTIQUE GUN CATALOG SOc.

1889 BANNERMAN CATALOG. EXACT
REPRODUCTION IN ITS ENTIRETY $1.00.

FREE CATALOG

BOX 706, Radio City P. O. NeW' York 19, N. Y.

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
. SINCE 1897

~'Qui(k-Draw" Holsters.

THE

pendleton
Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The de-kicker de luxe that is precision
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically nOJ·ump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secon ary recoil). Guar
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.
PENDLETON GUNSHOP ~~~~p~;,..i~to~:b';..r.

Licensed fitter for Canadian customers
IAN S. DINGWALL, Custom Gunsmith

Hudson Bay Co. Vancouver. B. C.

~-_._._-------------------.

FEDERAL & STATE FIREARMS RECORD
BOOK has fact sheet, designed for gun
dealers, gunsmiths, manufacturers and gun
collectors in maintaining sales and pur
chases of firearms in lawful order. 495 fire
arm entries per book using three lines
per entry or 1485 firearm entries when using
single line per entry. Title page has space
for name, address, FFA license No. Priced
$2.95 postpaid, from E. A. Kohut Gunstock
Finishing, Dept. G-6, 210 Wolcott St., New
Haven 13, Conn.

THE FINEST
REVOLVER
AND

PISTOL GRIPS
GENUINE IVORY. STAG. PEARL

ROSEWOOD • PEARL-O-LITE • STAG-O-L1TE
WALNUT TARGET GRIPS

Send 4-cent stamp for new illustrated catalog
and price list - Now at special savingsI

.._--.....•........_-._-..•.
•:

Selma, Alabama413 lauderdale St.

THE SAME RECOIL PAD which is stand
ard equipment on all Ithaca Single Barrel
Trap Guns and Model 37 Shotguns is avail
able as a separate accessory from Ithaca Gun
Co., Dept. G-6, Ithaca, New York. Made of
specially compounded rubber, pads are not
affected by oil, solvent or extremes of weath
er.

CONFISCATED
PISTOLS

FROM

SCOTLAND YARD
AND

FRENCH
SECRET POLICE

Working order but I don't know make or caliber
so am offering them at fantastically $6
low decorator prices, each

FOB Selma, Alabama. .
Alabama Res. add 3% sales tax.

WALlER H. CRAIG

"BIG MIKE" CASE GAUGE made for
measuring cartridge cases up to 3" long,
features a 1" micrometer gauge assembly
reading to .001". Mounted on a sturdy cast
aluminum frame. Anvil can be used in any
of three notched positions for size of case
desired. A complete list of lengths for 130
rifle and pistol cartridges is included with
each "Big Mike." Case Gauge retails for only
$14.95 from Pacific Gun Sight Co., Dept.
G-6, Lincoln, Nebraska.

MONTE CARLO GUN CASE, manufac
tured by The George Lawrence Co., Dept.
G-6, 306 S.W. 1st Ave., Portland 4, Oregon.
Meets requirements necessary to carry big
game firearms aboard planes. Also a deluxe
rifle case for auto traveling and storage' in
between hunts. Monte Carlo molded in one
piece, finished with leather-like texture that
is virtually mar, stain, scratch proof. Weighs
a little over 6 lbs., yet strong enough to walk
on without denting. Case is lined with thick
resilien t pad of charcoal grey polyurethane
foam, which molds to contour of rifle. Priced
at $49.95.

HYDRAULIC RELOADER AND SWAGER
designed to de-prime, neck, size, and seat
bullets of all calibers (rifle and revolver),
up to .600 nitro express; for rim and {imless
center-fire cartridges (no rim-fire). High
speed unit. Ram load at which machines are
set is 5000 lbs. Reloader and swager ac
commodate all standard dies %-14 thread;
and by use of special die holder bar, F4"
dies can be accommodated. For extra long,
such as B & A, extension shoulder bolts are
provided for riser guide bars and additional
auxiliary sleeves to obtain proper adjust
ments. All metal parts chrome plated or
provided with baked krinkle finish. Oilite
bushings provided in riser bar; all outside
threads rolled for maximum accuracy,
smoothness. Manufactured by Wichita Pre
cision Tool Co., Inc., Dept. G-6, 450 No.
Seneca St., Wichita 3, Kansas.

TELE-MATE 2-way walkie talkie plus tran
sistor radio is precision crystal controlled,
with functional design, maximum power and
range allowed by F.C.C. Features a Cycolac,
high impact plastic case and is light weight
-only 14 oz. Range is several miles, possible
over line of sight distances with favorable
environmental conditions. Unit features nine
transistors and one diode. Tele-Mate/radio
$104.85 per pair. From the line of J. Briskin,
Inc., Product Development, Dept. G-6, 14827
Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, Calif.

FISH LO-K-TOR is electronic device that
registers the presence of fish directly below
or in close vicinity of fisherman's boat.
Nameplate for wrinkle finish of Lo-K-Tor
case manufactured by The Meyercord Co.,
Chicago, Ill. Details about the Fish Lo-K-Tor
furnished by the Lowrance Electronics Mfg.
Corp., Dept. G-4, Joplin, Mo.
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seemingly fatter. This Winchester .450 ball
type has not been observed in any other
cartridges of the same (.450) case, except
specimens manufactured by Winchester.

In the photograph on page 55, the last
item (#7) is listed as being of Belgian
manufacture, yet bears no headstamp. This
item came from a box of .450 cartridges tliat
had a label of the V.F.M. & Co. of Liege,
Belgium, and I recognize the head of the
case as being typical of other V.F.M. & Co.
specimens.

The inside primed .450 (#4) is listed as
of unknown manufacture. The headstamp is
simply "450 C.F." and the "C.F." un·doubted·
ly stands for "center-fire." This is a practical
marking since the normal French inside
primed specimens appear quite like a rim
fire cartridge. Although I cannot state who
made this round, it is my opinion that it was
a product of Gevelot & Gaupillat of Paris.

When talking about the various makers of
ammunition, one is very liable to come to a
conclusion that is incorrect. There are a
number of reasons for this. The most fre·
quent reason is that one company may have
evolved into another one, or one company
was a branch of a larger one. A good ex
ample of this is a Hirtenberg cartridge, com
pared with a G. Roth cartridge.

One might assume that both specimen's
were made by the same company-and in·
deed it is true that the old G. Roth firm was
superseded by the Hirtenberg Patronen·
fabrik. Generally we would assume that the
Roth specimen was the older; but this in
itself is a dangerous assumption, since the
Hirtenberg organization might well have used
the old Roth headstamp at a much later date
for some odd reason of their own.

The second cartridge from the top, left,
page 31, is listed as made in Dusseldorf, Ger
man'y, and it probably was. But Braun and
Bloem also had a plant in Prague, Czecho
slovakia, so nationality here is debatable.

Another problem is when a manufacturer
produces cases or loaded rounds for someone
else, Quite naturally the maker would put
any headstamp on the cartridges that the cus
tomer wanted. The seventh item in the same
photographic line·up may have been made
by "Weeks & Co.," or the round might have
been made by Eley Brothers in' London for
the Weeks Company.

The final figure in that photograph, "Pirlot
Freres," is listed as unknown, but I suspect
that it is Belgian. Not only does the case
head and headstamp appear to be Belgian,
but I have a listing of "Pirlot Freres" as
having made pinfire cartridges in Belgium.

An opinion, or educated guess, as to what
the case, case head, bullet style, or primer
type, seem to be, to a collector who has
handled many thousan'ds of rounds, is not to
be scoffed at. After one has pawed over col
lection after collection, and inspected items
from labeled boxes, the subtle marks of
manufacture become obvious points of refer
ence and identification. One either must be
born with an accurate and boundless memory,
or must acquire such skill through rigorous
mental exercise. The true collector, who
loves his work, will almost unconsciously
amass bits of detail that will eventually
weave themselves into a workable fabric.
This enjoyable facet of collecting makes the
difference between "an advanced collector"
and one who has simply gathered ~
many specimens. ~

$23.25
27.75
30.25
37.25
51.95

5S.95
7.65
9.40

53.95

66.00
7.50

10.95
13.95

39.60
9.60

13.20
12.50

$15.75

12.75
8.65

22.25

Choice of
Barrel Length

4%". 5V2", 7Vz"

BRAND NAMES
NEW 1963 MODELS

1 PENN PLACE (Dept. G-663)

PELHAM MANOR, NEW YORK

HUNTING E9UIPMENT
Weaver K2.5 or K3 Cross Hair or

Tapered Post $87.50
Weaver K4 Cross Hair or Tapered Post. 45.00
Weaver K6 Cr Ir or Tapered Post 48.50
Weaver K8 or 088 Hair 69.50
Weaver V8 C ete W IMounts 79.50
Weaver V8 1\1 nge Reticule Complete

W 1111 84.75
Weaver Side Mount... ..•..... 9.75
\Veaver 12.50
Swift's e W 15 Eye
s:Ni~:s 2Oor:l~d'60X 89.95

W ITr 110.00
Bausch .. .. . 9.95
Redding wder' uUet Scale ]4.00

ster Powder Measure 18.50
150 Hunter ShotsheU Press Com-

IDies .•.•.••••.••••••.•.•....•.. 49.50

LymanP~fOCT~fS&~{~~~?iJi~~~:::::::: ~~:rJ
Lyman 65 Powder Measure 16.50

707 Sup·:Matlc-2 Speed Retrleve--Ball Bear
Ing 2 pt. Suspension--W I Pre Wound
Spool 300 Yds. 8 lb. Line and Spare
Spool .•.••••••.•.•••••••••••••••..... $35.00

606 ~~~~3t~~ ~s:}~s~~e~. Llnv:.~:.r~ 28.00
1150 Ort'no 1\f::.t{c Automatic Fly ReeL ..... ]5.95
ALCEDO MICRON or 2CS •••••••••••• 41.50

(Continued from page 55)
the known and available 9 mm Luger rounds.
The .450 was chosen for this work because its
history is generally unrecognized in the
United States and because of the varied and
interesting headstamps to be found.

A few points should be explained about
the pictured specimens.

The original Mark I British service car
tridge will be found with the roll crimp as
shown, and also with a stab crimp much the
same as many of the U.S. .45 A.C.P. rounds
as made during the World War I era. There
is a minor variation in the black protective
cover of the iron base cartridges. Some have
a rather thick coverin'g material, like paint,
while others are covered with a thinner sub
stance, like a black shellac. These and other .
differences would not show in a photograph.

It will be noted that the Union Mctallic
Cartridge Co., and later Remington-U.M.C.,
styled the ball of their .450 cartridge quite
like the foreign products; but the Winchester
.450 has a ball style that is blunter and

16.25
13.50
10.75
16.25

8.6S
8.25

25.75
13.50
10.75

6.50
6.95

SEND SOc FOR 1963 PHOTO CATALOG. BIG NEW LINE OF
UNUSUAL FIREARMS. DEALERS SEND FOR INFORMATION.

MADE TO
MEASURE

All kits now polished & blued. Finish It yourself
and save $$$. Easy to assemble. All machine oper
ations are completed-only assembly of small parts remains.
Mfg. In U.S.A.

Large Cal. Revolver Kits. Choice of 8
Calibers: .357 Mag.•.45 ACP Cal.,
.44-40 Cal.. .44 Mag.. .22 cal., .38
Spec.•.44 Spec .• .45 Long Colt.

SEND FOR OUR FULLY ILLUSTRATED

FREE! GIANT CATALOGS
SPECIFY HUNTING, FISHING OR BOTH

A complete
line of Herrett

quality leather
handgun equipment.

Write for FREE literature.

*ADD POSTAGE TO ALL ITEMS

THERE IS NO SALE
LIKE PARKER'S WHOLESALE!

.... BUY DIRECT! SAVE UP TO 50% ...
FISHING E9UIPMENT

ZEBCO REELS Retail
83 or 44 Spin Cast or Spin $19.60
202 Zee Bce w /100 Yds. Itl tb. Line lost.... 5.95
89 Heavy Duty w/l25 Yds. 15 lb. Line Inst.. 22.95
822 New Open Face Spin Reel. 17.95
330 Ne..... Bait Casting ReeL .•.•••.••••••.•.• 14.95
HEDDON REELS
30 erltage Bait Caster•.••••.•..••.•• 46.00 24.25

~ eI{,ta~~I:a&s~~~~~~:::::::::::::::~:~g ~~:~~
80 II Spin Cast 19.95 10.75
PFL R REELS
1575 e-I'"ree SpOOl .....•.•..••.•... 47.60
1995 It-Free .spool ..........•.•.... 24.95

l~~ r;fy S~~: ::::::::::::::::::: ~~:~~
1495 Fly Reel 12.95
SHAKESPEARE REELS
]795 Dual Drag Level Wind Spin Cnst. ..... 29.95

g?? ~ci:~ ~~~fo~e'~~n\X~~~a~~~~ .~~~:::::: i~:g~
2065 Spin Reel W 12 Pre Wound Spools..•.. 32.50
]826 Automatic Fly Reel (Vert.) 16.95
1836 Automatic Fly Reel (Horlz.) 14.95
SOUTH BEND REELS
llO Norseman Spin Cast....•.•..••.•...... 29.95 13.S0

Great Western ;;··=iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_=
LARGE

CALIBER GUN KITS

Herrett's Stocks
lox 741, Twin Fall., Idaho

Ge"uine H.rr.tt's-
Yroop.r It. c Ie ••
Quick Draw. Jor
dan, Ta,.ol. flEE
BROCHUREI

HANDGUN
STOCKS
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SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA
A BRAND NEW PROGRAM DESIGNED TO BRING YOU

FAR GREATER ENJOYMENT OF HUNTING, SHOOTING AND FIREARMS ACTIVITIES

YOU RECEIVE ALL THESE VALUABLE BENEFITS
AND PRIVILEGES WITH YOUR CHARTER MEMBERSHIP:

MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION TO GUNS MAGAZINE Every issue is a treasure house
of information •.. loaded with dramatic photographs and priceless reading matter
written by the foremost authorities from around the globe. If it's about guns ..•
it's in GUNS-the magazine active hunters and shooters rely on and respect as the
final authority in the firearms field.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION LIBRARY SERVICE Any question you have about any
aspect of firearms can usually be answered by our staff of recognized authorities.
As a member you get this service free-just send your membership number along
with your question. You'll get the answer quickly, completely, authoritatively. Non·
members pay $1.00 per question.

PRICE INFORMATION ON USED GUNS Membership entitles you to a free copy of
the Redbook of Used Gun Values-the only book of its kind in the field. This
standard price reference guide contains over 125 pages-complete with a directory
of gun manufacturers-listing thousands of firearms with current prices according to
excellent, good and fair condition.

TIMELY GUNS NEWSLETTER Special reports spotlight anti·gun legislative activity
around the country-call attention to anti·gun articles and news items appearing in
local and national media. In addition, the Newsletter is filled with the latest
up.to·the.minute trends and developments in new products, new techniques, new ideas
in firearms.

DISCOUNT BOOK CLUB You can order most any book on hunting, shooting and
firearms at a discount of 20% off the regular list price. There is no obligation to
buy a minimum of books-order what you want, when you want it.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING DISCOUNT If you are looking for a particular firearm
... if you want to swap or sell, you may place a classified ad in GUNS at a special
20% discount.

OFFICIAL DECAL INSIGNIA For your car, home or local club ..• display this symbol
proudly. Attractive red, white and blue colors identify you as a member.

CLOTH EMBLEM This colorful red, white and blue emblem adds a decorative touch
to your hunting or shooting jacket. Yours free-wear it with pride.

NUMBERED MEMBERSHIP CARD As a member you also receive your own personal
wallet·sized membership card. Refer to the number when ordering books or par·
ticipating in any of the other valuable Club services.

0·6
8150 N. Central Park Avenue
Skokie, Illinois
Please enroll me as a Charter Member in the Shooters Club
of America. I understand I will be entitled to all benefits
and privileges described above. Enclosed is my membership
fee of $7.50 for one year.

Name : .

AddresL .

City Zone State .••• 1
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STANDARD CONVEN
TIONAL TYPE MARK I RE
LOADING DIES
Famous throughout the
world, Herter dies are
equal or better th.n any
reloading dies at any price.
Finest precision machined,
h.rdened, ,,,polished. ALL
POPULAR CALIBERS.

Most accur.,te powder measure made.

Empties nearly upright, not 90 de
grees - prevents _powder sticking.
Autom.tic powder knock. Only me.s
ure with be.ring on drum. No long
tube to c.tch powder. Double pow
der ch.mber.
St.nd to work over t.ble not edge.
Comes with .. drop tubes for all si.es
of rifie, pistol .nd shotgun c.rtridges.

HERTER'S FAMOUS MODEL 3
SUPER RELOADING TOOL

Shp.
wgt.

6lbs.

HERTER'S FAMOUS RELOADING DIES

6(j
eLo.ds. rifle, pistol or shotshells.

1 e Full length resi.es and sw.ges bul.
lets with e.se•

1li eL.the bed cast iron fr.me not
.Iuminum or .Iuminum .1I0ys.

- eComplete with-- primer .rm, insert
and shell holder of your choice.

J.,!)as eNew Primer c.tcher $1.37

~,~ !fI- Shp. wgt. 23 Ibs.

HERTER'S MODEl 4S POWDER MEASURE

BUY DIRECT
Satisfaction Guaranteed

pretty sleepy group all the way to Cairo.
Once the work began, we spent all day at

the range. Forty-three countries were repre
sented in the championships, and eleven
countries had entered women. One of the
most memorable experiences was the thrill
of marching in the Opening Ceremony. The
feeling of pride that overcame us as we
marched behind our flag, and the applause
the audience gave us as we appeared, were
moments that brought tears to our eyes.
Throughout the days of competition we had
opportunities every day to feel great pride
in the performance of our team members.

Contrary to what "Sports Illustrated" said
in its article in October about the disappoint
ment of the U. S. team, we did win 30
medals to Russia's 37. We took six firsts in
the individuals, and two firsts in team
matches. We took second in team competition
in almost every event. Gary Anderson was
the "wonderboy" of the world champion
ships. He won both the smallbore and the
free rifle crowns, received four gold medals
and set three new world records.

We were also proud of Candy's showing.
She placed 5th, with a score of 579, in the
women's prone match, among 16 competitors
representing 11 countries. Russia was first
with 586; S. Africa second-583; Germany
third-582; and Hungary fourth-580.

We -received numerous souvenirs from
other shooters that we will always treasure.
And the story of our trip would not be com
plete if I did not tell you that Candy has a
new nickname at school. They now call her
"Queen of the Nile."

Marianne (Mrs. Marvin) Driver

HERTER'S INC. SINCE 1893 WASECA. MINN.

,

WRITE FOR FREE LISTING

POTOMAC ARMS CORP.
Box 35 • 200 South Strand Street

Alexandria 2, Virginia

Left side view: Note inscription positively identifies
gu. as a genuine German Mauser-Chilean crest appears
on top of receiver.

MAUSER M 95 CARBINES
(Made by Loewe - Berlin')

because I planned on driving Candy to Ft.
Benning. Covering 940 miles in 1% days
would leave me in no condition to see, hold
steady, and shoot. So everything rested on
Candy. "She carne, she saw, and she con
quered," as the saying goes. She not only
won the tryouts, but fired a fantastic score of
598x600, one point over the present world
record held by a Russian man. (She did
establish two national records).

Things happened fast after that. I was
asked to accompany the team as coach, al
ternate shooter and chaperone for the women.
Candy and I rushed around to get our pass
ports started, pictures taken, vaccinations,
shots, measured for uniforms, etc., and on
Sept. 22nd I drove back to Detroit to get
my passport rushed through to Washington,
and to pack additional clothes for both of
us. A pretty wild week, but fun.

On Sept. 30, I flew to New York to meet
the rest of the team corning from Ft. Benning
where they had been training. I was sporting
a lovely orchid, (my birthday gift from
Marv), and that evening we were treated
to a fine dinner by the team captain. We left
Idlewild, N.Y., via TWA the next morning
and had a very gay seven hour flight to Paris.
Arriving at the beautiful Paris airport at
10 :00 p.m., we were met by an Army bus
that transported us to the U.S. Air Force
Hotel. You never saw a group check in and
clean up any faster than we did and 11:15
p.m. found most of us in the lobby, raring
to see the sights. Some of our people never
did get to bed!

Our stops in Rome and Athens were short
but interesting. Needless to say, we had a

ASTRA "400"
(Caliber 9 MM)

7 MM AMMO AVAILABLE

~~it:fY28rr:~~n-bW:~: ~~·g8 :~[let~0$3~;5 ::r·5b~xP:f
20 rounds. Com. Sporting ammo, $4.75 per box of
20 rounds. (Ammo shipped REA Collect).

~ Caliber 7 MM (7 x 57)

A REAL BUY - ONLY $16.~5
Manufactured by Ludwig Loewe-Berlin for Chilean

tra~~~rFg~~b~n~hsa~ig~~'::ii~~k1nm~~i:~~elu~ge~e~:~
bolt handle and is complete With 8eaning rod. A dandy
~it~'inr~~Yib~:r~Nt~) /3;' ~~~Y~!ov~::ll i~~nirh ~0.pl}1~,~

. NRA Good Condition .................•. '•. $16.95

fX~~C~i?8gi~~~ni;ua~lf:J::a~~~~~7dn;;;;n3:[i~ery)' $19.95

tl~~~?~~'f;~~i~:~Td'pp deliverY) $15.00 .

GERMAN MP44 MACHINE PISTOL

Cal. 7.92
Short (Kurtz)

With 30-round mag., less grips.
Fair condo $54.95; complete and

J;oOd condition, $69.95 Special selection $10.00 addi
tIOnal. ShiPped ppd. for $2.50 each. Extra mags. $9.95;
sig'ht hoods $1.95.

SOVIET DEGTYAROV DTM

\_ .......-.tl=x:r======
,-.- Cal. 7.62

,---j Cal. 9MM Perabellum
With 32-round mag. Fair condo

Arsenal reconditioned stock. $49.95;
in Jrood condo $59.95. A few With 55 German proof

marks. $75.00 net. Shipped ppd. for $2.50 each.

*UNSERVICEABLE
MACHINE GUNS

*Made unserviceable or deactivated by steel weldina.
Internal parts function. Can be used for instruction
purposes or as a priud decorator for colleetors.

Rare Russian Tank machine gun, less magazines. v.~.
condition. Shipped REA collect. $69.95 Special condl
tion, $10.00 additional.

BRITISH LEWIS LIGHT MIG

u.S. M-3 SUBMACHINE GUN

NUGGETS from
the morning mail
I' iU!!'! I
The Shooting Drivers

Remember "The Shootin'est Family"
Marvin Driver, pistolman, and his wife,
Marianne, and their daughters, Lenore and
Candy, riflewomen to whom the breaking of
records is routine? We told you about them
in our May, 1962, issue.

Here is another report about the shoot
ing activities of that pretty remarkable (and,
on the feminine side, remarkably pretty)
family. It happens to be a pretty proud-mak
ing report also of the distaff side of the
1962 Worid Shooting Championships in
Cairo.

What an eventful year 1962 has been for
us! Here is a summary of the most recent
trip-Cairo, Egypt and the 38th World
Shooting Championships.

It all began the day after our return from
the National Matches at Camp Perry, when
Lenore, Candy, and I received telegrams
inviting us to the final try-outs for the U. S.
Team, to be held at Fort Benning, Ga., under
the sponsorship of the National Rifle As
sociation. This was exciting news and plans
had to be formulated quickly.

Lenore decided not to go because she felt
she could not take that much time off from
her new job. I decided not to compete because
of my age (I hate to admit it) and, of course,
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The 001
~~ALL-AMERICAN"

GIFT

SHERIDAN's
amazing

"SILVER STREAK" and
"BLUE STREAK" shoot a

ballistically correct Smm.
pellet that has the accuracy, bal

ance and finish of match ammunition.
That's why sporting goods dealers

acknowledge SHERIDAN the standard for ...

• c•••~".. p_" ~(penetration up to 1/1
In soft pine at 25 yardsl

• Fire-Proof Safety

•".m."'" A,,,~<y :::::
and Velocity with Weaver

• Instruction Book on .84 Scope Sight
Shooting and Safety

1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white
lining. Belt and holster In black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size, caliber, model and b~rrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set avaIlable @ $13.95 PP.

NEW IMPROVED HIDE-A-WAY

Ankle Holster
This is the improved Hide-Away Holster,
made of the finest quality leather ... the
leg strap lined with softest kid to prevent
rubbing and chafing ... hand stitched by
fine craftsmen ... snap strap to keep gun
in holster. The Hide-Away Ankle Holster
solves the hidden second gun problem for
dangerous assignments. Made to fit any gun
from derringer on up. $5.00 PP. No COD.
State make and model of gun when
ordering. Send ankle measurement with
order. HOLSTER & LEG STRAP

Handcrafted
for YOU; fits
inside trousers
band; conceal
ed but avalla
ble; protects
against grease,
rust. Wt. 2 ~2 oz.
top grain soft
COWhide, rivet
ed nickel clip.

•.••. $2.95 PP.

HOLSTER

THE HIDE-A-WAY HOLSTER

New Ideas In Top Quality Holsters

SHERIDAN Pneumatics give you a lot more for just a little extra
and are doubly worth the difference. And what the pumping
does for young arms and shoulders is alone worth the small
extra cost. Write for prices and details, TODAY. Available also

.~ 5HEA11Dl1Rl1NI PRODU~;;~;;~~:~·m,
Dept. 463-F, 1234-13th Street, Racine', Wisconsin

~ Send for F,ee Catalog

~~~
1127-5WORD.CANE. RIDING.CRO~· WHITCO

Beautifully made, hand plaited, genuine l!"atper P. O. DRAWER 1712
riding crop, with 18 inch dagger hidden InsIde. TEXAS
Practical collector's item: attractive for den or BROWNSVILLE 1,8,
patio. $5.00 PP.

Safe introduction to handling a gun is every boy's
prerogative and the safest training possible is
common sense. World-famous SHERIDAN
Pneumatic Rifles have been for years the
logical solution. Also, Father and

Son target matches at home, or hunting afield,
create a bond rarely broken.

This practical little small-bore will bring
the whole family years of pleasurable,
trouble-free target shooting, pest
control and small game hunt
ing. A fine air rifle is one of
the few presents and
memories a boy
treasures all
his life.

Our test gun was a .243 and we mounted
the new Browning 3X-9X variable, collimated
it, and grabbed two boxes of factory ammo and
had the surprise of a lifetime. Without tuning
or fooling around, tbe Remington factory
ammo fired consistently, in three, five, and
ten shot strings 1% inch groups. Trigger pull
was very smooth, an'd a later check showed
that the trigger broke at 2%, lbs. Feeding of
the first 20 or 30 rounds was a little stiff,
but after the third or fourth box of ammo,
the function was glass-smooth. We had a
fox hunt lined up, and loaded some hunting
ammo, but since time was limited, we just
grabbed a load out of the hat and came up with
the 80 grain Speer bullet, and 47 grains of
4831, set off by CCI's #200 primer. Seven
five shot groups later, our very worst group
measured a fraction under one inch! The
Musketeer is priced so that it won't take a
secon'd mortgage to get one, and we liked
our test gun so well we bought it!

C-R Powder Measure
The #501 C·H Powder Measure that

reached us for tests came complete with a
special adapter tube that can be screwed
into any standard thread loading tool. Also
available for the measure is a bench stand.
The powder measure has a micrometer set·
ting that enables the reloader to set the
measure in jig time on'ce the various settings
have been checked on a powder scale.

This is a large measure with good capacity,
and repeated checks with various powders
proved it is as accurate as any measure can
be. We checked the accuracy of powder
delivery with several powders, primarily with
4831, 4350, 4198, 4227, Ball CLot #2, and
H 380. Room temperature during the tests
was 65 degrees, and all powders were taken

GUN RACK

The Musketeer
The Musketeer II, submitted for tests by

Firearms International Corp., Dept. G, 4837
Kerby Hill Road, Washington 22, D.C., was,
a very pleasant surprise.

Let's look at the exterior of the gun first.
Hooded ramp front sight that is fully ad
justable, and a Williams rear sight that is
also easily and speedily adjustable. Sling
swivels and hinged floor plate, a nicely
shaped and checkered stock with Monte
Carlo cheek piece. The action is the F.N.
Supreme action with a perfectly silent thumb
safety, the trigger is fully adjustable, the
streamlined receiver is tapped and drilled for
scope mounting, the bolt handle is serrated
for non-slip handling. Tbe gun is available
in .243, .264, .270, .30-06, .308, .308 Norma
Magnum, and the new 7mm Rem. Magnum.

(Continued from page 6)

they come off the loading tool. Once the rack
is full, just slip an empty shell box over it,
invert the whole thing, and there is your box
of shells, as neatly stacked as when the
original hulls came from the factory. For
full information wri te to Mayville Engineer
ing Co., Dept. G, Mayville, Wisc.
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TACOMA, WASHINGTON

jacket can't contact the bore, even if fired
in chambers that are not in perfect alignment
with the bore. This eliminates lead spitting
that is rather common in some .357's. But
this isn't half the story!

Some brands have a nasty habit in some
few lot numbers of tying up a gun when
primers flow in the firing pin hole. R-P uses
a Small Rifle primer, and have since 1958,
that eliminates this trouble completely. The
primer also gives good ignition with the
rather hard·to-ignite powder they use.

The ammo functioned beautifully in a
Smith & Wesson heavy (N) frame Magnum,
a Smith & Wesson Combat (K frame) Mag
num, a Colt Python, and a Ruger Black
hawk. Very little powder burned ahead of
the muzzles of the 4" barrels on the Python
and the Combat Magnum.

The best feature is the new bullet. Perhaps
it was sparked by the Harvey Jacketed
Jugulars, "The Most Deadly Bullets" I told
the world about in the May 1956 issue of
this magazine. They soon became the most
widely copied bullets. The R·P version' is
not a copy. It has a much longer and harder
jacket. The semi-wadcutter lead shoulder,
that caused leading in some guns, has been
eliminated. The nose has a most desirable
taper to aid accuracy by helping start it in
alignment with the bore without deformation,
like the best rifle bullets. It retains the
highly efficient flat nose.

Depending on the gun, groups run as small
as 2.0" at 50 yards. That's target accuracy!
You can feel confident of blasting varmints
such as chucks, or game such as deer, at
beyond 100 yards, if you do your part. With
this fine accuracy you get the most potent

(Continued on page 65)

fleshy part of the thumb. In loading the gun,
we found it best to load the chamber first,
then push the safety on, and with the shell
slipped into the magazine, it is essential to
be certain that the shell actually locks in the
magazine. It the shell does not lock fully,
it will pop out again, thus blocking the
feeder mechanism. If this should happen; the
jam is easily removed by stripping the gun,
an operation that takes 57 seconds and can
be accomplished even in a duck blind.

The pattern of the test gun was excellent
and was more than adequate to handle Blue
Rocks in strong cross winds, even when we
were shooting at 55 yards and barely nicking
the edges of the birds. This is a fine auto·
loader, and should be of interest to ~
those who want a lightweight gun. ~

Canada • Dorken Bros. & Co., Montreal I, Que.

P. O. BOX 1191

YOU PREDICTED PERFORMANCE
You know you'll be at your shooting best every time out with a Husqvarna Rifle. Superb,
old·country craftsmanship, perfect balance, HVA improved mauser action, finest Swedish
steel barrels with "Hammer Forged" rifling, European walnut stocks combine to assure
top performance. Calibers: .243, .270, .30·06, .308, 7x57mm, .358 Mag., 7mm Mag.
Husqvarna Rifles priced from $129.95.

Write for literature on this and other fine imp'orted firearms.

~....~.......

we had on hand, while the top 4227 loads
did. The top 4198 load barely penetrated.

The Sisk·Bellah 37 and 50 grain H.P.
"Revolver" bullets won't take top velocity in
the .221 Fireball. I designed these to make
the wildcat Harvey Kay-Chuk practical and
efficient for varmints. The pure lead core and
short, thin jackets give maximum efficiency at
top Kay·Chuk revolver velocity. They are a
little too "tender" for the Hi-V Fireball, so
that accuracy suffers at longer ranges. Pres·
sure also runs higher than good rifle type
pills of the same weights. As they were my
own creation I wanted to try them.

For moderate range varmints the 37 grain
H.P. is quite explosive with 11.7 grains 2400
and CCI No. 400 primers. The 50 grain H.P.
is deadly with 10.3 grains 2400.

The Lyman-Bellah cast gas check bullet
No. 225107, that I designed for minimum
cost shooting in the Kay·Chuk, was tried
with one load in the Firehall. These little
hollow point pills are hard to cast with
uniformity. They work best with a hard
alloy, such as DIVCO's Illinois Bullet Alloy
No.7. Accuracy is inferior to any jacketed
bullet. Backed with 9.3 grains 2400 and a
Small Rifle standard primers, they are pretty
fair short range plinkers. Short range with
the XP·lOO means short rifle range. After
all, the R·P (Remington-Peters) firm created
a R·P (Rifle-Pistol) handgun! .

R·P has a sensational new .357 Magnum
cartridge, using a 158 grain jacketed soft
point bullet. It's the most efficient factory
cartridge we ever tested in this caliber! The
long bullet jacket covers the entire bearing
surface to eliminate bore leading, that is
notorious in .357 revolvers shooting naked
lead alloy bullets. The strong gilding metal

HANDLOADING BENCH

look twice to be certain that it was a 12 gao
gun. The alloy receiver, and a selected piece
of fine Walnut with good checkering and
finish, might explain the fact that the gun
tipped the scales at just a fraction over
614 lbs.

After 300 rounds of factory and handloads,
we can report that there was not a single
malfunction of any kind, and the gun per
formed most satisfactorily in our extensive
tests. Two steps in loading or unloading
should be kept in mind, although the man
ual that comes with the gun is exceptionally
detailed. When unloading the magazine, we
found it easiest to depress the shell release
lever with the side of the left thumb, letting
the shell pop out of the magazine and
cushioning the push of the shell with the

(Continued from page 15)

THE SHOTGUN NEWS
Columbus, Nebraska

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCUN
NEWS FRE., and start my subscription for one
year. $3 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.

----------------_..
I

G-6 I
I
I
L
I
I
INom& . __ I

I
Address :: , - --.•..,.................................. i

I
Cily & 5101& : __ .. I_________________J

Colt Autoloading Shotgun
In the shipment that brought us the latest

Colt rifle, we also got one of the fine, Italian
made shotguns that carry the honored Colt
name. Our test gun was a 12 gauge gun with
ventilated rib, and hefting it, we had to

5000
FIREARMS
BARGAINS
Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,

you'll profit from reading the bargain·filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub·

lished twice each month. It's the leading

publication for thf/ sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod·

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, mounts •.• all at money

saving prices. The money you save on the

purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000

listings twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. You can't afford to be

without this unique publication.

Free trial offer!
Money Back Guarantee.

As a special introductory offer, we':1 send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

more, if you're not completely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? You bet!

Fill in the coupon below and mail it today!

from freshly opened canisters. Maximum de
viation was 0.2 grains with one charge of
4350, while two charges of 4831 showed a
difference of 0.1 grains. Tests were made by
first setting the approximate weight of the
charge, then adjusting the measure to de
liver a definite amount of powder. Once
three accurate charges were thrown, ten
charges were metered, and each of the
charges was weighted on the Ohaus 314
scale. The measure performed in a very
satisfactory manner in all tests.
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BOPKINS
&

ALLEN
MUZZLE LOADERS

NOW WINNING SHOOT AFTER SHOOT
-and no wonder-

with cut rifled, super accurate
barrels and fast ignition
under hammer action.

JOIN AMERICA'S
FASTEST
GROWING
SPORTl

rII ;rI1ff(£3 jOttR

I:.IIlLS. EJCII£LO
AS #!O/)E~tU'A& r0;f.10RROff

~

Enfields are fine actions BUT do cock on closing
stroke and have an extremely slow "muddy" firing
pin fall. You can bring your rifle up-to-date-equal
to and often better than today's modern production
-·for just $5.95 and 2 minutes time.

t3NAP UP YOUR

~lP~OO@~O~~®
WITH THE N.A.C.

~'W "-
SPEED LOCK SAFETY PIN

FOR ALL SPRINGFIELD 1903 TYPE RIFLES
One piece Safety Firing Pin with crisp speed lock action.
Seconds to install-no drilling, filing or pinning-simply
turn into bolt body and you're ready to fire. True
Mauser type with solid safety shoulder. Lock time

reduced by nearly 500/0. Speed main $4 95
~~~i~~ • ~f•. ~~~c~~l•. ~t~~l: •.~~e:..~'??? .~nlY •

Each rifle now equipped with hooded globe front sight
& extra aperture.

• PERCUSSION BARREL DROPS INTO STOCK-READY TO
SHOOT•

• FREE. INTERCHANGEABLE PERCUSSION HAMMER
SENT WITH EACH BARREL.

• RETURN TO ORIGINAL BY SIMPLY REPLACING ORIGI.
HAL PARTS.

• .45 CAL., 8-GROOVE, (1 Turn in 56"), BLUED, WITH
SIGHT DOVETAILS, NIPPLE. ETC.

J~~a l~o~;re~i&nA~~~~1e il~aJ~:S-:~~:r_~:J~~t:J¥t~I~~/':6
and 50/70 "trap door" Sprin~fields. complete With plug,
tang, & nipple. Simply drop out old barrel and receiver
install our new barrel and change hammers-gun is ready
to shoot. OriKinal U. S. Springfield percussion hammer in
clUded ••• It replaces your cartridge hammer without fit~
ting. Conversion barrel gives you realIy
saves high ammo costs, and brings muzzle
fun within everyone's reach. Dealers will find
to replace worn out barrels and receivers on S
their inventory. Price complete and ready to
pi us S5c pp. (Bullet mold-.45 cal. for above-on y

Over $71,000.00 PA 10
/IV' J96.:e.

A GREAT IDEA!
~IJJ: tt816[~s
FROM SPRINGFIELD 45/70 or 50/70 RIFLES
~ ;""

~
_' OLD TIME

; ; HOODED GLOBE FRONT SIGHTS

\\;11 ",.. .Usable on all rifles. modern & antique.

.- ,.' Sig~~~g:::~u:eo~~~~~e:~~~ ~~~;~~~I;a:~~:

1F(Q)~ffi'lD(JJJ[b,ffi':::, ~~=~(Q)

tzJ*'~NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply ••• beautifies & protects. Deep bl ue

B~~,;a&~n~:~~~itT.C;tu:~l&~::e}~~~~~i:~ees.;:~~:
where. Guaranteed to be the best cold blue
you ever used-or your money back.

3 GUN SiZE-SEND ••••••••• $2.00 ppd.
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE

1 PiNT-SEND •••••••••••••• $7.50 ppd.
Over 4 Million Guns have been dressed UP
with FORMULA 44·40 - How about yours?

$2.00 per barrel for threading for our
breech plug and nipple advertised herein.

ffl NOW-Long Range Rear Sight

'

ih'" . • •• for all H&A's-adjustable for both windage
;;.0: & elevation, complete With 3 size aperture

disc. (All H&A receivers now drilled & tapped
for this sight)-Only $3.95

NUMRfCH BARRELS
--t?IIOOT t?TR/lIGIITI"

O~~*
BARREL BLANKS·

FINEST
RIFLED MUZZLE

LOADING BARRELS
NOW IN .36 CaBber (1 turn in 40") or

.45 caliber (1 turn in 56"). 8 groove rifling,
handsome & smooth inside and out. 15/16" across

flats 32" lonl' either cal., on~ $15.85 plus SSe post.
:ri;bonc~in;:r_Icaltirn°r~Y2~,~.98 5gr~I~:, ~~;,5Yo:;i~Pi.ng:
$15.50 plus 9Sc.

ONLY

$/lL£-9I1L£/
SAKO SCOPE-RING

SETS

CHAMBERING REAMERS
Ari~:~lvf:og~t~~lYQ~~1ifl tJe~r;;:~ ;~ ;~\i
fhousands to others hundreds. Non-genuine
without our name engraved on shank. Gun

;rtI;;~ i:::it~~~i:~2°to~~wRr:~i~~r~2~I~f:~~
gum (both made to cut rim counterbore if
required)•.222 Remin~ton, .~08 Winches.
ter•.357 Magnum (& .38 Spec.), .44 Spe.
cial, 45/70, .44 Magnum. More coming
ANY of above Calibers, Only $8.95!

ROUND BARREL BLANKS

Over 27,000,000 Gun Parts in Stock
- Write Wants For Free Quote

Just 1 chambel"ing job pays for a reamer! From then on its
clear profit. It pays to stock all sizes and be ready-

with our

$20Q..Q QUALITV

gg 2&5 2kl ;; !~ I

MUZZLE LOADING- .45 Cal. l1/s" straight 8 gToove rifled
leng-ths-l turn in 56"-super accurate ... 32" long $10.95
plus 95c. (Above barrel, only full 48" bench rest model •.•
$18.95 plus $1.50

(Add $2.00 per barrel for breech plug threading if desired.)
45/70 round blank!'!. 8 woove rifled. 11/8" o.d•• 1 turn in
22" ••• $10.60 plus 95c.
.44 CALIBER round blanks. 27" lon~ x 15/16" dis. Used
for .44 Special. Magnum. 44/40. Six groove rifled. fine
steel • • • $9.50 pi us 80c.
. 357 MAGNUM (.38 Special & 9mm LUR'er) blanks, 1 turn
16'1• •357 groove dia., 26" long•.940 o.d.- Many uses
includin~ conversion of Winchester and Marlins in .357
Mag-num rifles •.. $9.50 pi us 85c post.
EXTRA HEAVY .22 barrel blanks, full 1-1/16" dia., 6
groove barrel suitable for center or rim fire actions,
27" Iong-. 1 turn 1411 ••• Only $8.95 plus 90c post.

ALL STEEL-Fits mllled bases on
all caliber IjAKO'S. Just slide on. Save while small lot
lasts-either 26.1\1M or I" (state which). $6.95 per set.
(Also 7/8" rings only $4.95 per set.)

BREECH PLUGS

Satisfaction Always Guaranteed
.'''4''''roI''''''''....''''_''''''''....''''roI''''''''....''''roI''''''''....''''roI''''''''....''''roI''''''''_''''''''....''''_''''''''_''''''''....'''''''''....''''r,>
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified adS; 20c per word per i"'s~rtio'1 ,including name and address. Pay
a):;le in advance. Minimum 'ad: 1.0:, w,C;,;ds., Closing date August 1963 issue (on

sale June 25) is May 7. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS Magazine, 8150
North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

BINOC'!L4RS& TELES~OPES

BINOCULAR ·SPECIAbISl'S. 'All' mak.es· repiiired.' :Auth
orized Dausch.; & Lomb ..'.~eis~~ .Rensoldt· ~ dealer. Tele
Optics; 5514 Lan;rence, Chicago 30'; Illinois.

GREEN CATALOG Available now. Thousands of guns,
accessories, relics, _ammunition. 25c. Retting, 11029 Wash~

lngton. Culver City. California.

AMMUl\'ITION: .303 Brittsh bali (bard point) non-cor
rosive, recent manufacture. Excellent Quality, $6.50 per 100
$49.50 per 1,000. Limited Quantity. Century Arms Inc.,
54 Lake St.. Albans, Vermont.

ALTER & JEWEL bolts $8.50. Springfield" Enfield'
altered to 308 Norma Magnum $12.00; Enfields to 300
Weatherby $24.00; 7.7 Jap, to 30-06 $6.00; 300 Magnum
to 300 Weatherby $8.00. Catalog 10 cents. T-P Shop, 11
West Branch. Mich.

GUNSTOCKS

BOOKS

GUERRILLA WAR. Principles a"nd Practices by Colonel
Virgil Ney-Iast printin~. $3.50. Autographed. if <desired.
Command- Publications. Box 6303. N. 'V. Station, ~'Vashing·
ton 15, D.C. '

I ! GUERRILLA WARFARE! ! "150 Questtons For A
Guerilla" bY General Alberto Bayo. Bayo, veteran of Moor
ish campaigns in Africa, Spanish Civil 'Var and several
Latin American revolutions, used this book to teach Fidel
Castro fundamentals of G\V in Mexico in 1956. Includes 12
pages of ' how-to illustrations-make boobY traps. grenades,
incendiary bombs; demolish roads, bridges, railroads, etc.
Price $2.0,9. List of additional G\V books lOt. Panther
Publications, Dept: -E-l, Box 369, Boulder, Colorado.

FAST DRAW-Illustrated instruction booklet and folder
of single-action revolvers' and fast-draw holsters. 25c.
Walt's 'Veapons, Box 368, Avondale, Arizona.

COLLECTORS

GUNS SWORDS KnIve. Daggers Flask•. Big 11.1
25c coin.. Ed Howe. Cooper Mllls 10, Maine.

HUNDRED GUNS:....Swords-Relics. Large Bargain Illus
trated Catalog-35¢. So-Cal Firearms, 14402 Oxnard, Van
Nuys, California.

NAZI GENERALS Uniforms, many more items. Send 35¢.
Box 4322. Dallas 8, Texas.

ENCRAVINC

ENGRAVING BY PRUDHOMME. Folder $1.00, 302
\Vard Building, Shreveport, Louisiana.

FISHING & HUNTING

COLLAPSIBLE FAR~I-Pond-Fish-Traps;Animal traps.
Postpaid. Shawnee, 39342 Buena Vista, Dallas 4, Texas.

. FOR SALE

CANNON FUSE 3/32" dia., waterproof, burns under
water; 10 ft.. $1; 25 ft., $2, ppd. William Zeller, Kell
Hwy., HUdson, Mich.

STATE PIS.a:OL LAWS, hook.let de,cribtng current pistol
Cee~~~~N~F~r~fW~~t.st~~e:, .J;r~O24Ii.en3 y~ChleSinger, 211

~AXIM SILENCER. Information, accurate plans $1.00
~l;~ha~~~ml~~~d,A:~~~:?d,EWf~gg;s:in~osePh Vogel, 19420

COLLECTORS ITEMS: Civil War Newspaper plus Wells
~~~gO Poster 50¢. National Heritage, Box 1074G, Decatur,

FOR SALE: The Berns-Martin Holster Business Lock
Sto~k and Harrel. Both Partners Retiring. For Particulars
WrIte: Berns-Martin, Calhoun City, Mississippi.

CUNS V AMMUNITION

LIMrrED QUA'NTITY, Noncotrosiv.e issue factory mfd

~~~~H~hp~~5~a's~03(~r(N!s~6~~OOU~~~iOr:08o:y~~r~~ ~r~:Ofn
America that this Jot has been made available. It's going
~:~~k~gr3r~9,rI~ri~Or~m Blackhawk, G616 Kingsley Drive,

NEW' FIREARMS-Scopes-Reloading Supplies-Acces.
~~~~l~~'r gWvce~,s:~~c~~~be::n~t~d:an::argeCatalog Free.

10,000 GUN' BARGAINS!!! Modern-Antique Guns
Accessories ... Giant 128 Page Bargain Catalog $1.00.
Agramonte's" Yonkers, N.Y.

CASES - ONCE FIRED - Postpaid - 30.40 - 30.06 
308 - 30.30 - 32W - 300S - 35R - 358 - 8mm 
38Special - 30Carbine - 45ACP - 223R - (Formed 
7.7Jap - 7.65 - 7mm - 257R - 244 - 243 - 22.250
250S - 222R - '6.5x55) Others. Rifle 6c - Pistol 
Carbine - Shotshell 2c - Micaroni - 65 Taylor - East
Meadow-NY.

DISCOUNTS-ON GUNS And Equipment. For List of
New, Surplus, and New Muzzle Loading Guns, Send Dime.
Hilltop Gun Shop, RD3, Jamestown, N.Y.

CLOSE OUTS, and for pictures refer back to my full page
ad in Guns February issue, Page 1. Brand new percussion
dueling pistol just $12.00. *** Eleven blade camp knife just
$1.50. *** Mossberg 22 Bolt action repeating 22 rifles
$15.00. *** KhYber Pass Pistols one of each shown (three
pistols) just $20.00. *** Miniature Revolvers-$1.25. ***
Miniature automatics-$8.00.*** Not shown, but the best
value of all time, Brand New 303 British SMLE rifle
22.00. *** Also not shown, but brand new in original factory
unopened box F.N. Deluxe Bolt action rifle. Nationally
advertised rifle in 30/06, 270, 7MM or 220 Swift caliber at
the unheard of low price of only $105.00 each and their
suggested retail price is $175.95. *** Also have an absolute
ly mint, but not new, modern made identical copy of the
Sharps four barrel derringer for only $24.00.*** I still
have a few of the brand new Percussion shoulder guns to
go with the single shot pistols mentioned above. Others
sell them for $19.95 but my price is only $15.00.*** 'Valter
H. Craig, 413 Lauderdale St., Selma, Ala.

.22 Short Lee Enfield (SMLE) target rifle" $19.50. Mar
tini Enfield rifles, .577/.450 (.45) caliber, lever action,
with ram rod. Special. $14.50, 2 for $25.00. Factory-con
verted to .303 British caliber, $5.00 each additional. In
teresting 'Var Curio.. conversation piece, decorator, British
Ptat "bazooka", Churchill's secret weapon. Only $5.95, 2
for $10.00. U.S. M-l .30 caliber carbines, 15-shot, semi·
automatic, gas-operated, new. Only $69.50, 2 for $134.50.
Century Arms, 54 Lake St., St. Albans, Vermont.

U.S. 30-06 high number Springfield rifies. Very good
$39.95. Excellent-$44.95. Perfect-$49.50. U.S. 30-06 low
number Springfield rifles. Very good-$29.95. Excellent
$34.95. U.S. 30-06 Enfield rifles. Very good-$29.95. Ex
cellent-$34.50. British Mk. 3 303 rifles. Very good
$14.95. Brtttsh Mk.. 4 303 rifle,. Very good-$18.95.
British Mk. 5 303 jungle carbines. Very good-$24.95. Ex
cellent-$29.95. Argentine Mod. ·91 1.65mm Mauser rifles.
Exrellent-$19.95. Ltk.e new-$24.50. Persian Mod. 98 8mm
A·fauser carbines. Good-$34.95. Very good-$39.95. Brand
new-$49.95. Russian Mod. 91 7.62mm Moisin rifles. Good
-$9.95. Very good-$12.95. Excelient-$14.95. Russtan
Mod. 1938- 7.62mm Moisin carbines. GGod-$19.95. Very
good-$22.95. Russian Mod. 1940 1.62mm Tokarev semi
automatic rifles. Good-$34.95. Very good-$39.95. Exeel
lent-$44.95. Italian Mod. 91 6.5mm Mannlicher-Carcano
riftes. Good-$9.95. Very gond-$12.95. Italtan Mod. 1938
7.35mm :Mal1nlicher-Carcano carbines. Very good-$14.95.
30-06, 303 British, 7mm Mauser, 1.65mm Mauser, 8mm
Mauser, 7.62mm Russian, 6.5mm & 1.35mm Italian military
ammunition at $7.50 per 100 rds. Dealers inquiries invited.
Free gun list. Freedland Arms Co., 34 Park Row, New York
38. N.Y.

CUN EQUIPMENT

GUNS SCREWS, 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengths 50¢ per
dozen.' Professional 2 flute Taps $1.20. Special hard steel
drills 45¢. All postpatd. Send for Catalog 16GC on ali
Buehler mounts (including New Micro-Dial), Low Safetys.
Maynard Buehler Inc.. Orinda, Calif.

ADJUSTARLE '1'RIGGERS $3.50. Handmade of aircraft
alloys for the following military rifles: Belgfan, Egyptian,
German, Mexican, Persian, Polish, Spanish, Swedish Mau·
sers, all Japs, all ,Springflelds and 1914-1911 Enfields.
Mannlicher Schoenauers, $4.50. See American Rifleman,
January issue, Dope Bag, Page 51. :Qealers. inquiries in
InvHcd. D.E. Hines, 1l035-C Maplefield, EI Monte, Cali
fornia.

CUNSMITHINC "

PLANS-.22 Target pistol. Campers Pistol, Gun cab
inets and racks, Bluing Instructions. 5c stamp brings
illustrated information. Guns, P.O. Box 362-G, Terre
Haute, Indiana.

GUNSTOCK SPECIAL! Yamawood Featberweight Thumb
hole Sporters for FN-98 Mausers, Springfields, pictured
February GUNS Magazine. Fancy A-grade regularly $50.
now $39l Complete stock and wood selection. Blanks, hand·
bedding service. Longarini, Dana Point, California

RARE & FANCY Gunwoods: Monkeypod, Rosewood, Zebra,
Etc. Literature, Stamp. Samples 25¢. Ernest Paulsen,
Chinook, Montana.

INDIAN RELICS

BIRDPOINTS: $18 00 per 100. Satisfaetton Guaranteed.
Send self-addressed envelope for large list Indian Relics.
Tomahawk Trading Post, Pottsville, Ark.

1NVESTICATORS

INVESTIGATORS, FREE Brochure, latest submintatur.
electronic listening devices. Write Ace, Dept-8X, 11500
NW 7th Ave.. Miamt 50, Florida.

RELOADINC EQUIPMENT

FREE CATALOG. 208 Pages. Save on Reloading Equip..
ment, Calls, Decoys, Archery, Fishing Tackle, Molds,
Tools, Rod Blanks. Finnysports (SS), Toledo 14, Ohto.

SCHOOLS

MISSOUIU AUCTION SCHOOL. Free catalcg. 1330 Lin
wood, Kansas City 9-X102, Missouri.

MISCELLANEOUS

DEALERS SEND license No. for large price list New
Firearms-Scopes-Mounts-Reloading Toois-Comvonents
-Leather Goods-Binoculars-Shop TooJs. 3821 different
items on hand for immediate delivery. Hoagland Hardware.
Hoag!and, Indiana.

HANDCUFFS, $7.95; Leg Iron" $7.95; ThumbcutT,•
$9.95. Leather restraints. Collector's specialties. Catalog
SOc. Thomas Ferrick, Box 12~G, Newburyport, Mass.

NAZI ITEMS bought & sold, orig. only, 1 piece or col
lection: "lists 25c"; Lenkel. 812 Anderson, Palisades. N. J.

CROSSBO\VS for Target, Hunting and Carp- Shooting.
Factory-Direct~Prices. Jay Co. Box 1355, Wichita, Kansas.

ROACHES, WATERBUGS, one of your problems! Feed
them "Oriole Roach Powder," start sweeping them up dead
next day. One Quart $2. postpaid. Theodore Gordon, P.O.
Box 1223, New Haven 5, Conn

BELOW WHOLESALE Bargatns. Nationally adverttsed
tackle, guns. scopes, sporting, reloading, camping goods.
Send 25¢ for complete illustrated catalog._ Am,erican-Inter
national Distributing Co., Dept. G-6, P. O. Box 20,
Morris Heights Station, New Yor.k 53.

BEAUTIFUL LITHOGRAPHED sk.etches of authentte
Frontier Guns, suitable for framing. 8% x 11. Ten ditfer
ent. 2 for $1.00, 10 for $4.00. Cash with order or send lO¢

. for detailed brochure. Village Lithograph, Dept. D, 429
Main, Fallbrook, California.

QUALITY BUSINESS CARDS 1,000 - $3.95. AccuracY
guaranteed. H. M. Service, 303% S. West St.• Lima, Obio.

CHOOSE FROM hundreds of :hfoney ~Iaking Opportunities,
$3.00. Mr. Cacciatore, 1123 Shamwood Street, West Covina,
California.

BEAUTIFUL WOOD Gun Cabtnets, Trophy and Specimen
Cabinets, Gun Rack-g': Freight allowances. Outdoor Out
fitters' (D.G.), .,.~eneca Falls, New York. (Dealers Invited.)

"WINEMAKING," BEER, Ale." Strongest methods. Il
lustrated: $2.20. Eaton. Box 1242-N, Santa Rosa, Cali
fornia.

FRE'E! KLEIN'S $1.00 Value 1963 All-Sport' Bargain
Catalog. KLEIN'S-Chicai"o 6, Illinois.

GENERAL GUNSMITHING-Repairing: rebilling. con
version work~ parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop, Berry Creek. Calif.

WANTED

WINCHESTERS, COLTS, LUGERS plus many others.
Send lQ¢ for 18-page li,t. Chet Fulmer, Rte. 3, Detrott
Lakes, Minnesota.

DEALERS, CLUBS, Shooters: - M-l Carbines - $57.
Garands - $70. Sloper, 'Vestwood, California.

BLU-BLAK BLUING, scopes, sights mounted, barrels,
barreled actions, bolts altered, chambering for standard,
improved and special cartridges. :lIodel 92 Winchester
conversions to 256, 351 and 44 Magnums. Afilitary rifle
conversions to custom guns. Send for price sbeet, write
your wants, Don Mott, Hereford, Arizona.

WRITERS! BOOK Manuscripts wanted. All subjects: fic·
tion, non flction. Free brochures give tips on writing,
publishing. Write 120-F, Exposition, 386 Park Avenue
South, New York. 16. N.Y.

LUGERS, ALL MODELS, Barrel Lengths, Top Dollar.
Jack DeFee, Jr., Box 66.. HarveYJ La.

GUNSTOCK
SHABBY?
Mot~! OIL RE-FINISH

J' IT! easily, quiddy !

----:i,if~~;,:-----,:----"---
Genuine Mother of Pearl,
Ivory and Stag Grips
Free Catalogue
BOB FREILICH CO. 396'Broome St.,

NYC 13, N.Y.---------------------------

~MiI'~~~1i;III
USERS RfPORT OVIR 1.000,000 GUARAtmm fOR 200,000

lONG UFE • NO SCRATCHING. NO GAllING
MANUFACTURED IY

~ 1)te & ?!fI9, (!4,
CIMUT£O CARJlDI CARBOLOY CUADI MARKI

P. O. BOX 226 • COVINA, CALIF.
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NORM FLAYDERMAN
44 W. Putnam, Dept. G-6

GREENWICH, CONN.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 84 Pages Each Issuet
Thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles.
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from all over the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc.· all differ
ent each issue. Widest se
lection available anywhere I
Subscription Just $1.00

J;i'\_-", per Year. Send now to:

- SEE PAGE 59 FOR SPECIAL
SHOOTERS CLUB OFFER!

ASK THE HUNTER WHO USED ONE
• Soft Point for RELIABLE Expansion

• Thin forward jacket for FAST
Expansion

• LONG wound channel
• ASSURES MAXIMUM ACCURACY

243,25,264,270,280 Rem.
7 MM, 30, 338 and 375 CaTs.

ACCESSORIES

By J. Cecil Alter
(The University of Oklahoma Press,

Norman, Okla., 1962. $5.95)
Mr. Alter has been studying the story of

Jim Bridger since he first published the
fabled Mountain Man's biography in 1925.
This book unveils western Americana as it
developed, and it does much to throw some
light on Old Gabe and some of his tales
and the tales that have been spun around
that colorful figure of a colorful time. This
story of Jim Bridger is perhaps the most
complete that has been written to date. The
scholarly work that has gone into the book
is apparent, but the book reads like a first
rate novel-no mean accomplishment when
one considers the source material!-R.A.s.

NEW CATALOG
WRITE today for our new
illustrated Catalog No. 40.
Cent~r spread shows Flaig's
Ace gunstocks and blanks
in natural co/or-Cir(:ossian
walnut, Curly maple, Ore
gon myrtle, etc. Enclose 25c
to cover postage and han
dling .
LIST #39 SENT FREE.

(Continued on page 7)

ing pleasure from them. Author Coykendall
is an amateur trainer and field trial judge,
and his love for his Labs is quite apparent,
and so it should be.-R.A.s.

AC~ TRIGGER GUARDS
$1200 FOR ALL LARGE

RING MAUSERS &
SPRINGFIELD '03
& '03·A3 RIFLES.

With hinged floor
plate. Complete with

Follower and Follower
spring. Specify model and caliber.

ARMS LIBRARY

JIM BRIDGER

By Mildred P. Mayhall
(The University of Oklahoma Press,

Norman, Okla., 1962. $5.95)
Mention the name Kiowas, and immedi·

ately you get the reaction that these Indians
were among the worst of the Plains Indians.
Were they as blood·thirsty and vindictive as
has been claimed? No! The Kiowas were an
independent tribe that moved from the
mountains into the plains, and not by their
own volition. Unsettled, the Kiowas kept

THE KIOWAS

••• FINEST QUALITY,
FULLY GUARANTEED!

Made of finest steel. these
full·length sizing and seating
dies are chrome·plated and
hardened for a lifetime of
use. Thread size 7/8·14. For
most rifle and pistol calibers.
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. Order by
caliber.

ONLY

$S95 patr

POWDER SCALE

1(. 1. Wells, Juc.

"Beginners Guide to Reloading,"

FREE
'

complete, informative. Also mer·
chandise catalogue with big

• product savings. Yours at no
obligatIon.

(Continued from page 62)
bullet that was ever factory.loaded in this
caliber. It has fully 50 percent more actual
shocking power (not meaningless foot pounds
of energy) than an'y R·P cartridge I've tested
over the years. At 50 yards in fine, moist
sand it expands to about l.0 inch. The old
standard R·P lead alloy bullet at the same
listed velocity expands to only 0.6 inch.

When I first looked at the new pill I
thought the jacket was too long and hard
for fast expansion. It isn't. And penetration
is excellent for deer size game. It should
make the R·P Metal Point and lead bullets
obsolete. Cartridges cost only 2¢ more each
than their lead bullet loads, and they are
worth it.

In trying to break down a round with an
inertia·type bullet puller, the core swaged
down to nose diameter, and drove out, leav·
ing the un'deformed jacket in the case. It
takes a pretty stiff jacket nose to extrude a
lead core. The best way to break the lacquer
seal is to place the case on a lead block and
tap the forward half with a hammer until the
bullet 'loosens. The nickel plated cases are
good. I'd like them better for reloading if
they were not cannelured. However, the can·
nelure is not a sharp, deep cut as on some
brass.

I've shot a number of varmints with the
new Remington .357 Magnum' fodder, and all
were clean kills. A dedicated handloader paid
the cartridge the greatest compliment of all.
He said, "If I was rich, I'd buy this R·P
stuff and not even handload ,my .357 ammo."
I won't go quite that far, but it's fine ammo.
Pressure and velocity will'be in this ~
column when we have complete details.~

OIES at Factor~-to
. You Savings

DEPT 6E, HOWARD LAKE. MINNESOTA

• Big 325 Grain Capacity.
• Hand·honed tool steel bearings.
• Accuracy guaranteed to 1/10 grain.
• Chrome-plated. easy reading beam.
• Exclusive positive control lock beam design

for faster weighing.
• Shipping wt. 4 Ibs.

ORDER TODAY! Send chel:k or money order.
,;\ deposit on C.O.D.'s.
Immediate delivery.
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NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION, Dept.
G, 1600 Rhode Island Ave. N. W., Washing
ton 6, D. C. New: A handbook, "Basic Shot
gun Instruction," contains the ABCs of
smoothbore shooting, illustrated; also a short
history of the shotgun. Postpaid, 25c. Also
from National Rifle Association, the follow·
ing. (Where two prices are given, the first is
to members, second to non·members.)
"Sighting·In Rifles & Shotguns", 50c; "The
.45 Reprint", 50c; "Remodeling the 03A3",
50c; "Remodeling the .303 Lee-Enfield", 50c;
"The MI Rifle", 50c; "The Ml903 Springfield
Rifle", 50c; "Military Rifles", 50c; "Civil War
Small Arms", 50c; "Telescope Sights", 50c;
"Remodeling the U.S. Ml917 Rifle", 50c;
"Metallic Sights", 50c; "U.S. Cal..30 Car
bine", 50c; "Basic Pistol Marksmanship" Stu
dent's Manual, 25c; Instructor's Guide, 25c;
"Basic Rifle Marksmanship", Student's
Manual, 25c; Instructor's Guide, 25c; "Basic
Shotgun Marksmanship", Student's Manual,
25c; "NRA Illustrated Shooters Guide", $2.00,
$3.00; "NRA Gun Collectors Handbook",
$1.50, $2.50; "NRA Hunters Handbook",
$2.00, $3.00; "NRA Firearms Assembly
Handbook", $2.50, 3.50; "NRA Questions &
Answers Handbook", $1.50, $2.50; " RA II·
lustrated Reloading Handbook", $3.50, $4.50;
" RA Illustrated Shooting Handbook",
3.50, $4.50; "NRA Hunter Safety Hand

book", 10c; " -RA Hunter Safety Handbook
(Bow Hunting)", 10c; "NRA .22 Shotgun
Instruction", 10c; "Hunter Safety Instructors
Guide", 25c.
ERNEST O. PAULSEN, Dept. 9, Chinook,
Montana offers a free leaflet that describes
his rifle and shotgun blanks and semi·inlet
ted stocks of rare and fancy woods. Handgun
blocks and decorative woods are also offered,
blanks are kiln-dried.

New Varmint Cartridge
In recent years, more and more shoot

ers have become interested in using
handguns for hunting. In response to
the demand for jacketed soft-point car
tridges for use on game, Remington and
Peters brought out their .22 "Jet"
center-fire cartridge and a soft-point
version of the .44 Mognum. Expanding
their line of handgun loads for hunting,
they hove now introduced a new .357
Magnum soft-point. The new cartridge
drives a 158 grain bullet out of the
muzzle at 1550 feet per second. Muzzle
energy is 845 foot pounds. The lead
core of the new bullet gives immediate
mushrooming, while the gilding-metal
jacket eliminates barrel leading. Mid
range trajectory of the new load is only
2.3 inches at 100 yards; velocity at 100
yards is still 1240 feet per second.

For the six gunner who uses a scope
for long range shots, the new .357
Magnum will give just the kind of a
wallop that's needed for game that's
way out past the point of iron sight
effectiveness.

Booklets
JOHN BIANCHI, Dept. G, 509 Hacienda Dr.,
Monrovia, Cal. offers a new catalog that fea
tures the Protector Brand holsters. Send 25
cents for catalog and ordering information.

moving, and with the coming of the white
man, they lost what might today be called
their perspective. Thus, they became fighters
of red men as well as white. This is their
sad but interesting story.-R.A.S.

Inc., Dept. GM
Yonkers, N.Y.

1~I
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Exclusively by

International Guns,
67 Warburton Ave.,

T·l00 TARGETHOLDER
- PORTABLE-

• Takes up to 24" x 24" target.
• 4' high. Ideally suited to rifle

and pistol.
• Steel construction with painted

finish.
• Slips apart qUickly and fits 2"x

27" carrying tube.
• Four spring clips permit fast tar·

get change.
• Complete with three targets.
• Carry your own target range!

A $3 95 .'A Postpaid
:'(I if;1. No. C.O.D.
~~ A'

Product Masters Mfg. Co.
5013 Aldrich Ave. No., Dept. G·63, Mpls. 30, Minn.
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Sensational Money-Saving Offer to all
SHOOTERS, HUNTERS, COLLECTORS

GUILIBRARY
STACKPOLE'S

Vou can now receive the world's 5 most famous gun books at a
price never before possible! These five master volumes. carefully
selected from the extensive list of the world's largest' publisher
of gun books w1ll give you a basic arms library without peer.
By ordering the Stackpole Gun Library you w1ll receive (I) Small
Arms of the World by W. H. B. Smith, (If sold Individually. $15.00)
(2) Gunsmithing by Roy F. Dunlap. (If sold Individually. $10.00)
(3) The Pistol Shooter's Book by COl. Charles Askins. (If sold In
dividually. $8.50) (4) The American Shotgunner by Francis E.
Sell. (If sold Individually. $6.95) and (5) Principles and Practice of
Loading Ammunition by Lt. Col. Earl Naramore. (If sold Indi
vidually. $12.50). This $52.95 group can be yours for only $45.00!
In addition, If you send a prepaid order you will receive. wtthout
charge. the current bonus book of the Stackpole Gun Llbrary-a
distinctive firearms volume (a guaranteed $5.00 value) designed to
complement your basic lIbrary--':together, a $57.95 value for $45.00!

SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD by W. H. B. Smith and Joseph
E. Smith. Here Is a book that covers the globe. With special
emphasis on weapons of Russia and the United States. Aided by
nearly 1800 1llustratlons. this 723-page encyclopedia shows In de
tail how to Identify. strip. assemble, load. and oper,ate the mili
tary small arms of the world. Calibers. ammunition. safety.
history and many other details of Immense' value are Includecl In
this "one volume reference library." With It. you are capabll ,f
becoming a military small arms expert. Weighs In at 4~~ poun<1s!
ij;15.00

GUNSMITHING by Roy F. Dunla.p. Every phase of gunwork re
ceives the full treatment In this comprehensive volume. For the
first time. gunmakers have a working guide that contains com
plete and official specification drawings on cartridges and cham
bers, with head space data and barrel threadlngs Included. Select
Ing stock blanks. metal engraving. and blueing are only a few
of the many subjects covered In detail. 740 pages. 36 chapters.
200 illustrations. $10.00

THE PISTOL SHOOTER'S BOOK by Colonel Charles Askins;
A man who has Won virtually every worthwhile pistol shooting
championship In the United States gives the Intricate details
of his methods and valuable experiences that will help you to
become an expert. There Isn't much about revolver and pistol
shooting that Is omitted In this book. An easy-to-read standard
reference ... authoritative all the way. $8.50

THE AMERICAN SHOTGUNNER by Francis E. SeU. A new but
extremely valuable addition to any gun library. Present-day shot
guns and loads are shown In proper perspective. with eight full
chapters devoted to the economic advantages and Importance of
loading your own ammunition. The rich and rewarding experi
ences of a lifetime devoted to the fine art of shotgunning are
written here to help you Improve your shooting and loads .
and It w1ll. $6.95

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF LOADING AMMUNITION by
Lt. Col. Earl Naramore. The dean of all handloaders has produced
a monumental text based on principles he personally developed
over a lifetime as a recognized authority on ammunition. An
Indlspenslble single-volume how-to book that covers the entire
field of ballistics problems as related to cartridge reloading. It Is
Without a doubt the finest handloadlng Information available to
day. 915 pages. 240 1llustratlons. $12.50

THE STACKPOLE CO. IS THE WORLD'S LARGEST PUBLISHER OF GUN BOOKS

I The Stackpole Company. Dept. GM-6 I The Stackpole Company, Dept. GM-6 I
P. O. Box 1831, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania P. O. Box 1831, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

I h I t B I G Lib ( I I Please send the book(s) I have checked below. Check or money I
Please send me t e comp e ease un rary regu ar price order for the full amount Is enclosed with the understanding
$52.95) at your special price of $45.00. I w1ll pay for this set ac- that I may return the book(s) within ten days for a full re- I1cording to the plan checked. I fund unless completely satisfied.
o PAYMENT IN FULL. I enclose $45.00, please Include current 0 Small Arms of the World $15.00 I

I bonus book free of extra charge. I
o TIME PLAN. I enclose $5.00 as my Initial payment and w1ll 0 Gunsmithing $10.00 I

I send you $5.00 a month until ,the $45.00 has been paid. I 0 The Pistol Shooter's' Book $8.50
I understand that unless I am completely satisfied with the 0 The American Shotgunner $6.95 I

I Basic Gun Library. I can return It within ten days for a full I 0 Principles and Practice of Loading
refund. Ammunition $12.50

I Name ......................•.............•......................... I Name ...........................••..••..••...•.•.••.••••••••••• I
I Street Address ;..... I Street Address .' I

City Zone State I City '(i>'l~~~' ;io ~~~eS~~d' ~'as~t)ate .. •.••.••••.• I1 (p_lease_do_not_sen_dC_aSh)_

--------~------------~
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Left: Lever action rifle Model 250, $56.95. Center: Semi·automatic rifle Model 290, $52.95. Right: Pump action rifle Model 270, $52.95. Specifications:
Magazine Capacity-21 Short, 17 Long, and 15 Long Rifle cartridges interchangeably. Sights-Rear: Square notch, adjustable for elevation and windage. Front:
Square post on streamline ramp. Receiver - Grooved for tip-off scope mounts. Bolt - Engine turned. Barrel- 20%"; 1 turn in 16" - right-hand twist. Overall Length
-39". Stock Dimensions-Pull-13%", drop at comb 1'/.", drop at heel 2'1.". Weight-5 Ibs., approximafe.

Winchester
still believes 22's
are real rifles.

Here are three new Winchester 22's: a lever, an auto
matic, a pump. Which would be your favorite small game
rifle?

These are man-sized rifles. Plain har&working guns
with plenty of guts instead of fancy frills.

Here's the heft, the feel and the honest wood-and-metal
workmanship that have always placed a Winchester
above the pack. These new 22's are hunting rifles, de
signed to deliver plenty of firepower just where you want
it-for years and years and years.

If there's one word men have used most to describe
why they won't be without a Winchester it's the word
"honest."

An honest rifle being one that a man on a hunt can de
pend on - no matter how tough the going gets. When
you're packing a Winchester you can be pretty sure it'll
work and shoot where you point it.

That's as honest as a rifle can be. That's a real rifle.
That's the only kind of rifle Winchester makes.

WINCH'{!!LJf."'w~Olin
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